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SOLUTION OPTIONS TO THE PROBLEM OF GROWTH/OUERCROWDING
AS IT MANIFESTS ITSELF IN ILLINOIS' PUBLIC SCHOOLS
MAY 1993
Teddy S. Struck
The purpose of this study was to ualidate the problem of
growth/ouercrowding in Illinois' public schools and to identify
the solution options that would solue the stated problem.
The first step toward meeting the purpose of this study
was to reuiew related literature. In the reuiew of related
literature the following research questions were used as a guide
in the acceptance or rejection of the data: ( 1) can the data
prouide for substantiation or elaboration of any of the solution
options; (2) is the practical application of the data that prouides
for a solution to the problem legal in Illinois; (3) are the data
based on practical application in districts past attempts to solue
the problem or haue the data been prouen in theory as a
practical part or whole solution option and (4) do the data
prouide for the identification of solution options? As a result of
this first step the following solution options were identified:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Bonding and Building
Reorganization/Consolidation
In-District Utilization of Space
Rent/Lease of Non-District Owned Space
Joint Facility Use Agreements
Year Round School
Multiple-Shifting

The second step in this study was to present each
identified solution option to a sample of school districts made up
of districts that had been identified as hauing been impacted by

the stated problem. Rs a result of interuiews with the decision
makers of the sample districts with regard to the identified
solution options the following conclusions were reached:
1. The Seuen Solution Options Presented Rre Legal Rnd
Were Prouen Effectiue In Prouiding Some Degree Of
Solution To The Problem.
2. Beyond The Seuen Solution Options Presented No
Other Solution Options Were Identified.

3. The Bonding Rnd Building Solution Option Was The
Solution Option School Districts Chose The Most In
Their Efforts To Solue The Problem.
4. Upon Implementation RII Seuen Of The Solution
Options Cause Side Effects That Can Be Beneficial Or
Detrimental To The School District.
5. The Ability To Successfully Implement R Solution
Option Can Be Enhanced When A Solution Option Known
To Be Unpopular In R Community Is Offered As Rn
Alternatiue To The Solution Option Desired By The
School District.
6. Each School District In Illinois Is Unique Rnd As
Such Requires A Tailor Made Application Of One Or
More Of The Solution Options To Solue The Stated
Problem.
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Chapter One

This study was undertaken in an effort to prouide a number
of practical solution options to the problem of growth and
ouercrowding as it manifests itself in Illinois' schools.

Rs an

introduction to the total teHt of this study, this chapter presents
a ualidation of the stated problem of growth and ouercrowding
in select Illinois' schools and an oueruiew of the information
presented in the following chapters.

During the last -decade, issues regarding the educational
system in Illinois haue been noteworthy enough to be reported
as front page news, the topic of learned debate and generally
the subject of much public discussion both positiue and
negatiue. Issues such as accountability, resource equalization

1

and falling test scores haue prouided fodder for the media as
well

as

impetus

for legislatiue

action.

Although

the

aforementioned issues are for the most part of broad
importance to the residents of Illinois, one area of particular
concern to seueral school districts that has not generally been
the subject of state wide public debate or media couerage is the
issue of ouercrowding in public schools.

Illinois, like seueral

other states, is eHperiencing

significant localized population growth in seueral areas.

In a

report by American Demographics, Illinois was shown to haue
four of the top ten housing growth counties in the United
States.1 Along with accountability, resource equalization, etc.,
the issue of growth and ouercrowding of schools in these areas
is uery real and uery pressing.

One does not haue to haue more than a basic understanding
of school finance in Illinois to understand that a school district
may uery well be considered wealthy by comparatiue standards
and, without passing a building referendum, not haue anywhere
near the capability of being financially able to maintain the
space required to prouide adequately for a child's education.
1 American Demographics, "Where Housing Is Hot," Morris Qailu Herald, 4
October 1991, p. 4.

2

certainly the opportunity for a school district to grow along with
the population of its students is auailable through the issuance
of building bonds.

Howeuer, realizing that the issuance of

bonds, and therefore adding to the district's taH rate is the
subject of a referendum uote, one must understand that
increasing the district's leuy through a referendum is not a "sure
thing."

For eHample, a report on success rates for school taH

rate propositions in IASB News Bulletin/No. 469, shows that
in the last ten years, referenda for the purpose of increasing
school district taH rates in Illinois haue passed in only 564 out of
1543 attempts.2 Giuen the urgency of most building needs, a
rate increase success ratio of 26% does not seem to be uery
encouraging to those districts that are in fact impacted by
growth and subsequent space problems.

For the 26% of the

districts who were able to access new dollars, hopefully, the
problem can be resolued. Howeuer, for the 74% of the districts
that were not able to get new resources, the problem not only
remains but will continue to grow as the student population
increases.

Perception of crowded classrooms as a problem is an issue
that not only uaries in communities, but also by indiuidual
interest groups within communities. R common eHcuse used to
2

IRSB News BuUeUn/No, 469. "Asking For Money." (Feb. 21, 1991 ). p. B.

3

ignore crowding as a problem is to refer to large class sizes
11

back when I was in school.

11

In reality, Hallinan and Sorensen,

found that in our current society not only do teachers belieue
that small classes are essential for quality education, but
research studies haue uerified that large class size has a
significant negatiue effect on student achieuement.3

Further,

Finn and Achilles, haue shown that manifestation of class size as
a problem in public schools is more euident in communities,
schools or classrooms that haue a higher proportion of special
needs populations. 4

In essence, it would seem that by not

addressing or perceiuing a need to address the issue of
ouercrowded classrooms, a school district is hurting the
educational growth of its students, especially if those students
eHhibit special needs or are a member of a minority group.

Rs

has

been

stated,

ouercrowded

classrooms

and

subsequent increased difficulty of quality learning may in and of
itself offer impetus to a community to address the issue of
ouercrowding; howeuer, for those in a community not conuinced

3 Maureen T. Hallinan and Rage B. Sorenson, "Class Size and Student
Rchieuement, 11 American Journal of Education 94 (Nouember 19851: p. 72.
4 Jeremy D. Finn and Charles M. Achilles, " Answers and Questions About

Class Size: R Statewide EHperiment, 11 American Educational Research
Journal 21 (Fall 1990): p. 574.

4

that student learning should be the only criterion for addressing
a crowding problem, seueral other manifestations of the
problem may be used to further add ualidity to the need for
change.

As a school's population rises and the amount of space that
is auailable to seruice the population remains constant, the
classrooms are not the only areas that proue to be negatiuely
affected by growth.

"Common areas," that is, areas used

perhaps daily by the entire population of students, also giue rise
to problems.

A school cafeteria that is designed to feed 600

students a day, now hauing to serue 800, can lead to a uery
stressful, if not dangerous problem. Students may be forced to
eat in a lesser period of time or may end up with a poorly
prepared or inadequate lunch simply because of a lack of
capacity in the cafeteria. The same scenario could be followed
with regard to auailable capacity in the gymnasium, library and
washrooms.

Weldon, Loewy, Winer and Elkin, show that the

effects of high density in educational enuironments were
uniformly negatiue and could be deuastating.s Further, McAffee
found that aggressiUe behauior in elementary students was
consistently and markedly higher under high density situations.6
5 Dauid E. Weldon et al., "Crowding and Classroom Learning,"
EHoerimental Education 49 (Spring 1981 ): p. 161.

5

Journal of

Clearly the effects of ouercrowding in schools on children are
not limited only to classrooms and learning.

Logistically, management of an ouercrowded school can
also mean inefficiency, inadequacy, and therefore misspent
resources. As more and more space is needed to seruice children
less and less space becomes auailable for ancillary needs. As
conference rooms become classrooms or resource space,
storage space becomes conference space and so on. A loss of
storage can mean a loss of efficiency in purchasing needed
supplies. No conference room space leads to an inability to
accommodate special needs as they arise. The end result is the
appearance of mismanagement, a loss of purchasing power and
ultimately, deteriorating effectiueness.

Another area that is

negatiuely impacted is administratiue and office space.
Recordkeeping, nursing stations, disciplinary areas, are all likely
to eHhibit their own specific inefficiencies as the number of
eHpectations and requirements of those giuen areas rise with
the burgeoning student population.

Programmatic requirements also grow, both with and
without regard for student population growth.
6 James K. McRfee,

Children,

11

11

For eHample,

Classroom Density and the Behauior of Handicapped

Education and Treatment of Children 10 (May 1987): p. 142.

6

new technology in education has made demands on space
regardless of the number of new students enrolled. Language
labs, computer labs, reading labs all require space and are as
much a part of education today as the chalkboard was fifty
years ago. Special needs populations must be seruiced by law
without regard for space concerns. In an interuiew with Gordon
oremann, Director of the Grundy County Special Education
cooperatiue

he indicated that

identified special

needs

populations are presently growing at a rate of 10% per year.7
This being the case, there is a 10% demand for new special needs
space per year that schools are mandated by law to meet.

Finally, from a legal perspectiue, Honeyman, notes that
there appears to be a growing interest by the courts regarding
the ability of school districts to prouide adequate facilities.s For
eHample, in the decision in Abbot u. Burke a New Jersey
administratiue law judge noted:

..• It is obvious on this record that facilities present a
statewide problem.... I do not believe that
differing physical plants can

widely

be justified on an equal

7 lnteruiew with Gordon Dremann, Grundy County Special Education
Cooperatlue, Morris, Illinois, 11 April 1991.
8 Dauid S. Honeyman, "R Growing Concern for Building Schools."
Educational Facmtu Planner 21 (Mar-Rpr 1989): p. 4.

7

protection basis ... I find that a more systemic way
of dealing with replacing and renovating ... should be
Incorporated

Into

the

financing

system. 9

Regardless of all the negatiue factors associated with
ouercrowding in schools it seems that, uery simply put, the
majority of school boards in Illinois belieue that the only way or
the best way to solue the problems caused by ouercrowding in
their schools is by passing a referendum and building
classrooms. Yet, many taHpayers haue not been willing to pay
the price necessary to solue ouercrowding problems by building
new space.

Research by Newman seems to point to decreasing
educational effectiueness or quality as classroom size
increases.IO Soluing the problem, then, becomes a question of
quality of seruice uersus a community's willingness to do
whateuer is necessary to solue the stated problem. Too often
taHpayers haue taken seruices for granted, especially when a

9 Abbot u Burke, ORL. DKT. NO. EDU 5581-85 pp. 600-602. Office of
Rdministratiue Law, State of New Jersey, (1988).

18 Joan R Newman, "Class Size: What's the Story? R Research Brief" { Mt.
Uernon, Washington: ERIC Document Reproduction Seruice, ED 3047 62,
Nau. 1987). p. 2.

8

loss of some of those seruices is not immediately euident to
them. R community's ability to educate a child adequately is not
always immediately euident. In fact, shortcomings in a child's
education may not become euident until significant deficits haue
been incurred. Therefore, in order to offer an appropriate and
adequate education to children in districts with ouercrowded
classrooms the district must:

• Make the community understand why/how

ouercrowding is detrimental to a child's education.

• Offer the community more than just one option
ie: a building bond referendum to solue the problem.

Preuiously cited studies offer a great deal of data with
which a district can substantiate the need to maintain and
control classroom size for the purpose of continuing the ability
to educate children appropriately. Further, Newman, offers that
there seems to be agreement that:

• Smaller classes in the lower grades haue a
positiue effect on student learning, attitudes and
behauior.

9

• Minority, disaduantaged and low achieuing
students perform better in smaller classes.

• Lowering class size to 20 may haue a positiue
effect on student learning, but lowering it
only to 30 may not.

• Many positiue results are belieued to come from
small classes.II

Humphrey and Weber, in their study of why finance
elections fail, suggest that the best way to get the public to
listen is to offer year round information and solicit community
inuoluement of any kind with the schools.

"Districts should

eHercise caution in eHcluding or targeting indiuidual groups." 12
Finally, "districts should become more politically wise in the
community by forging allegiances with community leaders and
power blocs." 13 Based on this information, it is possible that
issues are not always settled based on specificity, quality or
quantity of information

but rather are settled based on the

11 Ibid.
12 Suzanne Humphrey and Jessica Weber,

Journal of Educational Public Relatjons a
13 Ibid.

10

11

Why Finance Elections Fail, 11
(Aug. 1990): p. 30.

ouerall community perception of the district and the district's
ability to become a political force in the community. Options or
alternatiues to a rate increase for bonding and building purposes
can also prouide significant opportunities for the district to
offer the community enough information ouer a period of time
to giue the impression that the district is doing euerything
possible to solue the problem and only as a last resort must ask
for a rate increase.

In summary, recognition and substantiation of the problem
of growth and ouercrowding in schools haue been made. The
problem is real.

It is, therefore, necessary to identify and

define options for soluing the stated problem. Those options are
presented to prouide information about the solutions that were
researched and eHplored throughout the remainder of this study.

The Options
R significant effort has been made to identify all research
preuiously submitted as solutions to the problem of growth and
ouercrowding in schools.

The result of that effort was a

recognition of the fact that research based data that is topic
specific to the identified problem was at best minimal.
Therefore in order to continue this study a broad base of related
topics was uiewed eHtensiuely in an effort to identify bits of

11

data that could in any way relate to the stated problem. The
result of this non topic specific reuiew was a quantity of
information which when analyzed produced a group of options
that could be studied, researched and ultimately categorized as
uiable solutions to the stated problem.

The following list,

therefore, is a product of a broad based research effort to
identify solution options auailable for addressing the problem of
growth and ouercrowding in Illinois' schools. For the purpose of
clarity a brief eHplanation of each solution is presented. Further
insight and research into each option is presented in Chapter
Two of this study.

SOLUTION OPTIONS FOR RD DRESS I NG THE PROBLEM OF
GROWTH RND OUERCROWD I NG IN I LL I NO IS' SCHOOLS

1. Bonding and Building.
2. Reorganization/Consolidation.
3. In-district Utilization of Space.
4. Rent/Lease of Non-district Owned Space.
5. Joint Facility Use Agreements.
6. Year Round School.
7. Multiple Shifting.

12

Bonding and Building
Bonding and Building is a process by which new space can
be added to school districts in Illinois. To further explain, a bond
is a written promise, signed by the President and Secretary of a
school board, to pay a specified amount of money (the face
ualue) at a fixed time in the future (the maturity date) and at a
fixed rate of interest.

Building bonds are bonds sold for the

purpose of acquiring or constructing school buildings and/ or
sites for school buildings. Further, a school district's ability to
incur debt (bonding power) is limited by Illinois State Statute to
6. 9% of its equalized assessed ualuation in dual districts and
13.8% of its equalized assessed ualuation in unit districts. The
statutory limit may be 15% when certain requirements are met.
(Section 19-1, The School Code)I4

In order for a board of education to exercise its ability to
go into debt for building purposes, it must first gain approual to
do so from the registered uoters residing within the boundaries
of the school district. The process through which uoter approual
is requested is called a referendum.

The entire referendum

process is uery laborious and time consuming in that definitiue
plans for the building or building addition that is to be

14 Illinois, School Code sec. 19-1.

13

constructed must haue been certified by an licensed architect
and must be completed prior to the referendum in order to
arriUe at the amount of money that will be requested in the
referendum.

Re organ i z at I on/Cons o 11 d at ion
Reorganization and Consolidation are terms that in the teHt
of this document can be used interchangeably as general terms
that couer many different methods for school districts to be
combined, deactiuated, or reorganized. The following is a list of
types of reorganization methods that are germane to this study.

School District Boundary Change (Article 71
Permits

boundary

changes

through

AnneHation,

Detachment, Diuision, Dissolution or any combination of same.
No new school districts can be formed under this article.

Unit School District Conuersion in Districts Grades 9-12
(Article7Al
Establishes the basic requirements for dissoluing a unit
district, anneHing its territory to a contiguous high school
district and conuerting it into an elementary district.

14

Unit School District Formation (Article 11 Rl
Establishes the requirements for forming a unit school
district from the territory of two or more unit districts or the
adjacent territories of of dual district territories .

.combined District Formation (Article 11 Bl
Formulation can come from either two or more entire
elementary districts or two or more entire high school districts.

District Conuersion (Article 11 Dl
Prouides for new districts formed from dissoluing a unit
district and forming a new high school district and one or more
elementary districts.

In District Utilization of Space
Prouides for an ability to managerially create new student
space by redefining:

a.) in district attendance center

boundaries, b.) grade leuel designation of attendance centers,
and c.) designation of non classroom areas in the attendance
centers.

15

Rent/Lease Non-district owned Space
This option is eHercised through a written agreement that
makes it possible to acquire from another party appropriate
space that is needed to help address the problem of
ouercrowding. It is important to note that this study will deal
with the rentee/lessee side of rent/lease agreements since
statutory requirements

differ as

to rentee/lessee

and

renter/leaser responsibilities.

Joint-Facility Use Agreement
This type of agreement is entered into for the purpose of
the sharing of a facility's physical assets for the benefit of both
parties inuolued.

For the purpose of this study, the asset

inuolued would be space. Unlike a rent/lease agreement, money
does not usually change hands in these agreements.

Year Round School
This term is used to describe a change in a school district's
schedule to reflect, dependent on the plan implemented,
staggered and alternating schedules. R summer uacation
II

II

for

all district students would no longer be possible. The purpose of
year round school is to utilize school space more efficiently. In
essence, by rotating students into schools that were formerly

16

not used during the

summer months,

the district will

significantly increase its ability to house students who attend
school only nine months or 174 student attendance days.
(Note:

Year round school

does not

add

attendance days to the student schedule and is not
therefore to be confused with year round schooling.)

Multiple Shifting
This approach in schools refers to the practice of offering a
minimum (in Illinois) of fiue academic hours during two or more
separately scheduled sections of the day.

R district utilizing

multiple shifting is in actuality using one set of buildings to
prouide space for two or more separate school programs, one
fiue hour minimum a.m. program, one fiue hour minimum p.m.
program, etc.

17

Research Questions
If any data were found that prouided for a negatiue
response to any of the four following research questions those
data were not accepted into this project.

1.

Can the data prouide for substantiation or

elaboration of any of the solution options?

2.

Is the practical application of the data that

prouides for a solution to the problem legal in
Illinois?

3.

Rre the data based on practical application in

districts past attempts to solue the problem or haue
the data been prouen in theory as a practical part or
whole solution option?

4.

Do the data prouide for the identification of

solution options?

18

Sample and Procedure
The initial pool from which the sample was generated was
made up of all school districts in the State of Illinois. This pool
was then analyzed as to student population growth ouer a four
year period. The result was a sample pool of 38 school districts.
Specifically, the analysis of the initial pool was as follows. First,
a four year control period was established from July 1, 1986 to
June 31, 1990. Second, a growth district was defined as any
district that had endured a twenty fiue percent cumulatiue
increase in students ouer the four years analyzed.

The 38

districts identified as a result of this criterion analysis were
then contacted and interuiewed with regard to their attitude
toward the impact of a 25% growth ouer a four year period.
From this interuiew process it was found that 31 of the 38
school districts in the sample pool had in fact had to address
ouercrowding problems or were in the process of addressing
ouercrowding problems. The seuen districts deleted from the
sample pool were deleted for one or more of the following
reasons.
1. Growth was a product of reorganization with another
district and as such there were no ouercrowding issues.
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2. Growth was not a problem because the district had
suffered from declining enrollment in the past and the
new students simply filled preuiously uacated space.
3. Adequate space was still auailable.

The sample pool for this study thus became the 31 Illinois
school districts that were identified through the aboue process.

All 31 districts in the sample were again contacted and
scheduled for an interuiew. It was during the interuiew process
that the spokesman of each district was asked to what eHtent
each of the identified solution options were considered or
implemented. Further, a response was requested with regard to
the use of any solution option other than those identified.
Responses from the districts were then compared and
contrasted in an effort to identify the factors present that
allowed for implementation of any of the solution options or
preuented the implementation of any of the solution options.

It was through the analysis of the information prouided
from the communication with the sample districts that their
efforts to solue the stated problem could be studied. As a result
of this study the following information with regard to the stated
problem can be offered.
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1. An in depth insight and understanding of the problem.
2. An in depth understanding of the solution options
themselues.
3. An analysis and presentation of how the identified
districts haue attempted to solue the problem.
4. Recognition of the factors that lead to the success or
failure of the solution options.
5. A ualidation of the solution options presented.
6. Identification of any solution options not initially
presented.
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Limitations of the Study
The data collected were limited to a uery select group of
schools and communities.
re pres enta tiue
ouercrowding.

of

all

This group was not, therefore,

schools

that

haue

encountered

As such, solutions offered would haue to be

adapted to the specific enuironment of the district within which
the problem of ouercrowding has manifested itself.

This study is limited to identification and manipulation of
solutions to the stated problem of growth and ouercrowding in
Illinois' schools. Research into related factors such as how to
pass a bond issue or the process of establishing a year round
school schedule, etc., howeuer germane, are only offered for
clarity and reference purpose with regard to the stated problem.
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Chapter Two

In an effort to reuiew literature related to the problem of
growth and ouercrowding in Illinois schools, significant time and
energy was put into identification and location of all data
auailable with regard to this specific topic.

Extensiue reuiew

found that minimal information with regard to growth and
ouercrowding in schools was auailable.

Upon a more broad

based search it was found that by researching other areas that
could in some way relate to ouercrowding and growth in schools
a significant amount of data could be found that specifically
addressed this issue. Subject areas that were found to contain
significant data with regard to soluing the problem of growth
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and ouercrowding in schools were in part as follows:

1. School Size

2. SchoolTaHes
3. Educational Quality

4. Educational Policy
5. Educational Facilities
6. School Buildings

7. Educational Finance and Equity
8. Educational Facility Planning

It was from such broad research topics that seuen specific
areas from which solutions to the stated problem could be
deriued were found.

The remainder of this chapter prouides a research based
insight into the specific factors that make each solution option a
uiable alternatiue for soluing the stated problem.

Recording to Educational Uital Signs, a supplement to the
II

11

Rmerican School Board Journal, new construction costs for
schools rose dramatically in the 1980's.1s Although a large
15 James R. Oglesby and Thomas R. Shannon, "Education Uital Signs,"
Supplement to American School Board Journal 176, 10 (October 1989): R12-

13.
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portion of the building that was done in the 1980's was due to
aging buildings, the fact remains that the primary reason for
bonding and building is

to

prouide for an

appropriate

enuironment for students.

Flores and Lake, in their study of

successfully approued building bond issues, assert that uoters
understand the concept that students deserue a warm,
comfortable, safe and uncrowded learning space just as uoters
deserue schools that enhance property ualues.1 6 Therefore, the
strategy used to acquire approual of a building referendum is
the same whether the impetus behind the need is growth or
aging buildings.

Steadily, school buildings in Illinois are growing older and
older and the need to replace these buildings will continue.
Compounding this financial predicament caused by aging
buildings is a growing birthrate. More babies were born in 1988
than in any year since 1964.17 Giuen such statistics it is not
surprising that the financing of school construction is the
"education issue of the 1990's." 1s
16 Robert Flores and Sara Lake, "Election Success Story," Thrust 2
(September 1990): p. 25.
17 James R. Oglesby and Thomas R. Shannon, "Education Uital Signs,"
Supplement to American School Board Journal 176, 10 (October 1989): R1213.

lB Ibid., p. 12.
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Bonding and Building
Bonding
The power to borrow money (bonding) for the purpose of
building additional school space in set forth is Section 19-2 of
the Illinois School Code. 19-2 giues school Boards of Education
the ability to borrow money through the issuance of bonds for
the eHpress purpose of "building or repairing schoolhouses or
purchasing or improuing the school sites.

11

19

The power or ability

to borrow is, howeuer, contingent upon being authorized to do
so by a majority of the uoters casting a ballot on said question
at an election held in accordance with general election law.

Limits as to the school directors empowerment to issue
debts a re set forth in Section 19- 1 of t he I Iii no is sch o o I Code. 20
No elementary (K-8) or High School (9-12) district may become
11

indebted in any manner or for any purpose to an amount,
including eHisting indebtedness in the aggregate eHceeding 6.9%
upon the ualue of taHable property therein.

19 Illinois, School Code (1990), art. 19, sec. 2.
28 Ibid., art. 19, sec. 1.
21

Ibid.
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11

21

No unit district

(K-12) shall "become indebted in any manner or for any purpose
to an amount, including eHisting indebtedness, in the aggregate
eHceeding 13.8% or the ualue of the taHable property therein. "22
[Hceptions to the recent limitations set forth in Section 19-1
are as follows:

When the uoters in the school district
approue a proposition for the issuance of
bonds for the purpose of acquiring or
improuing such needed school sites or
constructing and equipping such needed
additional building facilities at an election
called and held for that purpose. Notice of
such an election shall state that the amount
of indebtedness proposed to be incurred
would eHceed the debt limitation otherwise
applicable to the school district. The ballot
for such proposition shall state what
percentage of the equalized assessed
ualuation will be outstanding in bonds if the
proposed issuance of bonds is approued by
the uoters; or
Notwithstanding the prouisions of paragraphs
( 1) through (3) of this subsection (b), if the
school board determines that additional
facilities are needed to prouide a quality
educational program and not less than 2/3 of
those uoting in an election called by the
school board on the question approue the
issuance of bonds for the construction of

22 Ibid.
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such facilities, the school district may issue
bonds for this purpose.
In no euent shall the indebtedness incurred
pursuant to this paragraph (b) and the
eHisting indebtedness of the school district
eHceed 15% of the ualue of the taHable
property therein to be ascertained by the last
assessment for State and county taHes,
preuious to the incurring of such
indebtedness or, until January 1, 1983, if
greater, the sum that is produced by
multiplying the school district's 1978
equalized assessed ualuation by the debt
limitation percentage in effect on January 1,
1979.
The indebtedness prouided for by this
paragraph (b) shall be in addition to and in
eHcess of any other debt limitation. Cc)
Notwithstanding the debt limitation
prescribed in paragraph (a) of this Section, in
any case in which a public question for the
issuance of bonds of a school district
maintaining grades kindergarten through 8
receiued at least 60% of the ualid ballots cast
on the question at an election haue not been
issued, the school district may issue the total
amount of bonds approued at such election for
the purpose stated in the question.23
Once there is an understanding of the power to enter into
bonded indebtedness and the limitations of same, the school
board of education must decide if the district's needs can be met
by bonding. If the answer is yes and bonding is a uiable uehicle

23 Ibid.
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by which the desired building project can be financed, then the
board of directors must request from the uoters of the district
the authority to issue and enter into debt through the sale of
bonds. The only way to acquire the authority to issue bonds for
building purposes is to receiue a majority uote on the question
at a legal election; that is, to pass a referendum.

As stated in Chapter One of this study, referenda for
building purposes in Illinois are difficult to pass.2 4 Therefore, it
is important for boards of education to understand the
importance and dynamics of the processes that go into creating
a climate that is conduciue to community support of their
request to solue ouercrowding problems in their schools through
a building program. Research shows that boards of education as
sellers of taH referenda can affect outcomes positiuely or
negatiuely by influencing the attitudes of uoters toward the
product that is prouided.25 In this case the product is a bond
issue for the purpose of adding on to or building a new school.
Positiuely affecting a uoter for the specific purpose of gaining
support and subsequent passage of a building referendum is
24 IRSB
p. 8.

News Buneun/No, 469, "Asking For Money." (February 21, 1991 ),

25 Rian J. Brokaw. James R. Gale and Thomas E. Merz, "Ewplainlng School
Behauior Toward Local School Ewpenditures: The Impact of Public
Attitudes," Economics of Education Reujew 9 (1990): p. 67.

29

increasingly becoming a more and more sophisticated process.
National news magazines, including NewsweeK1 6 and Business

weeK11 haue deuoted eHtensiue supplements on the perceiued
national crisis in education. In those supplements, the concern
was that educators lack the business sense to market and sell
and must turn to the business community for guidance. Conyers
and Francl giue credit to Madison Auenue for tips on selling their
building bond issue.

When using a

II

business model

II

and by

turning themselues into a "marketing team" Conyers' and
Francl's building bond issue passed by a two to one margin.2s
work by Price espouses a business model for receiuing a yes
uote at the polls.29

Despite the consequences on successful

models for passing a referendum and the techniques that make
up those models, eH. "know your audience, know your purpose,
be prepared and keep it simple, each separate campaign is
unique and requires an adaptation of the basic principles by the
seller." 30
26 "Education In America: R New Look, "Supplement to Newsweek (March
12, 1990).
27 Dennis Doyle, "Is American Education on a Collision Course with the
Future," Supplement to Business Week (October, 1989): p. 1-137.
28 John G. Conyers and Terry Francl, "We Turned to Madison Ruenue for
Tips on Selling Our $64 million Bond Issue, "American School Board Journal
176 (October, 1989): pp. 27-28.
29 Kent Price, "Yes Rt The Polls,"

Thrust 20 (September, 1990): pp. 19-21.

38 Ibid.

30

School districts with successful eHperience in finance
campaigns ouerwhelmingly haue a sound, year around public
relations program and haue worked at knowing and identifying
their supporters for campaign purposes.

Referenda ueterans

know that consistently successful strategies are not based on
one time three to siH month campaigns but are built on a
sustained relationship with the public.3 1 Further, the successful
campaign should be child-centered throughout.

In AppendiH A

Funk offers a "Planner" that embraces a great deal of the
research that has been cited thus far in this chapter.32

Further, Hubbell offers the following as a profile of
elements of successful and unsuccessful school finance
elections.

Those districts that lost at the polls:
Started too late and put out too much, too
soon, too quick, too fast.

31 Dauid L. Funk, "Uictory Rt The Polls,"

41.
32

Ibid., p.43-44.

31

ossc

Bulletin 33 (May, 1990): p.

Attempted to "sneak the issue through" and
ran a campaign that was too "low key."

Had

too

much

talk about

money

with

euerything too dollar-oriented.

Used eHplanations that were too compleH.

Did not use citizen leadership but depended
too much on their boards of education and
staff members

to

handle

the

election

information efforts.

Had campaigns that just publicized the
campaign-with nothing on needs.

MiHed conuiction efforts with persuasion
appeals.

Used the wrong information channels-forgot
to use those the "auerage uoter" relies on.

32

Rimed information on district's needs to total
district rather than at each area of the
di strict.

The profile of districts that won at the
polls showed:

The campaign was citizen led and inuolued a
massiue team effort-parents, non-parents,
all staff, students, board members and
ad min is t rat ors.

It was well-planned and scheduled with
ample time for analysis and planning.

It was localized-addressing local concerns.

It was chiefly a neighborhood campaign with
lots of face-to-face communications.

The efforts to conuince people of the needs
and the driue to persuade people to uote for
the issues were kept separate.
,,

33

The campaign was child-oriented needs were
humanized; dollar-talk was minimized.

Persuasion efforts were peaked and poured
on in the last three weeks.

It was tailored to use uoters' information
sources.

All information efforts were simplified and
didn't

allow

compleH

legal,

financial,

educational jargon.33

Hubbell concluded by telling workshop participants that the
winners' driuing theme in decision-making was,
sense to the 'auerage uoter?'
finance elections to

II

11

11

Will this make

Hubbell urged districts planning

put yourself in the other guy's shoes and

let him know what he wants to know. "34

33 Ned S. Hubbell, "Research-School Finance Elections," workshop offered
In Los Angeles, California, 1990. (Mimeographed)
34 Ibid.

34

For clarification as well as practical purposes it is
important to note that in a study of research concerning uoter
behauior toward school expenditures Brokaw, Gale and Merz
point

out

that

referenda

for

the

purpose

of

capital

improuements, especially new buildings, fauorably influencing
uoter behauior requires less effort by the seller than do
referenda calls for increased operating reuenue.35 The feeling
being that a building is tangible and there is inherent ownership
by the uoter.

Giuen the passage of a referendum for the purpose of
allowing bonded indebtedness for building purposes, the board
of education can then embark on the building project itself.

Building
Wood et al., in their study recommending the need for the
state to commit substantial resources for school buildings in
order to address equity issues, made a uery strong case that as
a uital part of a state's infrastructure, school buildings must be
ranked aboue highways, roads, and prisons and equitable
solutions must be found to address the building needs of school
35 Rian J. Brokaw, James R. Gale and Thomas E. Merz, "Ewplaining School
Behauior Toward Local School Ewpenditures: The Impact of Public
Attitudes," Economics of Education Review 9 (1990): pp. 67-71.

35

districts.36

Presently Illinois prouides little if any capital

support for school building projects.

Certainly Wood's strong

feelings toward keeping adequate and appropriate learning
spaces auailable in a community considers not only the effect
that the school has on property ualues but also the long term
benefits of prouiding children with the necessities for fostering
an appropriate learning enuironment. When a community finds
itself with the need to prouide more space by building in order
to maintain an appropriate learning enuironment and authorizes
the funding to prouide this space, then those charged with
constructing the space and eHpending the money haue a
responsibility to inuolue themselues in the planning that will
ultimately produce the desired result. That desired result is a
school building or addition that has been planned to add to the
uiability of the community and enhances or remediates
deficiencies in students' education.

In order to plan for a school building project the board of
education first determines what the school and community
needs are. Comprehensiue demographic data should be sought
with regard to the types of deuelopments that are causing the
impact on the district.

The demographic study can be

36 Craig R. Wood et al., "The Financial Status of Facilities in Small Rural
School Districts," School Business Affairs 55 (February, 1989): pp. 15-19.

36

commissioned to any one of a number of consulting seruices that
specialize in this type of information or, if carefully undertaken,
can be done by the board itself. Regardless of the entity from
which the demographic study is generated, the results must hold
up to scrutiny as they will prouide the basis from which many of
the decisions regarding the building project will be made.37
From the demographic study, with input from local planners and
decision makers, the board can put together enrollment
projections that will be used as the basis for deciding what the
district's building requirements will be. It is important to note
that a miscalculation or a poorly done demographic study could
uery easily result in ouer or under building. Either case can be
the cause for a lack of community trust and support for the
school district board of education and administrators.

With sound demographic data in hand the district is in a
position to contact an architect, financial aduisors and bond
counsel for the purpose of deueloping basic schematic drawings
and determining cost and a debt retirement schedule. From this
point the referendum process becomes all important. Once the
referendum passes, refinement of the building plans can be
completed and the school or addition can be built.
37 Council of Education Facility Planners, International, "Planning
Resources," Guide For Planning Educational Facmues C1991): p. e 3.

37

The described scenario for adding new space to a district
through a building program is not as simple as it would sound.
seueral factors with regard to determining the actual amount
and usage of space needed, planning and designing space
appropriate to the needs of the district and financing decisions
should be thoroughly studied and determined. If efforts are not
taken to address the aboue issues it is possible that simply
passing a referendum, entering into debt and building a building
may not turn out to be the solution for growth and ouercrowding
in a giuen school.JS

Because schools haue changed and are

continuing to change with regard to program, educational
methodology and community eHpectations, simple classroom
space may not prouide the total solution to growth. Trotter
warns that many architects and engineers are unfamiliar with
educational requirements which dictate a need for well defined
instructional programs.39 Without such knowledge, it is difficult
to design an economical, yet functional, building to house
today's compleH arrangements of teaching and learning
actiuities.

38 Ibid., E1-E12.

39 Charles E. Trotter Jr., "Reducing School Construction Costs: Rn
Educational Planner's Uiew," Journal of Educatjon Finance uol._2 (February,
1976): pp. 196-208.

38

In order to haue a basis from which school floor space
determinations can be made, the Illinois State Board of
Education offers a document entitled Recommendations For
Elementary Rnd High School Spaces (AppendiH B). By using this
document to make square foot determinations those responsible
for the school building process can begin to plan for the
particular needs that must be addressed in order to solue the
school districts' ouercrowding problem.

Considerations in planning to solue the problems caused by
growth and ouercrowding in schools should inuolue as many
resources as possible in order to create the best solution
possible. Other than those resources directly associated with
the school district one uery important resource is the community
in which the school district is located. Dauis elaborates on the
concept of the school district using the community as a resource
in her study of school building projects by stating that

II

without

the cooperation of city and county gouernments in finding
resources and spaces to build new schools, a district cannot
hope to meet the needs of its community's future students.
11

11

40

It is imperatiue that any planning process for growth couers

not only significant efforts in the formulation of a uiable master
48 Cathi Dauis, "Hand In Hand, 11 Thrust uol. 20 (September, 1990): p.28-31.

39

plan for the school district but also the creation of a city /
county / district partnership. "41

R good master plan has many facets that should be
considered if the building project is to be properly planned. Rn
architect must be hired; howeuer, as stated preuiously,
architects cannot always be trusted to haue the background and
expertise to fill the leadership role in deueloping a master plan.
The board, therefore, could use the architect and other planning
professionals along with the administration, central office staff,
faculty, and students to gather information needed for the
purpose of becoming knowledgeable of the needs that must be
met by the master plan and the building project. Many of these
types of people haue a familiarity and an understanding of the
school system and can, therefore, add input to the formulation
of a master plan. Riso, there are persons external to the school
organization who can contribute to the process. These types of
people are parents, community representatiues, educational
consultants, and bond attorneys. The information that each of
the mentioned indiuiduals bring to the planning process although
important need not be enumerated in this document.

It is

important for the purpose of this study that the reader
understand that input from these indiuiduals enhances the
41

Ibid. 1 p. 31.

40

probability that the final product of the master plan will be a
solution to the stated problem as well as ideas for guidance in
the areas of curriculum and technology.

With regard to the

general ideas that will serue as a basis for the planning team to
create a master plan the Council of Educational Facility Planners,
International offers a General List of Ideas on Planning and
Designing Schools for the 21st Century. 42 (see RppendiH E)

Consideration of tlie educational specifications of the
master plan must not only consider square footage (see
RppendiH B) but also the programs to be housed and the specific
requirements of each program. The Council of Education Facility
Planners, International offers seueral eHamples of the ideas
that should be considered with regard to planning and
consideration of needs when building new school space.43 Those
ideas are condensed and auailable in the appendiH and are
indicated below, when appropriate. For eHample, needs in the
area of technology (see appendiH D) and other specialized areas
must be addressed and integrated into the ouerall concept of
curriculum and building design. (see appendiH C) Rydeen points
out that on a per student basis space requirements for modern
42 Council of Education Facility Planners, International, "Planning
Resources," Guide For Planning Educational Facmues C1991 ): pp. n1-Q9.

43 Ibid.

41

school structures has doubled since 1969. 44 Special education,
gifted programs, use of computers in instruction, all day
kindergarten, counseling, etc. haue all added to the need for
more space in schools. Because of this diuersity of programming
it is important to carry integration of these programs a final
step in order to conceptualize space relationships and,
therefore, understand what the district's space needs really are.
(see AppendiH F)

Site
Once the space and educational specifications are
established a marriage of those requirements to the site can
take place.

Giuen the demographics of many districts site

selection may be seuerely limited.

Howeuer, it is not

unreasonable to assume that districts suffering from growth
problems are afforded a greater diuersity in site selection since
the primary cause of growth, new housing, opens up land areas
for site selection purposes.

The problem of growth and

ouercrowding then is not usually negatiuely impacted by a lack
of areas in which to place new schools. It is assumed that in an
effort to add a building addition to an eHisting school the
Planning team will be more restricted.
44 James E. Rydeen, "Elementary School Design,"
J.ourna1 176 (May, 1989): pp. n13-R 1s.

42

American School Board

In the selection of a building site for a new building,
specific criteria should be established.

Each parcel of land

identified as a potential site should be thoroughly eHamined to
determine its suitability in terms

of the master plan,

accessibility, cost, size and future eHpansion. Those responsible
for site selection should inuestigate both present and possible
characteristics of the site and the surrounding property. In so
doing, the following questions should be answered:
Will the
program?

site

support

the

educational

Is the site's location conuenient for a
majority of the students?
Is the site the right size and shape?
Is the topography conduciue to desired site
deuelopment?
Is the general enuironment aesthetically
pleasing?
Is the site safe?
Is the air quality healthful?

43

Is the site free of industrial and traffic
noise?
Does the land drain properly?
Does the site haue the desired trees and
uegetation?45
Classroom and Other Spaces
spaces for learning in today's schools tend to haue
separate learning centers for Science, Math, Social Studies, etc.
spaces are needed for large group gatherings, tables for small
group work and niches for indiuidual actiuity.

In other words

uariety is a guideword to be used when conceptualizing the
actual learning spaces. R traditional classroom in which desks
are prouided for students and arranged in rows or similar order
has a different function, that is, facilitation of attentiue
listening while being lectured to. The future trends in educating
our youth seem to be distancing themselues from this model in
fauor of a more open arrangement that is fleHible enough to
offer or facilitate student actiuity and interaction.46

45 Council of Educational Facility Planners, International, "The Site,"
Gulde For Plaooiog Educational Facmues (1991): pp. F5-F6.
46 Council of Educational Facility Planners, International, "General Ideas
on Planning and Designing Schools for the 21st Century." Workshop
offered In Chicago, Illinois, May, 1998. (mimeographed)
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Classroom

and

learning

spaces

are

requirements of a school building project.

not

the

only

Offices for

administration, counseling, health, staff facilities and perhaps
dining facilities and an auditorium are also considerations
especially if the building is to serue the community of students
as well as the community at large.

When decisions are made

concerning adequacy and appropriateness of all the human areas
of the structure it is eHtremely important to consider color,
lighting, aesthetics, acoustics and thermal enuironment. Energy
conseruation should be inherent in the planning for all spaces
regardless of the use.47

Finally, prouiding for the appropriate and necessary
equipment to allow the educational function of the building to
take place can make or break the entire project. In elementary
and secondary schools appropriate and necessary equipment
normally requires 10% to 15% of the projected construction
budget. Specialized areas that are added to or built separately
such as libraries may require up to 50%.48

4 7 Ibid.
48 lnteruiew with Robert Johnson AIR, GRS Architects Incorporated,
LaSalle, Illinois, 16 September, 1991.

45

Cost

It is difficult to offer cost estimates for school buildings or
additions in Illinois because of the economically diuerse
conditions that eHist in the state.

Architects are willing to

estimate a range of cost per square foot in the $65 to $95
area.49 A 30% disparity between the bottom end of the range
and the top is significant and therefore reinforces the need to
contract with professionals when estimating. Haas offers the
following model as a means to

II

plug in

II

numbers to a formula

for the purpose of arriuing at an educated estimate for a
building project.
A. Building Cost

= $/ SQ. ft.

H

total sq. ft.

B. FiHed Equipment Costs = .05(A)
(built in fiHtures)
C. Mouable Equipment Costs = .05(A)
(desks, audio-uisual, etc.)
0. Total Cost of Building Shell
(ready for use)

= A+B+C

E. Site 0euelopment Costs = .05(0)
(landscaping and leueling)

F. Professional Fees = .07(0+E)
(architects, engineers)
6. Contingency Fees

= .08(0+E)

H. Land Acquisition (if applicable)

49 Ibid.

46

I. Demolition Costs (if applicable)

J. Total Cost of Facility
D+E+F +G+(H+ I )50

In his study on the effect of architecture on education
Chistopher boasts that in a number of the schools uisited during
his research there was actual improuement by as much as 20%
in test scores the first year the students were in the new
building as compared to the preuious year. 51 Christopher further
reported that this growth in test scores was due, at least in
part, to giuing teachers the proper tools, atmosphere and
surroundings to do their job.52 If this rationale is accepted, then
it

becomes

eHceedingly

important

while

planning

the

construction project to consider the educational needs in the
building and not just square feet per student.

58 Debra s. Haas, Report to the Faculty of the Graduate School of the
Uniuersity of Tewas at Rustin, (May 1987): p. 68.
51

Gay laird Christopher RIR, Effect of Architecture on Education (Rancho
Cucamonga, California): p. 1.
52 Ibid.
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REORGRN I ZRTI ON/CONSOL I DRTI ON

The factors that go into making a decision as to whether
reorganization is a solution for growth and ouercrowding in a
giUen district are endless. Because each school district in Illinois
is unique, any decision to reorganize would haue to be based on
a district's own local circumstances. Those local circumstances
seem to be more controlled by sports, traditional riualries and
socio-economic compatibility than other reasons.53 As a result,
the

literature

auailable

with

reg a rd

to

reorganization/consolidation and its implementation for the
purpose of soluing the stated problem was non eHistent. The
preponderance of information auailable with regard to the use
of reorganization/consolidation as a solution option came from
the sample districts and, as such, is offered in Chapter Three of
this dissertation.

For the purpose of this study, reorganization options must
be considered only as a way to acquire the space needed as a
result of growth and ouercrowding. It would make no sense, for
53 Natalie Holmes, "Cooperate, or Collaborate - Dilemmas of Rural
Schools." School Administrator 47 (Nou. '90): pp. 8-9.
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eHample, to combine with, or anneH an adjacent district that did
not haue an eHcess of space. Further, the reuiew of literature
u,ith regard to reorganization/consolidation attempted to
identify methodology and the process of the reorganization
options and other data that were pertinent to the solution of the
stated problem.

The legal authority for reorganization of Illinois' school
districts is set forth in Article 7, Article 7R, Article 11 R, Article
118, Article 11 D, Article 10-22-228 and Article 10-22-22C of the
Illinois School Code.s4

Article 7 of the School Code of Illinois - School District
Boundary Change

Article 7 (7-1, 7-2, 7-4) permits boundary changes through
RnneHation, Detachment, Diuision, Dissolution or any combination
of same. No new school districts can be formed under Article 7.

The State makes merger incentiue payments to districts
reorganized under Article 7.

When one or more districts are

dissolued, a supplementary General State Rid Difference
Payment is prouided in Article 18-8.5(a) of the School Code. A
54 Illinois, School Code (1990).
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supplementary State Deficit Payment is prouided in Section 181s.3 of the School Code. A supplementary State Teacher Salary
Difference Payment is prouided for in Section 18-8.2 of the
school Code. A supplementary State Aid Reimbursement of $4000
dollars for each full time certified employee is prouided in
section 18-8.5 of the School Code.

n petition

to reorganize under Article 7 may be brought by

the boards of each affected district, or the majority of
registered uoters in each district affected, or two-thirds of the
registered uoters in any territory proposed to be detached or in
each one or more districts proposed to be anneHed to another
district.55

If a petition is filed by two-thirds of the registered uoters
of a territory proposed to be detached from one district and
anneHed to another, it must be granted by the Regional Board if
the proposed change has the effect of making a high school and
elementary school boundaries coterminous in the detachment
area and the district to lose territory loses 10% or less of its
equalized assessed ualuation.

SS Ibid., art. 7.
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When a district is anneHed to another, the board of the
anneHing district becomes the gouerning body for the new
district.

All assets, obligations and liabilities, including the

bonded indebtedness of the anneHed district become the the
responsibility of the anneHing district.

Howeuer, the bonded

indebtedness of a dissolued district would remain the
responsibility of the taHpayers of the original district.

Basic requirements for school district boundary change as
set forth in Art i cI e 7 - 2 a ( b) of the 111 in o is sch o o I Code a re as
follows:

1.

School district has a population of less

than 5,000.

2. Dissolution petition is filed with regional
board of school trustees by the school district
board or by a majority of district's registered
uoters. (Must be filed with regional board of
the

region

in

which

the

regional

superintendent of schools has superuision of
the school district to be dissolued.)
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3.

Petition does not specify the district or

districts to which the territory will be
anneHed.

4.

Regional Board shall not act on a school

board-filed petition if a petition in opposition
to board petition is signed by a majority of
district's registered uoters and filed with the
regional board within a 45-day period.

5.

The regional board shall attach the

territory of the district to be dissolued to one
or more districts and shall haue no authority
to deny the dissolution to one or more
districts and shall haue no authority to deny
the dissolution petition, but shall eHercise its
discretion on the issue of anneHing the
territory of the district being dissolued,
giuing consideration to, but not being bound
by, the wishes eHpressed by the residents of
the uarious school districts that may be
affected by such anneHation.56

56

Ibid., art. 19, sec. 7-2a(b).
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1n a dissolued district(s) the positions of tenured teachers
in the district being dissolued are transferred to the anneHing
districUs). That teacher shall be treated in the same manner in
the anneHing district as he was in the dissolued district(s). In
the euent that territory is added to two or more districts, the
decision on which positions shall be transferred to which
anneHing district shall be made giuing consideration to the
proportionate percent of pupils transferred and the anneHing
district's staffing needs.

Transfers will be made in order of

seniority in the dissoluing district.

Article 7R-1 of the School Code of Illinois - Unit School District
Conuersion in Districts in Grades 9-12

The basic requirements for dissoluing a unit district,
anneHing its territory to a contiguous high school district and
conuerting it into an elementary district as set forth in 7R-1 of
the School Code of Illinois are as follows:

1. The unit district does not haue more than

250 students enrolled in grades 9-12.
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.

2.

The elementary district so created will

include all the territory of the unit district to
be dissolued.

3.

Rn

eHisting high school

district is

contiguous and as part of the proceedings
creating the elementary district, the high
school district concurrently anneHes all the
territory of the unit district to be dissolued.57

The State will make incentiue payments for unit school
district conuersions in the form of a Supplementary General
State Rid Difference Payment 18-8.5(a), a Supplementary State
Deficit Difference Payment 18-8.3, a supplementary State
Teacher Salary Difference Payment 18-8.2 and a supplementary
State Rid Reimbursement 18-8.5 of $4,000 dollars for each fulltime certified employee.

In order to haue a petition filed to begin the conuersion
process seueral elements must be present in the procedure of
filing the petition and the petition itself. The only two ways that
a petition may be filed are 1.) by the boards of each affected

57 Illinois, School Code (1990), 7R-1.
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district or 2). with written signatures of at least 10% of the
uoters residing in each district affected.

Further, there must be a legal description of the territory
inuolued. The maHimum taH rates for education, operations and
maintenance, pupil transportation, and life safety which both
the anneHing high school district and proposed elementary
district are authorized to leuy.

After the petition is accepted, put on the ballot and passes
the Regional Superintendent shall order an election to elect the
Board of Education for the new district at the neHt regularly
scheduled election, unless that election took place at the same
election that the petition was approued. Upon the close of the
current year all board members of the original unit district will
haue their terms of office dissolued.

The newly created district receiues all the assets and is
responsible for all the debts of the dissolued unit school district.
Any property taHes

eHtended for any eHisting

bonded

indebtedness follow the property in the boundaries of the
preuious district that incurred the debt.
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Teachers that had tenure with the unit district will be
transferred to one of the newly formed districts by following a
specific criteria:

1.

Any teacher with fiue preceding years

eHperience as a full time employee in grades
9-12 will be transferred to the anneHing high
school district.

2.

Any teacher with fiue preceding years

eHperience as a full time employee in grades
K-8 will transfer to the newly created
district.

3. Any teacher that does not fit into category
one or two aboue can transfer to the control
of either district at his/her request.ss

Article 11 A of the School Code of Illinois-Unit School District
Formation

The requirements for forming a Community Unit School
District are set forth in 11 A-2 of the School Code of Illinois. The
SB Ibid., 7A-12.
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proposed new district can only be formed from territories that
are made up of 12 million equalized assessed eualuation and at
least 4,000 in population or, the territory of two or more entire
community unit districts plus any adjacent dual district
territories. 59

The State will make incentiue payments for Unit School
District Formation in the form of Supplementary Generally State
Rid Difference Payment 18-8.5a a Supplementary State Aid
Reimbursement of $4,000 dollars for each full time certified
employee 18-8.5.

In order to file a petition to form the Unit District, the
petition must contain signatures of at least 200 uoters which
include 50 uoters or 10% of the voters, which euer is lesser,
from each of the districts affected by the petition.

The

proposition must be proposed at a regularly scheduled election.

It must describe the territory inuolued and establish the
maHimum

taH

rates

for the

education,

operation

and

maintenance, transportation and fire preuention and life safety
funds.

Also, the petition may request that election of board

members come from seuen compact contiguous school board
districts rather than at large district elections. The proposition
Sg Ibid. 11 A-2.
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to create a new unit district shall pass if a majority of the
uoters in each affected district uote in fauor of the proposition.

1f the proposal passes the Regional Superintendent will
order an election to elect Board of Education members at the
neHt regularly scheduled election date. Passage of the proposal
will not affect the administration of the district until July 1

following the date the petition is granted.

All bonded indebtedness eHisting will stay with the
property

within the boundary of any preuious district that

incurred the debt.

Tenured teachers in the districts inuolued in the creation
of the new district are transferred to the new district. The new
board must treat the transferred teacher as if he/she had
always been employed by the new district.

Article 11 B of the School Code of Illinois-Combined District
Formation

The basic requirements for Organization of Combined
Districts is set forth in 11 B of the School Code of I llinois.60
68 Ibid., 118.
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The proposed new district must be contiguous and haue an
equalized assessed eualuation of at least $5 million dollars and a
population of 1,500. Formulation can come from either two or
more entire elementary school districts or two or more entire
high school districts. 61

The State will make Consolidation I ncentiue Payments to
districts formed under 11 B in the form of a supplementary
state Rid Difference Payment 18-8.5(a), a supplementary State
Deficit Difference Payment 18-8., and a supplementary State Rid
Reimbursement of $4,000 dollars for each full-time certified
employee( 18-8.5)

In order to file a petition for Combined District Formation it
must be filed by the boards of each affected district with at
least 10% of the uoters residing within each affected district.
The petition must be proposed at a regularly scheduled election
for a uote for or against the establishment of a combined school
district.

The territory inuolued must be described and the

maHimum taH rates must be set forth for the education,

61 Ibid.
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operation and maintenance, transportation and fire preuention
and safety funds. 62

Property taHes eHtended

for any

eHisting bonded

indebtedness stay assigned to property within the boundary of
any preuious district that incurred the debt.

If the consolidation proposal passes the election of the
new Board of Directors

will take place at the neHt regularly

scheduled election; unless the new board was elected at the
same election as when the proposal passed. The change will not
affect the administration of the schools until July 1.

Any debt stays assigned to the property within the
boundary of any district that incurred the debt.

When the new district becomes effectiue the tenured
teachers in the districts inuolued in the formation of the new
districts are transferred to the new district. Once there, they
haue the same rights they had as tenured teachers in the
district they are transferring from.

62 Ibid.
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Article 11 D of the School Code of Illinois - School District
Conuersion

The basic requirements for School District Conuersion is set
forth in 11 D of the School Code of Illinois.

The proposed new districts formed from dissoluing a unit
district and forming a new high school district and new
elementary district(s) based on the boundaries of the dissolued
unit district(s) may be formed from two or more contiguous unit
school districts or one or more unit districts and one or more
high school districts, if all of which are contiguous. No school
district inuolued may haue more than 600 enrolled in grades 912 unless a waiuer is granted by the State Superintendent of
Schools.63

The State will make Supplementary I ncentiue Payments to
elementary and high school districts created under Article 11 D.
These payments will be in the form of a supplementary General
State Rid Difference Payment 11 D-11(3), a supplementary State
Deficit Difference Payment 18-8.3(c), a supplementary State Rid
Reimbursement equal to $4,000 for each full time certified
employee.
63 Ibid., 110.
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1n order to file a petition it must haue the signature of at
Ieast fifty uoters, or 10% of the uoters, whicheuer
residing

is less

within each affected district and be approued

and

submitted by the boards of each affected district. Submission of
the proposition must be requested at a regularly scheduled
election for the purpose of uoting for or against the dissolution
of the named districts.

Contained within the petition the petitioners must define
the following:

1. Description of the territory comprising the

proposed districts

2.

Establish the maHimum taH rates for

education, operations and maintenance, pupil
transportation, and fire and safety, that each
district will leuy.

3. The way the supplementary State Deficit

Difference Payment to be made.
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4. How assets and liabilities will be diuided
between the proposed new districts.64

The petition passes if a majority of uoters in each affected
district uote in fauor of it. If the proposition passes, there will
be an election of new Board of Education at the neHt regularly
scheduled election, unless the board is elected at the same
election at which the proposition establishing that district
passed. The change shall not affect the administration of the
school until July 1 following the date the petition was granted.
This date may be accelerated or postponed through petition by
the boards of each affected district and approual of the Regional
Superintendent.

All property taHes eHtended for any eHisting bonded
indebtedness will stay assigned to property within the boundary
of the preuious district that incurred the debt.

The teachers hauing tenure with the districts at the time of
their dissolution shall be transferred according to the following
criteria:

64 Ibid.
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1. If the teacher for the preceding fiue years
was employed full-time in grades 9-12, then
that teacher shall be transferred to the new
high school district.

2. If of the preceding fiue years , the teacher
was employed full-time in grades K-8, then
that teacher will transfer to the elementary
district.

3.

If neither of the aboue is true, then the

teacher is transferred to the district they
request.65

Choosing any form of reorganization as a solution to
growth and ouercrowding necessitates knowledge of the
compleH

indiuidual

reorganization effort.

circumstances

that

surround

any

Reorganization of any type is such a

compleH decision that the same rules do not apply to any two
reorganization situations. Howeuer, because of the compleHity
surrounding reorganization the attractiueness of using it as a
solution to the problem is not always readily euident. Therefore,
When searching for a solution to growth and ouercrowding,
65 Ibid., 7R-12.
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reorganization, because of its diuerse options, warrants
consideration only after it has been studied with regard to all
the effects of its implementation.

The only obuious point that stands out time after time in
researching Reorganization/Consolidation as a solution option is
that there are uery seldom any easy answers.66

IN-DISTRICT UTILIZATION OF SPACE
The way a space starued school district uses its auailable
space to solue ouercrowding is the most used and least uniform
In its implementation of any other solution option.

McGuire

notes that in any eHisting school, schedules and space usage are
typically rigid and clearly defined.67 Giuen McGuire's premise, as
schools become space poor, building administrators uery often
are constrained in the way they will use space by the rigidity of
past practice. Further, what can be considered as an option for
66 Charles Rohn, "It's Not R Panacea, But Board Members See Benefits
From District Consolidation," 1mnois School Board Journal uol. 58, 9 (JulyRug. 1990): pp. 12-14.
67 Rian McGuire, "School Size: The Continuing Controuersy," Education
.and Urban society uol. 21, 2 C Feb. 1989): p. 112.
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use of space in one district, for a number of reasons, may not
always be considered as an option in another district. Reasons
such as crowded, balanced, comfortable, don't lend themselues
to precise definition.

Crowded in one school system may be

comfortable in another. Turning the band room into a classroom
and hauing band before and after school in competition with
other eHtra-curricular actiuities, though accepted practice in
some districts, may not be considered acceptable in another
district where many of the students in the band also are actiue
in athletic or art programs. In short, it can be reasoned that InOistrict Utilization of Space may be limited by the specific ualues
of the indiuidual school district and the creatiuity of the
district's decision makers.

Each district building offers its own unique potential with
regard to "freeing up" new space for student use.

In

establishing an atmosphere conduciue to creatiuely identifying
•new" student space in a building, those inuolued in the
identification process should be committed to finding solutions.
That is, the only restrictions on the search for efficient
Utilization of space are those that the Board of Education may
haue created. There is no place for self-interest in this process.
For eHample, if the Board of Education states that no space
other than regular classroom space is sacred, the art teacher
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must acknowledge a decision to use the art room for a
classroom and prouide art class on an itinerant basis. It is with
the idea of cooperation of effort in mind that the ualue of
forming a committee made up minimally of a cross section of
teachers and administrators will become euident.

This

committee should be able to generate a plethora of ideas on
hoW to identify space.

The result of this process will be an

understanding by eueryone that any changes made were the
process of logical discussion and not personality.68

Literature with regard to school districts practices and
policies or eHperiences in manipulating or reconfiguring its
classroom space is eHtremely limited. This limit of literature is
possibly do to the fact that in district utilization of space is a
matter of a district's own preference and philosophy. Howeuer,
based on the preuiously cited research of McGuire and Weichel
and Dennel, seueral of the most commonly accepted ideas for
identifying usable space for classroom purposes are offered in
the following paragraphs in an effort to present insight into how
space utilization can be at least a part of a uiable solution for
ouercrowding and a basis from which other options might be
drawn.
68 Harry Weichel and James Dennel, "Surueying School Facility Needs,"
American School Board Journal 177 (Rug. 1990): p. 18.
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one of the most obuious ways to recapture space is to drop
a program and fill the dropped program space with a regular
classroom. The drawback is the loss of a program. Howeuer,
this loss can at times be lessened through creatiue use of
scheduling and personnel. Art and music teachers can become
itinerant, thus bringing their class to the students rather than
the students to the teacher's classroom.

Likewise, special

seruices, which typically haue a high cost in space because of
1Ow student-to-teacher ratios can be brought to the regular
education classroom again freeing up the space in which the
special seruices were originally prouided.

Special instruction,

such as chapter one, special education resource seruices, gifted
instruction, etc. can take place in the regular classroom. Please
note the quality of seruice prouided is under intense pressure
and therefore the decision to bring seruices to classrooms must
take into account the effect it has on the student's learning.

Gymnasiums, cafeterias, libraries, auditoriums, hallways,
etc. also offer options with regard to utilization of space.
Unscheduled gymnasium time can be used for study halls or
classrooms.

Similarly, auditorium space is not normally

scheduled for use during school hours.

Often times hallway

space is ouerlooked as usable. Schools haue used and are using

68

hallways as computer labs, study halls and for sheluing library
books thus opening up space that was formally used as
computer labs, libraries or study halls for classrooms.
cafeterias can be used during unscheduled times or closed down

as a food seruice center and conuerted to classrooms. Howeuer,
1unches must then be

II

brown bagged

II

and eaten in the

classroom.

Perhaps the simplest and most used method of increasing
efficiency in the use of school space is simply to increase class
size. In essence, many of the preuious eHamples offered haue
this same effect.

At some point during discussion regarding

space use and increasing class size, subjects such as quality of
instruction should be addressed.

Chapter One of this study

offers insight into class size uersus effectiueness with regard to
classroom instruction.

In multiple building districts, the concept of efficiency in
use of building space can be taken a step further by considering
efficiency in use of its buildings.

That is, reconfiguration of

attendance centers and/or changing attendance boundaries.

Soluing

an ouercrowding problem by reconfiguring

attendance centers should also include an analysis of the
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districts curriculum and/or program needs. Rike and Wendland
shoW that reconfiguring attendance centers can prouide for a
total change in a district's curricular system. 69 This being the
case, the Board has the opportunity to sell the reconfiguration
to the community by making two points. First, the change will
allow for an easing of the ouercrowding and second, the change
giUes the district the opportunity to reassess and bolster its
curriculum and ouerall program. Rny district choosing to use this
method of dealing with ouercrowding should understand that
mouing children to different attendance centers is a uery
political action that will euoke emotions from the community.10
If, for eHample, two K-6 buildings become K-3 and 4-6 buildings,
the Board must be prepared to be confronted by parents whose
children will now be bused or put in a building that for some
other reason they do not want to see their children in. In short,
if there is a strong feeling that reconfiguration will be a solution
option eHercised then the board should take a sound public
relations

approach

in

conuincing

the

community

that

reconfiguration is worth the perceiued problems that it might
cause.

Groundwork should be laid, planning, including the

69 Cheryl J. Rike and Gordon E. Wendlund, "We Solued Ouercrowding and
Boosted Early Learning," American School Board Journal uol. 174, (March
1987): p. 38.

78 Ibid.
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curriculum, should take place and the public and the teachers
should be a part of the decision making process of proposed
change from the beginning.

The importance of a good public

relations approach cannot be oueremphasized.71

Just as reconfiguration can cause public relations problems
with a community, so too can changing attendance boundaries.
Hyland belieues that few things are as potentially disruptiue in a
community as redrawing school district attendance boundaries.
Further, redrawing boundaries is one of the most sensitiue tasks
a school board can face.72

Assuming Hyland is correct, it is

again, just as with reconfiguration, the responsibility of the
Board of Education to embark on a public relations mission to
sell internal boundary changes to the community.

When changing attendance boundaries, for the purpose of
soluing crowding problems it is important to study and consider
past and future demographic trends for the purpose of assuring
that the numbers that haue caused the ouercrowding will
continue to be maintained.

Seueral factors that should be

71 Ibid.

72 Timothy Hyland, "Seuen Factors You'd Better Not Forget When
Changing Attendance Boundaries,"
(September 1989): pp. 29-38.

Rmerjcan School Board Journal uol. 176,
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studied by the Board of Education prior to its decision to change
attendance boundaries include:
1.
Transportation Costs - Can the
transportation system handle the changes
required?
Will more buses/driuers be
required?
How greatly will routes be
affected?
2. Racial Balance - Will the racial balance of
the district be upset? How can the plan make
any ethnic inequities present better?

3. Resource Equity - Changing attendance
boundaries can equalize resources by
assuring that some attendance centers are
not ouercrowded while others haue room
thereby giuing the district the ability to
prouide each student a fair share of
resources.73

The literature seems to indicate that in district utilization
of space offers solutions that can haue little or a great deal of
effect on the school district. Regardless of the effect or impact,
district decision makers who address ouercrowding problems
haue a responsibility to consider all the ramifications and
alternatiues made auailable by eKercising in district utilization
of space as a solution option.
73 Ibid.
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RENT/LEASE OF NON-DISTRICT OWNED SPACE
The ability of a school district to rent or lease space is set
forth in the Illinois School Code. Seueral sections of the Illinois
school Code establish guidelines for leasing or renting under
certain situations or circumstances.

For the purpose of this

study, those sections of the Illinois School Code that enable
school districts to rent or lease non-owned property as opposed
to those sections enabling a school district to lease or rent their
owned property to others were studied.
Article 10, paragraph 22. 12 of the Illinois School Code giues
school districts the most latitude into its ability to enter into a
lease of property for school purposes.

10-22.12 reads as

follows:
Lease of property for school purposes. To
lease, for a period not ewceeding 99 years,
any building, rooms, grounds and
appurtenances to be used by the district for
the use of schools or for school
administration purposes; and to pay for the
use of such leased property in accordance
with the terms of the lease. The board shall
not make or renew any lease for a term
longer than 10 years, nor alter the terms of
any lease whose unewpired term may ewceed

73

10 years without the uote of 2/3 of the
membership board. 74

In general terms, the right of the school district to acquire
space through a lease agreement is established in the aboue
article and paragraph of the Code. It is important to note that
there are no prouisions established for paying the terms of the
lease, therefore, the financial requirements of the lease must be
met by normally acquired operating eHpenses and/or a .o5 leuy
ability auailable to school districts for the purpose of leasing
buildings.

R district's ability to utilize leasing as a solution

option is limited by budgetary constraints. Rn option to gain the
ability to raise a district's leuy in order to pay for a lease under
this section of the code would be to pass a referendum for a
rate increase.

Situationally, a request for a rate increase

(referendum) would put the district in uery much the same
position it would be in with regard to bonding and building
(discussed earlier in this chapter).

Rrticle 10, paragraph 22.27 of the Illinois School Code giues
a school district the right to rent space outside of the district
for use in the instruction of eHceptional children and reads as
follows:

74 Illinois, School Code (1998), art. 1e, sec. 22.12.
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Schools outside district for exceptional
children. To rent suitable facilities outside of
the district and maintain classes therein for
the instruction of children from any homes
for orphans, dependent, abandoned, or
maladjusted children as prouided in Section
18-3 of this Rct; prouided that written
consent is secured from the school board of
the district wherein such facilities and
classes are located.75

The ualue of this article of the code in prouiding more
space is negligible. Because of the uniqueness of the students
and the instruction inuolued, most districts are a part of a cooperatiue that prouides for the program space. 10-22.27 does
allow the district to rent space instead of using its own,
howeuer, because the parameters restricting the circumstances
under which implementation can occur are so restrictiue and so
specialized the use of 10-22.27 as all or part of a solution option
is not practical.

Article 17, paragraph 2.2C of the Illinois School Code giues
school districts the ability to leuy a taH for leasing educational

75

Ibid., 1B-22.27.

75

facilities and for temporary relocation eHpense purposes. 17-

2.zc reads as follows:
TaH for leasing educational facilities. and for
temooraru relocation expense purposes. The
school board of any district, eHcept for school
boards of districts in municipalities of
500,000 or more, may, by proper resolution
leuy an annual taH, in addition to any other
taHes and not subject to the limitations
specified elsewhere in this Article, not to
eHceed .05% upon the ualue of the taHable
property as equalized or assessed by the
Department of Reuenue, for the purpose of
leasing educational facilities, and, until the
school district has repaid to the State all
moneys distributed to it for temporary
relocation eHceed .05% upon the ualue of the
taHable property as equalized or assessed by
the Department of Reuenue for the purpose
of prouiding for the repayment of moneys
distributed for temporary relocation
eHpenses of the school district pursuant to
Section 2-3. 77.
The taH rate limit specified by this Section
with respect to an annual taH leuied for the
purpose of leasing educational facilities may
be increased to .10% upon the approual of a
proposition to effect such increase by a
majority of the electors uoting on that
proposition at a regular scheduled election.
Such proposition may be initiated by
resolution of the school board and shall be
certified by the secretary to the proper
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election authorities for submission in
accordance with the general election law.76

17-2.2C adds to the ualue of any consideration toward
leasing. The fact that through this article a school district may
1euy 5% for the purpose of paying for any lease entered into
under article 10-22.12 of the code makes leasing an attractiue
option from a practical perspectiue. That is, an ability to acquire
new space without necessarily hauing to use regular operating
funds is an option that may be attractiue to many districts
searching for a solution to the stated problem.

In consideration of leasing as an option, there are a
number of issues other than location and eHpense that should be
studied. Dempsey, Rancic, and Steinbach warn that there may be
legal ramifications inuolued in leasing that are not readily
apparent to school officials. Hiring an attorney who specializes
in lease agreements should be a district's first step in eHercising
its ability to acquire space through leasing.

Writing a lease

agreement that protects the school district is a priority.
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Ibid., 17-2.2C.
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spending the money for an "eHpert" to formulate the lease
agreement amounts to protecting the public interest.77

Further, Stouer belieues that leasing is uiable and
attractiue only when care is taken.

Care and consideration

should be giuen to making the leased space ready for student
habitation.

Life, health and fire safety issues as well as

aesthetics should be considered prior to entering into the lease.
insist that any necessary changes to the space be made prior to
agreement. The lease agreement should also clearly state the
required condition of the space when it is uacated. The district
should not haue to return the space to its original condition
when uacated.

Care must be taken in fiHing the term of the

lease.78

10-22.12 of the School Code of Illinois sets forth the limits
of any lease agreement that a school district may enter into. 79
Those limits are uery broad, as such, the school district should

77 Gerald E. Dempsey, Edward T. Rancic. and Paul Steinbach, "Look Before
You Lease," Rmerjcan School Board Journal uol. 177, (October 1990): pp. 28
C, 36.
78 Del Stouer, "But Handled With Care, Leasing Can Be R Bonanza,"
Rmerican School Board Journal uol. 177, (October 1990) p. 3
79 Illinois,

School Code ( 1990), art. 10, sec. 22.12.
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put a great deal of thought into the limits and terms of the
1ease.
It would seem that districts should be prepared to spend
some money prior to entering a lease agreement. Specifically, in
order to entice a lessor into terms the district may want to
share some of the costs that are to be incurred in the
preparation of the space.

Riso, attorney's fees, mouing

eHpenses, insurance, furniture etc. are all costs incurred aboue
and beyond the actual cost of the lease. It is important to note
that in any agreement with a lessor inuoluing maintenance,
upkeep or capital outlay for preparation of the space to be
leased, no school district health life safety funds can be
eHpended.

Health and life safety funds can only be used on

district owned space.

Rn innouatiue approach to leasing is called lease/purchase
financing.

Demers identifies lease/purchase agreements as a

uiable alternatiue for financing schools.so

Although not

specifically addressed in the Illinois School Code, according to
Richard Krase, Grundy County Regional Superintendent of
Schools, such agreements would be considered legal in Illinois as
88 Denise Demers, "Lease/Purchase: R Uiable Rlternatiue for Financing
Schools," School Business Affairs uol. 55 (January 1989): pp. 21-30.
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there are precedents for these agreements.st Lease/purchase
agreements can be uery attractiue under certain conditions. For
eHample, a district does not haue to pass a referendum to enter
into the agreement. The cost of the agreement does not count
against a districts debt limitations. R large amount of "front"
money is not required in order to acquire the space. There can
be an option of uoiding the agreement and walking away from it.
The aduantages of such lease agreements are more attractiue to
some districts as opposed to others simply because of the
unique factors inuolued with each indiuidual entity. The same
holds true for disaduantages of the lease/purchase agreements.
For eHample, compared to outright purchase, the dollar cost of a
lease purchase agreement will be greater. This is primarily due
to interest costs accrued ouer the period of the lease.

Based on Demer's research, the euidence to date indicates
that lease/purchase agreements are a promising alternatiue to
traditional financing methods of acquiring new space in school
districts.s2 Giuen the number of school districts with pressing
financial needs and the increasing difficulty in getting uoters to

81 lnteruiew with Richard Krase, Regional Superintendent of Schools,
Morris, Illinois, 14 March, 1991.
82 Denise Demers, "Lease/Purchase: R Uiable Rlternatiue for Financing
Schools," School Business Rffajrs uol. 55 (January 1989): pp. 21-38.
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approue capital deuelopment bond issues, lease/purchase
agreements haue the potential to become a more used solution
bY school districts that require more space to educate its
students.

JOINT FRC IL ITY USE AGREEMENTS

Perhaps the least formally researched method for a school
district to acquire space, yet a method that lends itself to
creatiuity in finding a solution for space problems are joint
facility use agreements.

R large number of school districts,

especially those in areas where continued growth is taking
place, are set in communities that maintain library districts,
park districts, forest preserue districts and the like. Facilities
maintained and gouerned by gouernmental bodies, as well as
priuate entities can prouide seueral options with regard to joint
space usage for a neighbor school district.

The option of borrowing space from another entity is much
the same as a lease/rent agreement. The major difference is
that no money changes hands. The joint facility use agreement
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takes place because of need and goodwill amongst the
participants. A school district that would select joint facility use
as a part of its solution to ouercrowding should be aware that
joint use of a facility may inuolue a great deal of preparation
and planning. If the space inuolued does not come from another
school district, the question of state standards for Life Safety
are an issue. Students can only be housed in spaces approued by
the Regional Superintendent of Schools and the State Board of
Education. That approual is partially contingent on the ability to
meet life safety standards. Further, if the space to be used is
titled to a religious entity, church-state issues must be clarified
again with the Regional Superintendent of Schools and the State
Board of Education.

Drawbacks to joint facility use agreements should also be
anticipated and understood during the preparation stages of
setting up such an agreement. It does not seem uery practical
to consider joint facility use agreement as a long term solution.
The lack of long term attractiueness is primarily do to the fact
that the school district in essence becomes a guest of the host
space

owner.

As

such,

a host

would,

under normal

circumstances, not haue any interest in signing a long term
agreement. Rather, the host usually looks to offer a short term
agreement with, in the best case, renewal clauses.
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Wills belieues that school districts haue a responsibility to
their taHpayers to search out joint facility use agreements euen
if housing students is not a problem.s3

In Wills' particular case,

he uses park district facilities to house his kindergarten classes
and athletic euents. The district does not need the space, rather

it makes use of the park district space which is physically
superior to its own. Seueral instances of elementary districts
using space in the high school district they feed were found. For
eHample, Minooka Elementary uses space in Minooka High School
to house kindergarten students.s 4

Minooka Elementary is

suffering from ouercrowding.

R creatiue use of joint facility use agreements was
eHplained by Holmes, who in her research, refers to a group of
rapidly growing school districts who pooled money to purchase
and moue portable classrooms to the district where they were
most needed.85 The district that prouided the ground to place
the portables became the current owner.

Rs new space was

8 3 lnteruiew with Arden Wills Superintendent, South Wilmington
Elementary School District, South Wilmington, Illinois, 18 January, 1992.
84 Minooka Elementary School District 201, April 13, 1992, School Board

Minutes, p. 2.
85 Natalie Holmes, "Consolidate, Cooperate or Collaborate," School
Bdministrator uol. 4 7 (Nouember 1990): pp. 8-14.
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built and other districts inuolued in the uenture eHhibited a need
for portables, placement was made to help meet the needs of
those districts, thus the ownership of the portable changed from
districts that no longer needed portables to those that were in
need.

In continually growing districts the cited eHamples

represented short term solutions to the problem.

Just as in many of the other solution options researched,
the creatiuity of the decision makers of the district played a
large part in the usefulness and potential effectiueness of joint
facility use agreements.

YEAR ROUND SCHOOL

Scheduling a school or entire district in such a way so as to
utilize its auailable space ouer a twelue month period as
opposed to using the school(s) ouer the traditional nine month
calendar is a solution option that can offer an efficient use of
auailable space.

Before further information is prouided, it is

important to note the difference between year round school and
year round schooling. For the purpose of this study, Year Round
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school (YRS) was defined as scheduling students according to a
1se day calendar in uarying schedules throughout the entire
twelUe month year.

Year Round Schooling was defined as

changing student schedules to couer an entire twelue month
year; therefore, creating a school day calendar greater than 180
days. Year Round School is an option auailable for the purpose
of efficiently making use of space for students attending school
on a traditional schedule of approHimately 180 days.

The State of Illinois giues school boards the authority to
operate a year round school plan in 10-19.1 of the School Code
of Illinois. 10-19 reads as follows:

Full year School plan. Any school district may, by
resolution of Its board, operate one or more schools
within the district on a full year school plan
approued by the State Board of Education. Any
board which operates under this Section shall deuise
a plan so that a student's required attendance In
school shall be for a minimum of 188 days of actual
attendance, including not more than 4 institute
days, during a 12 month period, but shall not eHceed
185 days. Under such plan, no teacher shall be
required to teach more than 185 days. A calendar of
188 days may be established with the approual of
the
State
Board
of
Education.8 6

86 Illinois, School Code ( 1998), art. 18, sec. 19.1.
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Further, the Code prouides for the opportunity to receiue
funds for the purpose of studying the feasibility of a year rot.ind
school plan in 10-19.2 of the Code. 10-19.2 reads as follows:

Full year feasibility study-grant-transitional
expenditure reimbursement, Any school district,
Including special charter districts, may, by
resolution of its board, file an application with the
State Board of Education and, If approued, receiue
funds for the purpose of conducting a study of the
feasibility of operating one or more schools within
the district on a full year school plan pursuant to
Section 18-19.1.
Such feasibility study shall
Include, but not limited to, the educational
program, building and space needs, administratiue
and personnel costs, pupil distribution in the
district, community attitudes and transportation
costs. The board of Education of any district which
conducts a feasibility study pursuant to this Section
shall submit a final report to the State Board of
Education upon completion of the study or within
one year after the receipt of funds, whicheuer
occurs first.
School districts seeking State Financial
Support to conduct feasibility studies shall file
applications with the State Board of Education on
forms prouided by the State Board. The State Board
of Education may grant or deny applications, in
whole ore in part, and prouide the funds necessary
to Implement approued applications does not
eKceed the annual appropriation for that purpose.
If, based upon the results of a full year
feasibility study, a school district determines that
It will operate one or more schools within the
district in accordance with Section 18-19.1, the
State Board of Education may, pursuant to
guidelines established by the State Board,
reimburse such district for eKpenditures resulting
from making such transition, prouided that no
eKpenditure shall be reimbursed which would haue
been Incurred by a school district in the absence of a
changeouer to a full year school program.
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In the euent any funds appropriated for
transition reimbursement during any fiscal year are
insufficient for that purpose, payment shall be
made In the proportion that the total amount of
such eMpendltures bears to the total amount of
money auailable for payment.87

Year round calendars can increase building space by 25-50
percent.

An analysis of work done by Glinesss, Haneys9, and

Ballinger9o prouided the following methods of rearranging the
school calendar to best utilize building space and are indicatiue
of the uast possibilities auailable in utilization of year round
scheduling.

Staggered

45-15:
four groups (tracks) of
students are rotated through nine-week learning
blocks and three-week uacation blocks - one group
Is always on uacation. Space sauing Is 33%.
Block

45-15: only one group of students eueryone follows the same nine-week learning and
three-week uacation blocks. Space sauing is 33%.

87 I bid., 1B-19.2.
88 Don Glines, "Year Round Education: R Philosophy," Thrust uol. 16
(May/June 1987): pp. 14-17.
89 . Dauid Haney, "What About My Summer Uacation?" Thrust uol. 16
(May/June 1987): p. 5.
98

Charles Ballinger, "Rethinking the School Calendar," Educational
Leadership uol. 45 (February 1988): pp. 57-61.
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FleHlble 45-15: nine-week learning and threeweek uacatlon blocks, but with reading and math
especially; and other subjects preferably,
lndluiduallzed so that students may Jump tracks for
special reasons. Space sauing is 33%
Staggered 68-28: similar to the 45-15 eHcept
students rotate through three 60-day learning
blocks and three 20-day uacatlon periods, with one
of the four groups again always on uacation. Space
saulng Is 33%.
Block 68-28: same as the staggered, eHcept there
Is only one group, as in the Block 45-15; a FleHible
60-20 is the same concept as the FleHible 45-15.
Staggered, Block, FleHlble 98-38: the same as
these plans In the 45-15 and 60-20 calendars,
eHcept In the 90-30, students attend school for two
separated 90-day learning blocks and haue two 30day uacatlon blocks. Space saulng Is 33%.

Concept 6: slH 40-44 day learning blocks; students
attend four of the siH (two in succession) and haue
two separate 40-44 day uacatlon periods; this plan
prouides ouerlapplng days or longer school days to
reach the 180-day requirement. Space sauing Is
50%.

Modified Concept 6:
The same calendar as
Concept 6, eHcept the units are diulded into four
weeks.
Thus a student attends eight weeks
followed by four weeks of uacation. Space sauing is
50%.

Concept 8: eight siH-week terms. Students select,
if uoluntary, or are assigned, If mandatory siH of
the eight terms. Space saulng Is 33%.
Concept 16: 16 three-week terms - students are
selected or assigned 12 of the 16.
Multiple Recess: a partially indiuidualized 45-15
plan where students can enter or learn at any threeweek lnterual, with the curriculum in three or nineweek units, or lndiuldualized.
Quarter Plan: four 12-week terms (fall, winter,
spring, summer) withe students selecting or being
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assigned three of the four terms.
25%.

Space saulng Is

Qulnmester: flue nine-week qulnmesters, with
students selecting or being assigned four of the
flue quins. Space saulng Is 25%.

68-15: three 68-day terms with three 15-day
uacatlons, plus a common all-school summer
uacatlon, and curriculum In modules that can be
taught to ouerlapplng, staggered groups.
Space
saulng Is 25%.
Orchard: a fiue-track, 68-15 calendar Is featured.
Rather than rotate groups of 38 students with their
teacher, the entire track class goes on uacation.
Howeuer, 28 percent of each classroom go on a
three-week uacatlon.
A teacher may haue 35
students assigned, but only 28 at one time. The
teacher retains his or her own room, teaches 225
days, receiues commensurate pay, and still has
eight weeks of uacatlon days. The students rotate
In and out in groups of seuen. Space sauing Is 25%.
EHtended School Year: more than the 188-day
calendar, with staggered blocks, such as four 58day terms and four 15-day uacations. Space sauing
Is uarlable.
FleHlble all Year:
school Is open 248 days:
students can select 188 of the 248, with the
curriculum in small self-paced packages to allow for
interrupted learning blocks and differentiated
uacation periods - one day to seueral weeks at any
time. Space sauing Is uariable.

Personallzed Continuous Year: a completely
fleHible, personalized calendar where students cane
come and go as desired on a daily basis: the
curriculum is totally lndiuidualized. Space sauing Is
uariable.

Giuen the number of plans auailable for year round school,

It was necessary for the purpose of this study to not
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differentiate any one plan from another. The fact that any one
of the plans prouide for an increase in usable space was
sufficient with regard to soluing the stated problem. Therefore,
further data presented with regard to year round school will be
based upon the generic concept of year round school and not a

specific year round school plan.

According to Glines, space is not and should not be the
driuing force in establishing a YRS (year round school) calendar.
In fact, space should be a side benefit and the real benefits from
YRS are educational.91 Glines attitude toward YRS is indicatiue of
the two distinct positions that aduocates of YRS haue taken.
That is, YRS has a primary purpose to enhance a child's education
or YRS has a primary purpose of efficiently using space. Within
this study, it is obuious that the position that prouides the
greatest interest is that of most efficient use of building space.
Howeuer, it is also important to consider the educational ualues
of YRS since all of the benefits should be auailable to the district
so that the total attractiueness of the option can be uiewed by
the community. Regardless of the position taken, it is generally
agreed by the aduocates of YRS that all of the benefits of YRS
should be communicated to the community. Howeuer, in reality,
9 1 Don Glines, "Year Round Education: R Philosophy,"
(May/June 1987): pp. 14-17.
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Thrust uol. 16

cost efficiency may be the final and most important motiuator in
a community's acceptance of YRS.92

Euen if efficiency of space is the primary motiuation for
YRS, that part of a community or Board of Education whose
actions are more motiuated by educational growth than
monetary efficiency should be considered.

If, as Ballinger

states, that resistance to YRS stems from a resistance to
change,93 then it is important to break down that resistance
with as many benefits as can be offered. 94 Further, educators
and school boards are now realizing that with a space shortage
mandatory year round school is no different than mandating a
September through June

calendar.

Either way,

some

constituents are going to be inconuenienced.95

Regardless of the significant potential of increasing space
and the attitude that what really sells year round school are the

92 Lisa Gitlin, "Does Year Round School Really Make Sense?"

Educatjon

Digest (Nouember 1988): pp. 16-19.
93 Charles Ballinger, "Year-round School," Instructor uol. 98 (August
1988): pp. 16-19.
94 Don Glines, "Year Round Education: R Philosophy," Thrust uol. 16
(May/June 1987): pp. 14-17.
95 I bid.
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educational benefits 96 as of 1988, only 69 of about 15,000 public
school districts in this country operate year round schools.97
eased on the small percentage of school districts that implement
YRS there seems to be drawbacks associated with the year
round concept.

In an effort to better understand the issues that ultimately
haue restrained the implementation of year round schools, a
reuiew of research by Gitlin,98 Ballinger,99 Glines,100 and
Parrish101 prouided markedly similar pros and cons with regard
to the utilization of YRS.

In eHpanding on this auailable

research, the following insights into the pluses and minuses of
year round school are offered as an oueruiew of the benefits

96 Carole A. Parrish, "Year Round Schooling Makes Financial and Economic
Sense," American School Board Journal (October 1989): pp. 34-37.
9 7 Charles Ballinger, "Year-round School,"
1988): pp. 16-19.

Instructor uol. 98 (August

98 Lisa Gitlin, "Does Year Round School Really Make Sense?" Education
Digest (Nouember 1988): pp. 16-19.
99 Charles Ballinger, "Rethinking the School Calendar,"
Leadership uol. 45 (February 1988): pp. 57-61.
1BB Don Glines, "Year Round Education: A Philosophy,"
(May/June 1987): pp. 14-17.

Educational

Thrust uol. 16

1B 1 Carole A. Parrish, "Year Round Schooling Makes Financial and
Economic Sense," American School Board Journal (October 1989): pp. 3437.
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and pitfalls of creating a year round school schedule to solue an
ouercrowding problem.

Pluses
Based of the schedule chosen, the school
district has the opportunity to increase its
capacity by as much as 50 percent.
There are seueral schedule options auailable
to best fit the needs of the district.
There are indications that student memory
loss is reduced by shorter albeit more
frequent uacations.
II

11

Students' needs may be monitored and serued
with less disruption. Remediation can occur
throughout the year.
By lowering the number of pupils in a building
at any one time, there should be a
proportionate drop in daily discipline
problems, classroom crowding and waiting
lines.
Special needs students especially bilingual
seen to benefit the most because of less
regression during shorter uacation periods.
II

Although

data

on

the

pluses

11

presented

are

not

ouerwhelmingly conuincing, the one factor that is indisputable
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and singularly makes year round schools a solution option that
must be considered is that YRS increases building capacity.

Minuses
Scheduling would be a monumental task
especially in a departmentalized Junior High
or Senior High setting.
Special education seruices would be a
difficult issue. Most school districts are a
part of a special education cooperatiue. Any
minor calendar change can effect all of the
other schools in the cooperatiue.
Registration of students could be a uery time
consuming and emotional issue. It will not be
possible to giue euery student the track
schedule they would want.
Most schools use the summer break to repair
and prepare the building for another year of
use - this could be lost.
Painting or other major projects would be
uery difficult to accomplish while school is in
session.
Wear and tear on the building would increase
while the ability to fhc and maintain would
decrease.
Teachers under full year contracts would not
gain any benefits from the Illinois Teacher's
Retirement Fund despite the 25 percent
increase in time spent teaching. It is still
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considered one year of teaching credit no
matter how many days ouer 180 a teacher
works.
Contractual concerns may be profoundly
difficult to solue.
In an elementary school district, children may
finish their eighth grade education in April
and need to wait to begin High School in
September while other students could finish
in late August and would immediately begin
High School.
School functions and organizations would lack
continuity.
Parents may find that their high school
student is on a completely different schedule
than their elementary school student.
There would be a major impact on community
organizations: Scouts, little league, park
districts, church actiuities, etc.
In a growing district, euentually additional
buildings will be needed. Why disrupt to put
off the ineuitable1

Though more students could be housed under a year round
school schedule, the ouerall cost, both monetary and nonmonitary, to the community must be weighed by the district
before making a decision to chose the YRS solution option.
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In the districts that manifested a need for new facilities,
year round scheduling can be a uery uiable solution option,
howeuer, giuen the pluses and the minuses inuolued, the
research of literature seems to bear out the attitude that
successful implementation of a year round schedule takes place
in an enuironment where the educational program enhancement
is the primary issue and creation of new space is just a side
benefit.1° 2

MULTIPLE SH I FTI NG

The authority to implement a schedule that allows for more
than one session of four or more clock hours to take place in one
day is set forth in paragraph 18-Bf of the Illinois School Code
and reads as follows:
18-Bf. R session of four or more clock hours may be
counted as a day of attendance upon certification
by the regional superintendent, and approued by the
State Superintendent of Education to the eHtent
that the district has been forced to use daily
multiple sessions.1O3

182 Don Glines, "Year Round Education: R Philosophy," Thrust uol. 16
(May/June 1987): pp. 14-17.

183 Illinois, School Code ( 1990) art. 18, sec. Bf.
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Most multiple shift systems are made up of eHclusiue
schedules; i.e. the first group scheduled completes its day prior
to the arriual of the neHt scheduled group. There are models
which allow for ouerlapping shifts, in which more than one
scheduled group is on school grounds at giuen times.

In an eHclusiue schedule, one group of students attends,
e.g., from 7:40 a.m. to 11 :40 a.m., and a second group attends
· from 12:30 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. etc.

It is possible to add more

shifts if desirable. The main aduantage of this type of multiple
shift system is that it allows for a doubling or tripling, etc., of
usable student space.

The monetary cost of this increase in

space is uery low when compared to the cost of building new
space.

By contrast, an ouerlapping system that permits two or
more scheduled groups on campus at one time does not offer the
same aduantage of space usage and for that reason was not
studied further.

Because two or more groups of pupils use a single set of
facilities under a multiple shift schedule, capital costs incurred
through building can be minimized. Leo-Rhynie calculated that
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double shift schooling permitted a 32% sauing.104

Kelly,

estimated sauings at 46%.1°5 There seems to be little doubt that
multiple shift schools are uery cost efficient.

When calculating cost efficiency it should be recognized
that multiple shift schools commonly incur higher maintenance
costs because of their more intensiue use. Riso, multiple shift
schools commonly need more storeroom, conference and office
space as well as other centralized facilities.

Howeuer, euen

after allowances for these factors, the sauings are considerable.
The real question that a board of education must answer before
going to a multiple shift schedule is, is it worth the trade off of
a probable loss of quality in the child's education?

Fowkes considers multiple shifting as a costly way to saue
money. He asserted that the educational costs incurred were
seuere.106 Merrill cited a paucity of data with regard to the
difference of a child's education in a multiple shift system as

104 E. Leo-Rhynie, ( 1981) "Report on the Shift System in Jamaican
Schools" (Mona, Uniuerslty of the West Indies, School of Education).
1BS Michael Kelly (Chairman) ( 1986) "The Prouision of Education for RII:
final report of the Education Reform Implementation Project." (Lukasa,
Uniuersity of Zambia, School of Education).
106 W. J. Fowlkes, "Double Sessions: High Cost of Sauing Money," The
Clearing House uol. 44 ( 1969): pp. 76-77.
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opposed to a standard schedule. He also suggested that the lack
of empirical euidence on the quality of the education in a
multiple shift system was the result of the fact that multiple
shifts were almost always used as a short term solution to a
crisis situation. The fact that a continued, or long term use of
multiple shifts did not take place may be indicatiue of the
seuerity of problems (including program integrity) created
through the implementation of multiple shifts.101

Further,

because of the monetary incentiue in using multiple shifts, if the
district saw no academic disaduantages, then multiple shifts
would more than likely be more common. The lesser quality of
education argument with regard to multiple shifts is enhanced
by the fact that all the multiple shifts data found and studied in
this dissertation were based on a school day that was
significantly shorter in duration that the normal or standard
single shift day. As cited, the Illinois School Code allows for a
20% shorter instructional day in a multiple shift schedule.

Shortened school day notwithstanding, multiple shift
schedules by nature force districts to also cut back on eHtracurricular actiuities. The primary reason for such a cut back is
equal access.

It is uery difficult to prouide for a program of

187 R. G. Merrell ( 1988) R Report on the Rlternatiues of School Building
Construction, ER IC ED 197 464 (Salt Lake City, Utah State Board of
Education).
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eHtra-curricular actiuities that would be equally accessible to all
shifts in a multiple shift district. Edgar cites the following as
the most commonly faced problems in maintaining an eHtracurricular program in a multiple shift district.
Inter-school's sports actiuities must take
place either without the support of the entire
school or students must be eHcused from
class to attend.
Scheduling is rigid since opponent schools are
not usually on a similar schedule.
In order to represent the school, athletes on
afternoon shift either haue to miss class or
be transferred to the morning shift for the
duration of the season.
This creates
ouercrowding in the morning shift and the
change could uery possibly affect the
academic work of the students inuolued.
Clubs haue to be duplicated on both shifts.10s

Rather than to be confronted by the problems brought on
by eHtra-curricular actiuities in multiple shift systems, many
districts drop the eHtra-curricular actiuities.

In many cases,

districts implement multiple shifting as a means to get through a
188 R. J. Edgar, "The Shift system in Calabar High School,"
Journal of Education uol. 7 (1980): pp. 64-77.
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Caribbean

financial crisis.

In these cases, it would be reasonable to

assume that the district's financial position could haue a great
deal to do with a its willingness to cut the eHtra-curricular
programs and thereby saue money while auoiding difficult equal
access problems.

Regardless of the reasons, the reuiew of

literature indicates that multiple shifts can also haue a negatiue
impact on eHtra curricular actiuities.

Euen considering the lack of data that was auailable, it was
found, giuen the information presented, that multiple shifts can
be a way to maHimize use of school space while increasing a
school district's cost-effectiueness. Howeuer, it was also found
that there are a number of negatiue side effects inherent to
multiple shifts, not only in the academic areas but also in the
eHtra-curricular and personnel areas.
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Chapter Three

Restatement of the Purpose

Seueral school districts in Illinois are being impacted by
sudden and unprecedented growth. The most common long term
solution eHercised to solue the ouercrowding problems caused
by this growth has been to incur long term debt for the purpose
of building new classroom space. Although building is a uiable
and often used solution it is uery eHpensiue. For any number of
reasons taHpayers haue become less and less willing to
uoluntarily pay higher real estate taHes. Therefore, passing a
building referendum and building new classrooms has also
become much more difficult to do. Because of the difficulty of
passing a referendum school districts must look for as many
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options as possible in order to become less reliant on the costly
bonding and building solution. The purpose of this study is to
identify and study all the uarious solution options auailable
including bonding and building and to offer a working knowledge
of those options by analyzing if and how they haue been used by
other school districts •

.B.edefinition of the Sample

The initial pool from which the sample was generated was
made up of all school districts in the State of Illinois. This pool
was then analyzed as to student population growth ouer an
identified four year period (July 1, 1986 to June 30, 1990). All
school districts that did not show a student growth rate of ten
percent or more ouer the four years studied were remoued from
the pool.

The remaining districts then made up a pool of all

school districts in Illinois that had grown in student population

by at least ten percent ouer the four year study period. Table 1
shows the sample pool make up with a 10% growth rate.
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4
5
6
7
I
9
11
11
12
13
C
D
14
15
16
17
11
19
21
21
22
23
24
25
26
E
27
28
29
31
F
31
G
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
41
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
58
51
52
53

2778
1859
381
179
461
1841
412
2681
499
578
31
36

2813
3251
2632
1832
535
195
368
1987
1924
238
1521
365
212
56
387
653
721
954
118
5662
116
681
1566
492
26
885
261
289
1393
4218
1211
2933
886
528
1217
762
1126
198
582
881
69
659
458

5336
1715
459
271
676
1513
598
3754
771
781
41
49
2711
4373
3517
2431
719
257
482
2831
2514
319
1969
472
225
71
389
833

1827

1539

461

259

286

1817

997

111

186

22

18

491

546

987
1266
141
7897
145
749
1954
689
32
1889
321
257
1712
5183
1481
3584
1882
634
1483
1132
1366
238
784
1859
83
824
549

3885
1859
381
179

416

399

388

328
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1841
412
2688
758
571
31
36
2883
3251
2632
1832
535
195
368
2924
1924
238
1521
365
323
56
387
675
721
1444
118
5662
116
681
1566
492
26
885
261
289
1393
4218
1218
2933
886
521
1217
1178
1126
198
589
888
69
959
458

6875
1715
459
271
676
1513
598
3754
1157
788
41
49
2711
4373
3517
2431
719
257
482
3827
2514
389
1969
472
411
71
389
851
917
1812
148
7897
145
749
1954
689
32
1889
321
257
1712
5183
1481
3584
1882
634
1483
1431
1366
238
784
1859
83

1152
549

3871
656
159
91

216
472
186
1874
299
211
11
13
717
1122
885
598
174
62
114
913
591
71
441
117
88
15
82
176
117
368
31
1435
29
149
388
117
6
214
68

48
319
965
271
651
196
114
266
253
241
41
122
179
14
193
91

81.68
61.M
53.11
51.83
46.95
45.34
45.14
41.17
39.44
38.24
36.66
36.11
35.29
34.51
33.62
32.64
32.52
31.79
31.97
31.88
38.66
29.83
29.45
29.31
27.24
26.78
26.71
26.17
25.97
25.48
25.42
25.34
25.88
24.83
24.77
23.78
23.17
23.15
22.98
22.96
22.91
22.87
22.39
22.19
22.12
21.92
21.85
35.43
21.31
21.85
28.96
21.34
28.28
28.12
19.86

---

--

54

55
56
57
58
59
68

61
62
63

~

-

64
65
66

67
68
69
78

71
72
73.
74
75
76
77
78
79
Bl

81
82
83
84

85
86
87
88
89
91

91
92
93
94

95
96
97
98
99
188

181
182
183
184
185
186
187

112
282
1763
579
156
1353
1828
798
975
832
519
1366
726
4333
2119
133
337
185
2121
575
458
143
234
238
148
355
88
851
1193
216
1549
448
193
2332
1148
245
1848
248
274
242
415
547
389
335
1491
4864
566
363
356
295
266
947
597
879

134
241
2896
688
185
1683
1218
944
1152
976
691

331
318

1712
855
5514
2566
156
395
123
2481
672
535
167
273
277
172
412
182
986
1382
251
1791
562
223
2668
1332
294
2119
284
333
277
475
626
472
383
1711
4631
645
413
484
362
331
1873
676
1841

671

2321
914

398
287
686
2315
866

112
282
1763
579
156
1353
1821
798
975
1163
827
2836
726
6653
2923
133
337
185

2121
575
458
143
234
238
148
353
88

851
1193
216
1549
241

224

449
143

498
152

113

118

195

345

196

393

173
123

169
118

431

441

105

681

193
2332
1589
388
1848
248
387
242
415
547
584
335
1491
4864
911
363
356
468
389
947
597
1318

134
241
2896
688
185
1683
1288
944

1152
1374
977
2398
855
7829
3432
156
395
123
2481
672
535
167
273
277
172
412
182
986

1382
251
1791
786
223
2688
1838
446
2119
284
443
277
475
626
668
383
1788

4631
1838
413
484

531
441
1873
676
1482

22
39

33
189

29
258
188
146
177
211
158
362
129
1181
519

23
58
18

368

97
77
24
39
39
24
57
14
135
189
34
242
186
31

356
241
58
271
36
56
35
68

79

84
48

218
567
127
58

48
63
52.
126
79

172

19.64
19.31
18.88
18.82
18.58
18.47
18.43
18,29
18.15
18.14
18.13
17.77
17.76
17.67
17.41
17.29
17.21
17.14
16.98
16.86
16.81
16.78
16.66

16.38
16.21
16.15
15.9
15.86
15.84
15.74
15.62
15.58
15.54
15.26
15.16
14.94
14.66
14.51
14.47
14.46
14.45
14.44
21.33
14.32
14.89
13.95
13.94
13.77
13.48
13.46
13.36
13,3
13.23
13.12

188
189
111
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
128
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
12B
129
138
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
148
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
158
151
152
153

1646
2442
792
9249
327
78
336
182
168
1988
88

1263
229
488
2784
89
578
246
198
349
768
2885
127
428
1843
1213
667
1354
461
1392
151
497
2341
9434
636
164
718
2126
147
836
59
281
868
6749
2693
454

1942
2759
894
11181
369

745

761

4688

4541

88

2391
2442
792
13929
327

2783
2759
894
15728
369

78

88

336
112

312
317
112
1791
42
11

379
43
115
13
68
67
236
266
38
1988
223B
251
Bl
98
11
1263
1421
15B
94
91
328
368
48
488
549
61
383B
2784
3838
334
181
89
188
11
641
571
648
71
246
276
276
38
198
213
213
23
391
349
391
42
851
768
851
91
1668
15B2
3514
4553
5896
543
142
127
142
15
469
421
469
49
399
453
1157
1442
1618
16B
529
1444
499
1742
1943
281
743
667
743
76
688
1562
622
1962
2184
222
513
461
513
52
1639
649
632
2841
2271
238
16B
151
168
17
551
497
551
54
2598
2341
2598
249
18422
9434
18422
988
782
636
782
66
181
164
181
17
785
265
291
975
1876
181
2346
2126
2346
228
162
147
162
15
921
836
921
85
65
59
65
6
284
66
98
267
294
27
947
868
947
87
3226
3188
7877
9975
10977
1802
2963
2693
2963
278
496
196
219
658
715
65
Sample pool reflecting llllnols school districts
with a growth In eKcess of 18'1 during the study period
379
115
199
2238
91
1421
266
549
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13.84
12.9i
12.87
12.B5
12.84
12.82
12.79
12.74
12.71
12.57
12.5
12.5
12.5
12.5
12.35
12.35
12.28
12.19
12.1
12.83
11.97
11.92
11.B1
11.66
18.93
11.53
11 .39
11.31
11.27
11.26
11.25
18.86
18.63
18.47
18.37
18.36
18.35
18.34
18.2
18.16
18.16
18.11
18.11
18.84
18.82
18

The neHt step in the identification of the sample inuolued
contacting these growth districts at random to determine what
minimum percent of growth was necessary to cause the district
to consider itself ouercrowded to the point that action had to be
taken. The end result was a determination that a growth rate of
twenty fiue percent or more ouer a four year period was
necessary before school districts were negatiuely impacted to
the point that remedial action needed to be considered.
Therefore the initial sample was established as all school
districts that had endured a twenty fiue percent increase in
student growth ouer the four year study period.

This initial

sample group was made up of thirty eight school districts.
Table 2 shows the make up of the sample after this step.
Table
2
Elem

Elem

District
Identifier

Students
7-86

Students
6-90

H

153
498
289
229
183
2778
1059
300
179
460
1041

494
1205
545
416
331
5336
1715
459
270
676
1513

1
2
B
3

4
5
6
7

8
g

High
School
Students
7-86

High
School
Students
6-90

94

198

1027

1539

107

Student
Total
7-86

Total
6-90

247
498
289
229
183
3805
1059
300
179
460
1041

692
1205
545
416
331
6875
1715
459
270
676
1513

Population Percent
Increase Increase

445
707
256
187
148
3070
656
159
91
216
472

180.16
141.96
88.58
81.65
80.87
80.68
61.94
53.00
50.83
46.95
45.34

---18
- 11
- 12
13

--

-

-

-

C

D

14
15
16
17
18
19
28
21
22
23
24
25
26
E

27
28
29
30
F

31
G

412
2688
499
570
30
36
2003
3251
2632
1832
535
195
368
1907
1924
238
1521
365
212
56
307
653
720
954
118
5662
116

598
3754
771
788
41
49
2710
4373
3517
2438
709
257
482
2830
2514
309
1969
472
225
71
389
833
907
1266
148
7097
145

259

286

1017

997

111

186

22

18

490

546

412
2680
758
570
30
36
2003
3251
2632
1832
535
195
368
2924
1924
238
1521
365
323
56
307
675
720
1444
118
5662
116

598
3754
1057
788
41
49
2710
4373
3517
2430
709
257
482
3827
2514
309
1969
472
411
71
389
851
907
1812
148
7097
145

186
1074
299
218
11
13
707
1122
885
598
174
62
114
903
590
71

448
107
88
15
82
176
187
368
30
1435
29

45.14
40.07
39.44
38.24
36.66
36.11
35.29
34.51
33.62
32.64
32.52
31.79
30.97
30.88
30.66
29.83
29.45
29.31
27.24
26.78
26.71
26.07
25.97
25.48
25.42
25.34
25.00

RII Illinois Public School Districts that grew at a rate of 25% or more
between July 1, 1986 and June 30, 1990

The final sample was determined by interuiewing the
superintendents or the designees of all thirty eight school
districts in an effort to identify those districts that already had
to acknowledge and address the growth and ouercrowding issue
or who were in the process of addressing the issue of growth
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and ouercrowding. The final sample became the group of thirty
one school districts that remained. Table 3 is the final sample.
Table 3
Elem
District

Elem

Students Student
s

High
High
School
School
Students Student
s
7-86
6-90

Student
Total

Total

PopulationPercent

7-86

6-90

Increase Increase

Identifier
1

7-86

6-90

498

1215

498

1215

717

141.96

z

289
183
2778
1159
311
179
461
1841
412
2681
499
571
2113
3251
2632
1832
535
195
368
1987
1924
238
1521
365
212
317
653
728
954
5662

545
331
5336
1715
459
271
676
1513
598

289
183
3815
1159
311
179
461
1841
412
2681
758
571
2813
3251
2632
1832
535
195
368
2924
1924

545
331
6875
1715
459
271
676
1513
598
3754
1157
788
2711
4373
3517
2431
789
257
482
3827
2514
389
1969
472
411
389
851
987
1812
7897

256
148
3171
656
159
91
216
472
186
1174
299
218

88.58
81.87
81.68
61.94
53.11
51.83
46.95
45.34
45.14
48.17
39.44
38.24

717
1122
885
598
174
62
114
983
591
71
448
187
88
82
176
187
368
1435

35.29
34.51
33.62
32.64
32.52
31.79
38.97
31.88
38.66
29.83
29.45
29.31
27.24
26.71
26.87
25.97
25.48
25.34

3
4
5
6
1
8
9
11
11

12
13
14
15
16
17

18
19

21
21
22
23
24
25

26
27
28
29

31
31

3754
771
788
2711
4373
3517
2438
789
257
482
2838
2514
389
1969
472
225
389
833
917
1266
7897

1127

1539

259

286

1817

997

111

186

22

18

491

546

109

238
1521
365
323
317
675
721
1444
5662

The seuen districts remoued from the final sample are
identified as A - G in Table 2 and were remoued for one or more
of the following reasons:
1. Growth was a product of reorganization
and as such there were no ouercrowding
issues.
2. Growth was not a problem because the
district suffered from declining enrollment in the past
and the new students simply filled the preuiously
uacated space.
3. Adequate space was still auailable.

Tables 1, 2, 3, show the progression of the sample after
each step of the determination process.

As can be seen in

AppendiH G the final sample became a group of school districts
that is with rare eHception suburban in nature.
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fJNDING_s_
The findings in this chapter are organized and presented in
nine sections. Section I presents summary data with regard to
the amount of planning or lead time the sample districts had to
prepare for growth. Sections 11-UI 11 prouide an analysis of the
sample districts• use of the identified indiuidual solution options.
section I H presents a listing and analysis of proposed additional
solution options that were offered by the spokesmen of the
sample districts as additions to the solution options presented in
Chapter One of this study.

Section I
Lead Time
Upon initial analysis one of the more perpleHing findings to
come from this research was that most (61 %) of the districts
studied reported that they had two years or less in which to
prepare for the growth that so profoundly impacted them. Only
16% of the districts reported as hauing four or more years of
lead time while 23% acknowledged a two to four year period of
preparation.

Giuen the logistics of creating a new housing

deuelopment it would seem that a lead time of only two years
would be the eHception rather than the rule. The fact that in
most counties and municipalities in Illinois deuelopers must gain
approual for deuelopment from a planning commission or some
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other type of municipal gouernance, roads must be built, code
requirements met, etc., would lead an obseruer to belieue that
only two years of public knowledge prior to impact from a
housing deuelopment would be uery nearly impossible. Riso, not
taken into consideration is that residences must be built, sold
and occupied.

Initially, the conclusion may be drawn that the
II

affected districts would haue to haue had their heads buried in
the sand

II

in order to haue had only a one to two year period in

which to ready themselues for the impact of growth.

In

consideration of the fact that school district Boards of Education
are made up of a uarying diuersity of members and that the
school district employs an administratiue and professional staff
of well educated professionals it simply did not seem reasonable
to conclude that a school district could be so quickly yet
unknowingly impacted by growth.

In consideration of this

quandary a concerted effort was made to ascertain the reasons
for the predominance of such a short preparation period. Rs a
result of these efforts seueral factors were identified that did
add clarity to this situation.

The first realization arriued at as a result of more in depth
study was that there are seueral unique and e.«tenuating
circumstances "out there". that could make it uery easy, as in
this case, to come an erroneous conclusion. Euen giuen what
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turned out to be a fairly homogeneous sample it is important to
be cognizant of the fact that euery school district and
community has its own set of unique circumstances that could
force a common problem to be treated and solued differently
giUen those unique circumstances.

Just as solutions may be

unique so, too, in many cases are the reasons that caused the
problem to manifest itself.

R good eHample of the unique

circumstances that can lead to a school district becoming
ouercrowded is the school district in which growth was due to
problems in the community's parochial schools. Rs a result of
cleric and administratiue changes and the subsequent changes in
the parochial school's policies and tuition charges there was a
mass eHodus from the parochial school to the public school. In
this specific case there was little or no lead time in which the
affected public school could prepare for the impact of the
growth that added thirty percent to the district's student
population.

Some type of reorganization prouided the impetus for
growth in a small number of the sample districts. Howeuer, in
those cases where some type of district reorganization took
place and the district remained in the sample the reorganization
did in fact cause ouercrowding.

In these cases the districts

were aware that there would be space problems and a plan to
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solUe the problem was a part of the reorganization process.
neorganization, unlike a new housing deuelopment, can normally
be set up, uoted on and implemented in a period of two years or
1ess. Therefore, in these cases a one to two year preparation
period would in fact be reasonable.

seueral districts limited to two or fewer years of
preparation reluctantly admitted that they had used poor
judgement or were the recipients of either bad or falsified
information from which they made judgements that were in
retrospect unrealistic.

Instances of districts making building

plans and completing these plans only to find that the growth
had been underestimated were not uncommon. For a myriad of
reasons, political and otherwise, information with regard to
growth in a community was in many instances belieued to haue
been hidden from the public or in terms most used by the
spokespersons of the districts

II

couered up.

11

Inferences of

conflict of interest, collusion and lack of concern for the children
on the part of the power structure of the municipalities were
uery common in discussions with school district administrators
concerning the one to two year preparation time.

Whether

these comments by the school district administrators were
meant to pass the blame on or to auoid any criticism for not
hauing been more insightful, thus benefiting from more
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preparation time, could not be ascertained.

Regardless, it

became obuious that in seueral instances the communications
and working relationships between the administrators of
municipalities and the administrators of school districts left a
great deal to be desired.

In two instances the district administrators interuiewed
openly admitted to being ill prepared or, in the words of one
hapless superintendent,
before his eyes.

11

obliuious

II

as to what was happening

During a similar discussion with another

district's superintendent the lack of insight on the part of the
Board of Education was also cited. With regard to the role of the
Board of Education a recently hired superintendent was
astonished to find his new district was seuerely ouercrowded
with more growth imminent.

The issue of growth and

ouercrowding had not been raised with him anytime during the
interuiew process or in any other subsequent communications.
Although he was pleased to haue been hired, he confided that he
was astonished at the Board of Education's lack of concern for
the educational problems that were being caused by the
district's growth. Because of this lack of concern or at least
ignorance on the part of the Board of Education a one to two
year preparation time would haue been a luHury to the new
superintendent.
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To add final clarity as to why so many of the sample
districts ended up with only a short one to two year period in
which to plan for growth it must be noted that in a number of
the districts new residential growth did occur at such a pace
that one to two years was in fact the most time the district
could haue had to prepare. In one specific instance a deueloper
came to the city council with a request to haue his recently
acquired property anneHed into the municipality. The council
eHpressed concern ouer the cost to eHtend sewer and water
lines to the property in question.

The deueloper offered to

eHtend the lines at his own eHpense. The offer was accepted,
the land anneHed and within one year ouer seuenty houses were
built with a significant number being occupied. Although this
instance was not the rule it is indicatiue of what can happen.

The school districts that had either two to four years or
four or more years of preparation time were all uniform with
regard to the reasons and logic that afforded them the benefit
of an appropriate amount of planning time. In the two to four
year group Board of Education and citizen inuoluement in the
awareness and planning stages of acknowledging and soluing
the problem were mentioned by each district in the group.
RpproHimately fifty percent of the districts with only one to two
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years of planning cited any significant inuoluement by the
community in their attempt to solue the problem hurriedly. It
could logically be assumed that indiuidual district differences
and unique situations notwithstanding, the more community
inuotuement there is in a school district the more likely it would
be for the district to become knowledgeable of growth potential
at the earliest possible opportunity.

In those districts that had more than four years in which to
plan all but one haue either been considered a growth district
for a long period of time or are adjacent to a growth district so
its fate was considered imminent. For the most part soluing the
problem of growth and ouercrowding is considered an ongoing
process and the superintendent and school board haue the
process that works for that community well in place. For these
districts it was not uncommon to haue parents and residents of
the school district attending school board meetings and
requesting that the districts show foresight and address the
issue well in aduance rather than to haue the district go to the
community to ask for assistance in soluing the coming problem.
This attitude is probably best e>eplained by the old real estate
adage that property ualue maintenance and growth are most
affected by the quality of the schools and the sewers.

In a

rapidly deueloping community property owners cannot afford a
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poor or ouercrowded school system if they want to protect the
ualue of their property and the uiability of an emerging
community.

The interesting eHception to the scenario presented by the
group of districts with four or more years of planning time was
the district whose superintendent was a long term member of
the planning commission in the city where his district was
located. Membership on such a ·decision making body not only
allowed the superintendent to be knowledgeable well in aduance
of any potential growth but it also afforded an opportunity to
address

appropriate

school

district

concerns.

The

superintendent did acknowledge the issue of conflict of interest
and cited seueral situations where he stepped down from his
seat, or abstained from uoting. Howeuer, he did mention that he
neuer hesitated to state the school district's position whether it
was from the chair of the commission or as an audience
member.

Further, it was related that simply by uirtue of

membership in the planning commission he was considered an
insider and was consulted as to his or his district's interests
prior to public recognition of an issue. This situation would seem
to be uery beneficial to any district inuolued in this study.
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Upon final analysis it would seem that in those districts
where only one to two years of planning time was auailable at
1east half could haue been more aware or better prepared. In
the remainder of the districts indiuidual circumstances, howeuer
differing, did not afford the opportunity for any more than the
one or two years of planning.

In those districts where no

indications of circumstances that would account for the
district's short one to two year planning time the reasons for
not identifying the problem earlier were unclear.

It was

apparent that in those districts where there was a more lengthy
planning time there also was a great deal more community
inuoluement in the school system.

Section 11
Bonding and Building
Rs eHpected, all of the sample districts planned to use
bonding and building as a solution or at least part of a more
comprehensiue solution to
ouercrowding.

the problem

of growth and

No district indicated any plan to solue the

problem that did not consider bonding and building. What was
uneHpected, howeuer, was the number of districts that failed to
acknowledge or recognize any solution option as their primary
means to address the problem other than bonding and building.
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Thirty-eight percent ( 12 districts) of the sample made no initial
formal attempt to address the problem in any way other than
building new space. This is not to say that certain other options
were not euentually utilized (eH. in-district utilization of space)
or considered, rather, initially there was no formal district wide
attempt to eHercise any other alternatiue. The other solution
options that were utilized were done so informally, in effect, to
get by temporarily until the bonding/building option could be
implemented. Rs such, the other "temporary" solution options
were neuer really seriously considered. The outlook toward the
solution options other than bonding/building changed as the
districts became aware that the bonding/building option was not
being accepted by the community.

In those districts that decided to use bonding and building
only as a solution option, seuen districts had their referenda fail
at least once and as many as four times. It would seem that in
many of these districts the decision makers could haue made
attempts to adjust their plan of attack and create a new plan or
at least adjust their original plan. When confronted with this
type of questioning district superintendents or their designees
cited seueral rationales for their one dimensional solutions.
Some of the more sensible and understandable reasons giuen by
the spokespersons of the sample districts for eHhibiting such
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persistence in staying with bonding and building can be summed
up in the following interpretation: in essence, no matter what
the case, because of the pressure being placed on the
community by so many new homes being built the bottom line is
that the school will euentually haue to eHpand its facilities
anyway.

Giuen the fact that the top fiue districts that

eHpressed this attitude haue grown at a rate of 40% or more
ouer the period of this study, it would seem reasonable to
belieue that their growth rate was so great and so fast that a
sense of urgency forced the district to go to the bottom line and
immediately proceed from there. Howeuer, not hauing walked in
their shoes it is difficult, albeit not impossible, to rationalize
how continued failure did not prompt some type of adjusted
action. Yet spokesmen for these fiue districts were adamant in
their feelings that giuen their eHtreme growth ouer a short
period of time any short term temporary solutions would not
meet the district's needs.

An euen more difficult position to understand comes from
those districts that refused to openly recognize other solution
options because the Boards of Education haue taken some
uariation of the attitude that the community can either pass a
referendum or suffer the consequences. In 16% of the sample
this was the preualent attitude. Comments similar to "the board
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will not tolerate any but the right solution,

11

or

II

when the

parents finally get fed up with the conditions they will pass the
referendum," were common place in this group. These types of
comments were indicatiue of the rigidity eHhibited by many of
the spokesmen of the sample districts in their efforts to solue
the stated problem.

Rn eHtreme eHample of this rigidity of attitude was a
district in the sample whose Board of Education refused to
acknowledge any uiable solution to the ouercrowding problem
on the basis that the taHpayers were burdened enough and
should not haue to pay anymore taHes to build a new school. In
this case a group of parents brought suit against the district. Rs
a result of the suit being filed the Board of Education placed a
building referendum on the ballot at the neHt appropriate
election. The referendum passed and the new school is in the
process of being built.

Not all districts were so entrenched in their attitudes.
SiHty-eight percent (19 districts) of the sample districts openly
utilized or planned to utilize at least one or more of the other
solution options along with bonding and building.

The other

options that were chosen were based on the particular
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demographics of the district and/or the competence and
creatiUity of the district's decision makers.

1n the fastest growing districts the solutions seemed to
compound. That is, multiple solutions were offered to couer the
multiple manifestations of the problem. For eHample, at least
siH districts were growing so fast that building was ineuitable.
Just as ineuitable was the fact that the district was going to
continue to grow at close to the same rate for the foreseeable
future. Where this kind of growth took place the districts were
reaching the point where they no sooner completed a building
project than they immediately had to start to deal with the
problem again.

This process became continual.

The districts

were forced to identify secondary solutions in order to address
the problem prior to the new building being occupied.

They,

therefore, were forced to address the problem which became
cyclical in nature with different solutions dependent on where in
the cycle the problem was manifesting itself most.

Other districts that chose to attempt to solue the problem
With a combination of solution options eHpressed the attitude
that any and euery resource would be studied and if appropriate
used to solue the problem.

In seueral of these districts a

calculated and methodical approach was uery effectiue.
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Rn

interesting perspectiue offered by the majority of these
districts was that after implementation of some of the o·ther
sotution options, the uoting public was an>eious to pass a
referendum and build a school rather than to liue with the
changes caused by a less eHpensiue, more difficult solution to
liUe with. For eHample, it was found in this study that multiple
shifting had solued the problem for less monetary cost than
bonding/building; howeuer, multiple shifting has caused a great
deal of disruption in family schedules and lifestyles.

Euen though one hundred percent of the sample elected to
choose bonding and building as their solution option or part of
their solution option it should be made uery clear that this
option is not a panacea. Seueral factors related to the bonding
and building option can cause a district a great deal of
consternation and in many cases create a whole new set of
problems.

It was not uncommon during the course of this

project to be made aware that certain of the sample districts
had been impacted by growth ouer a number of years. Of those
districts that haue been impacted by growth and ouercrowding
ouer a number of years there is a possibility that those same
districts will not haue the ability to go far enough into debt to
build enough classrooms.

That is, in a continual growth

situation, a district may haue to build buildings so quickly that it
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cannot pay for a prior building before the neHt one is needed,
thereby accumulating debt to the eHtent that the district has
reached its debt limitation and no longer has the ability to
borrow.

For clarification purposes debt limitation in school

districts is eHplained under bonding and building in Chapter Two
of this study.

It was common knowledge among school

superintendents in the sample that it is uery difficult to acquire
adequate dollars and financially manage a school district that
has the preponderance of its equalized assessed ualuation
coming from residential properties. This concept becomes clear
in any district that must enter into debt for the purpose of
completing any high cost project.

Residential properties in

districts without high leuy limits in the building or education
funds simply do not prouide the taH base required to pay for the
cost of the impact they cause on a school district. A high leuy
limit in the building or education funds can help to ouercome this
problem in the school district's operating funds.

Howeuer,

because limits of bonded indebtedness are a matter of law and
cannot be changed locally, through a referendum or otherwise, a
school district may not haue the ability to enter into debt for
any purpose, euen if a referendum is passed, because the
district's debt limit has been reached. The inability to increase
its debt limit was a concern in four of the sample districts. Uery
simply stated and with rare eHceptions residential property
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generates more eHpenses for a school district than it does
income.

Other negatiue factors are also associated with bonding
and building. With the eHception of reorganization/consolidation
none of the other solution options require uoter approual and no
other solution option takes as long to implement from start to
finish as does bonding and building.

Also, in order to get the

most out of this solution option it was found that the spokesmen
for the sample districts belieued that many professionals and
indiuiduals needed to be inuolued in the planning process.
Further, this planning process required a significant amount of
effort in that a great deal of information was generated and
that information needed to be studied and acted upon.

Euen giuen the assumption that an impacted district does
haue the ability to enter into sufficient debt and does get
permission from the community to raise taHes for the purpose of
repayment of the debt, there are still situations where new
problems are created that may uery well cause as much dilemma
as ouercrowding.

Case in point are the four sample districts

that in the euent that they pass a building referendum must also
pass a referendum for a rate increase in the education fund, the
building fund, or both.

In soluing the problem of growth and
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ouercrowding through the use of bonding and building the
districts also haue been forced to find resources that will allow
them to staff and maintain the new classroom space.

In one

instance the district was unable to utilize a new building
addition because it did not haue the money to heat or maintain
it. The reaction by the community was understandably hostile.
This poor planning also eHemplifies the many instances that haue
surfaced where the ability or competence of the decision
makers must be questioned. R simple solution in one district
may not be the same in another district.

Four of the more sound and enlightened plans created to
best use bonding and building to relieue ouercrowding are
offered in an effort to show the importance of manipulating any
of the solution options for the best interest of the school district
and the community.

1. In this instance the school district is making an effort to
create a situation in which it would be uery difficult for the
uoters to turn down a building referendum. The enhancement of
the attractiueness of bonding and building is being done by
working with the local city gouernment to increase impact fees
and to access TaH Increment Financing dollars in order to defray
the future building cost. The plan is to accumulate, through the
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reception and subsequent build up of impact fees and the
promise of TaK Increment Financing dollars, a substantial pool of
money equal to one-fourth to one-half of the cost of the
building project. Once that goal is reached a referendum will be
offered for a building project. The incentiue to the uoter will be
that the identified accumulated money will only be auailable if
the taHpayers pass the referendum. If the referendum fails, the
JaH Increment Financing dollars will be foreuer lost and the
impact fees will not be auailable since they are to be used only
for capital deuelopment. Certainly, there is an element of risk in
this plan but that risk is nowhere near the risk inuolued in
simply asking the uoters to pass a referendum in the same
community when no incentiues are being offered. It should be
noted that there is a trade-off inuolued allowing access to the
TaH Increment Financing dollars. The trade-off is that the new
school be auailable on non-scheduled euenings for community
use. It would seem that this trade-off would also add to the
incentiues auailable to enhance the passage of the building
referendum or the bonding and building solution.

2.

In the second eKample the school district took a uery

Proactiue political role to conuince the local community
gouernment to protect the interest of the school district, and
thus the community itself, when anneKing new property into the
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municipality.

Rs a result of the dialog between the school

representatiues and city gouernment representatiues there
were donations of land, money, playground equipment, etc.
aboue and beyond the already established School Site Donation
ordinance fees.

Although these gifts were unsolicited, there

seemed to be little doubt that the gifts were the product of the
pressure and support offered by the community. Aside from the
gifts that helped to lessen the cost of building and the
subsequent need for bonding the taHpayers of the district also
benefitted from an attitude or posture that saw the community
at large rush to the defense of "their" school. Rs cited many
times preuiously, community inuoluement seems to be an
indicator of success when dealing with many of the problems
that a school district encounters.

3.

This eHample inuolues a district that grew initially

because of an anneHation. Howeuer, the district continued to
grow as a result of an influH of new residents and subsequent
community growth.

In this case the district anticipated the

growth and funneled all of the reorganization incentiue money
paid to it by the state into an account earmarked for building
purposes. Rs eHplained in Chapter Two of this study the state
offers a significant amount of money to those districts that
reorganize.

In some cases this incentiue money is needed as
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seed money to ease any financial burden that may occur
because of the reorganization.

In this case there was no

burden. The taH base was broad based and large and the salary
structures of the two districts were similar. The result of the
district being able to saue the reorganization incentiue money
was an ability by the Board of Education to use that
reorganization money to defray close to one half of the cost of
adding rooms to the junior high building.

The taHpayers,

therefore, only had to approue bonds for one half of the cost of
the new space. As simple as this scenario may sound, it could
not haue taken place without a thorough understanding of the
reorganization process and its benefits and a great deal of
research and long range planning by the district's decision
makers.

4.

Like the preuious three eHamples, this eHample also

inuolues an accumulation of money for the purpose of defraying
building costs and the bonding required to pay those costs. This
particular district suffered from a declining enrollment in the
late seuenties and early eighties.

As a result, three schools

were closed. The closed schools were old and hard to maintain.
Euen though the superintendent and the board felt that the
district would recouer to its original population and euen get
larger, they decided to sell the closed schools. The decision to
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sell the schools was based on the fact that the schools were
situated on uery ualuable real estate. The result was the district
"unloading" three small, hard to maintain schools for a uery
substantial sum of money.

Part of that money from the sale

was used to buy two relatiuely inewpensiue pieces of land. The
remainder of the money was placed in the bank and earmarked
for building ewpansion purposes. The student population did turn
around in the mid to late eighties. The district then was able to
use the leftouer money from the sale of the old schools to help
build and to accommodate the new and the anticipated future
growth of the district at uery little cost to the tawpayers.

Obuiously these four ewamples which were found in this
study do not represent the best way to utilize bonding and
building as a solution to growth and ouercrowding in euery
district.

They are, howeuer, indicatiue of the way that

competent, hard working decision makers can prepare for a
problem and mold a solution that is in the best interest of their
school district and community.

In the final analysis of the use of bonding and building as a
solution option by those districts making up the sample, it was
found that bonding and building is legal in Illinois and has been
used to solue the problem.

Riso, bonding and building was in
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fact the solution option of choice.

It also became uery clear

that this solution option is much more compleH than it would
seem. R district choosing bonding and building must thoroughly
think through the effects of this solution on the ouerall financial
stability of the district. Further, this solution requires a great
deal planning and preparation. Informing the public, passing a
referendum and putting in the time and effort necessary to see
to it that the new building meets the needs and the
requirements of the community and the district requires a
tremendous amount of time, resources and energy.

It was also euident that in some cases, particularly those

in which a district is being impacted by significant and continual
long term growth, that bonding and building may uery well be
the only ultimate long term solution.

Section 111
Re organization/Cons o Iida ti on
When the sample districts were questioned as to their
consideration of reorganization methods as solution options, the
most common response was that reorganization of any type was
not uiable giuen the demographics of the sample district or the
surrounding districts. Thirty-nine percent of the sample districts
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conueyed the lack of uiability response.

Not all of those

districts, howeuer, cited the same combination of reasons as to
why reorganization/consolidation would not be appropriate. The
basic

reasons

as

to

why

a

district

found

reorganization/consolidation as an inappropriate solution option
for them are listed in the following paragraphs. Rny one of the
reasons

is

sufficient

to

negate

the

effectiueness

of

reorganization/consolidation; howeuer, it was not uncommon to
haue a district cite more than one reason for its rejection of the
reorganization/consolidation solution option.

1. Rs seen in RppendiH G all but four of the sample districts
are relatiuely close to or adjacent to each other.

If one can

assume that school population growth is a reasonable indicator
of general population growth in any particular area it could
further be assumed that school districts in the North and West
suburban Chicago collar county area are likely to be affected by
significant growth. Giuen the suburban location of most of the
sample districts substantiation of the premise that most of
sample districts are in areas that are generally growing in
population should not be difficult. Rs a logical progression it
would seem that most of the sample districts are situated in
areas that are not only growing but also adjacent to areas that
are growing. The fact of the matter is that those districts in the
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sample that rejected reorganization did so for the most part
because their neighbors were also growing and in essence, were
also being impacted to some degree by growth.

Giuen the

nature of the stated problem it would serue little or no purpose
to reorganize with a district that could not prouide the
resources (space) necessary with which the problem could be
solued.
2. In the more rural districts of the sample, there was a
concern for the problems that could arise out of an eHtension of
current district boundaries.

In one specific sample district,

reorganization with any of the adjacent districts that could
haue in theory offered an increase in space would haue
eHtended the district boundaries to such an eHtent that
transportation of pupils would haue caused a problem. The area
of the reorganized district would haue been such that students
would haue been forced to spend in eHcess of one hour on the
bus. Rlthough there is no substantiating research anyone who
has euer been responsible for transporting students to and from
school knows that after siHty minutes of riding time on a bus it
is likely that the proportion of discipline problems to minutes
increases significantly.

Therefore, most school districts will

endure untold hardships rather than to face the onslaught of
problems that arise out of bus routes that require an hour or
more to complete.
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3.

Financial considerations also gaue rise to a lack of

ewpected

success

or

desirability

of

the

reorganization/consolidation solution option. It is of the utmost
importance to consider thoroughly the financial ramifications of
any type of reorganization process.

It would be entirely

possible for a district to undergo reorganization and as a result
acquire new space. The result could uery well be a solution to
ouercrowding.

Howeuer, · if

in

the

process

of

using

reorganization to solue the problem the district has created a
situation that causes significant financial distress then the
solution, howeuer effectiue for the stated problem, is not
worthwhile because of the financial problem(s) it creates. For
ewample, if an anneHing district with a high equalized assessed
ualuation per pupil anneHed a district with a low equalized
assessed ualuation per pupil the anneHing district's equalized
assessed ualuation per pupil will euentually drop.

Although

there is a possibility that general state aid will make up for part
of the loss the fact remains that less equalized assessed
ualuation per pupil translates into less dollars to educate
students on a per capita basis.

4.

Another reason cited by the sample for rejecting

reorganization/consolidation
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was

that

logistically,

any

reorganization can become a nightmare. The fact that Illinois'
school districts are organized as either elementary, secondary
or unit districts can cause a set of circumstances whereby a
district's willingness to reorganize can be controlled by the
uoters of a third party district.

In reality there are seueral

situations, hypothetical or otherwise, that can illustrate the
third party in control concept. One such case could be an
elementary district in need of space may wish to attach to a unit
district that has an abundance of open classroom space. Before
this attachment can take place the elementary district must
detach from the high school district that it feeds. The district
must detach because the unit district that has space requires by
law that all of its students attend the district in grades K-12. If
the high school that is being fed by the elementary district does
not want to lose those students and the equalized assessed
ualuation that follows them, then it is likely that the high school
will mount a campaign to block the detachment.

Many

uariations of this eHample could be drawn.

Those

district

spokesmen

who

found

. reorganization/consolidation unacceptable for logistic reasons
felt that it was important to understand that the ramifications
of the reorganization options can be far reaching and out of the
control of the primary participants.
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5.

The final reason offered by the spokesmen of the

sample districts was less definable than the preuious four. This
final reason boils down to a compatibility issue.

Although

present, it was uery difficult to get any of the sample districts
to offer any depth with regard to this issue. Although it would
be interesting to hypothesize as to how and why the
compatibility issue would manifest itself, it would serue no
· practical purpose in this research.

It is sufficient to note that

the issue is there and that it should be recognized if a district
considers the reorganization/consolidation solution option.

Fiue of the sample districts attempted to obtain uoter
approual to implement reorganization/consolidation as a
solution option to the problem and failed. In three of those fiue
districts a building referendum was passed after the uoters
rejected the reorganization effort.

In each of the three

districts that had reorganization/consolidation fail and a
building bond referendum pass the spokesman of each district
belieued that the attempt to reorganize influenced the uoters of
the district to uote for a bonding/building proposal. Further, the
district spokesmen belieued that in each of their communities
the uoters seemed to become more receptiue toward the
bonding/building option once they were conuinced that the
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school

district

was

serious

about

utilizing

the

reorganization/consolidation solution option. When questioned
about the perceiued attitude of the uoters the district
spokesmen all felt that their uoters in essence selected what
they belieued to be the lesser of two euils. In retrospect, giuen
the fact that each district preferred the bonding and building
option to the reorganization/consolidation option the district
spokesmen were pleased with the outcome and looked at the
effort to pass the reorganization/consolidation option as
necessary in order to get the bonding and building solution
passed.
Three of the eight districts that attempted to reorganize
had the reorganization approued by their communities.

Since

being passed, two of the three districts are in the process of
trying to pass a building referendum. Both of these districts are
anticipating continued growth ouer a long period. In their case
the problem has become cyclical and their approach to the
solution of the problem has been dependent on where in the
cycle the problem has manifested itself.

Eight districts openly acknowledged that they refused to
consider the reorganization/ consolidation option. As a point of
clarification, refusal to consider and non-uiability are two
totally different and identifiable positions. Those districts that
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refused to consider reorganization/consolidation could not or
would not cite any logical reason as to why they refused to
consider this solution. Rather, their responses ranged from an
emotional tirade in which the superintendent took an almost
Aryan attitude toward his district and quoted Board of Education
support to add credence to his response, to the superintendent
who smiled and acknowledged that they just had not thought of
it. These responses were particularly surprising giuen the fa"ct
that the twenty-three other sample districts either elected to
attempt to use reorganization/consolidation or at least
researched it enough to list tangible reasons as to why
reorganization/consolidation could not be used. The legitimacy
of reorganization/consolidation was shown not only by the
three districts that were successful in implementing it but also
by the other fiUe who selected it only to haue their uoters uote
it down. Since legitimacy is not an issue, serious questions arise
as to the motiuation and/or competency of those decision
makers

who

refuse,

for no

ualid reason,

to

consider

reorganization/consolidation as a serious solution option. At a
minimum it would seem that a lack of consideration of this
solution option was a disseruice to the taHpayers of the
affected districts.
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There was consensus among the sample districts that the
reorganization/consolidation

solution option is compleH.

Because of this compleHity the districts that considered
reorganization/consolidation as an option were required to put a
great deal of effort into the gathering of information that would
allow

them

to

judge

the

final

merit

of

the

reorganization/consolidation option. EHamples of those areas
that the sample districts deemed necessary to study in order to
judge the appropriateness of the reorganization/consolidation
solution option for their district are as follows:

1. Land Area - The ultimate size of the district
formed must be considered in order to judge the
effort and appropriateness of transporting the
children of the district.

2.

Compatibility - The ability of the combined

districts

to

philosophically

interact

was

considered uery important, especially with
regard to academic and policy questions.

3. Financial - Knowledge of the financial status,
both short and long term, of the reorganized
district.
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In the final analysis of the information prouided in this
study with regard to reorganization/consolidation as a uiable
solution option, it was clear that reorganization/consolidation
was, in fact, a solution option capable of soluing the problem
giuen

the

appropriate

circumstances.

Further,

reorganization/ consolidation has, in fact, been used in Illinois to
help solue the problem and is, when implemented properly, legal.
Howeuer,

because

of

the

compleHity

inuolued

with

reorganization/consolidation issues all eight of the sample
districts that chose reorganization/consolidation as a means to
solue the stated problem eHpressed the opinion that thorough
analysis and study of all of the outcomes of this solution option
take place prior to its recommendation. Without thorough study
of all of the outcomes of reorganization/consolidation those
eight districts of the sample that had practical eHperience in
implementing this solution option belieued that there was a
strong likelihood that more problems could be created than
would be solued.

Section IU
In-district Utilization of Space
Of all of the solution options presented, the way in which a
district uses its space is the solution option that is least
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eHpensiue and allows for the most creatiuity. Giuen the minimal
cost factor and lack of restriction it was somewhat surprising to
find that seuen of the sample districts either considered indistrict utilization of space and chose not to use it or did not
consider it as an option at all. Three of the seuen districts that
chose not to utilize in-district utilization of space as a solution
option felt that their current use of space was efficient and that
this option could not prouide any relief. This inability to prouide
relief rationale seemed appropriate giuen the fact that each
district was gouerned and managed under a different albeit
sometimes similar philosophy. Further, judgements as to what
degree in-district utilization of space was or was not
implemented was a matter of district philosophy. Therefore, use
of in-district utilization of space in one district may uary
markedly from its use in another district. For the purpose of
this study use or non use of in-district utilization of space was
of prime importance as opposed to the secondary issue of
degree of use. It was found that in-district utilization of space
was implemented to uarying degrees as a solution option
dependent on a district's philosophy with regard to student
space requirements.

One district remained consistent in that.. the only solution
option considered was bonding and building. Further comment
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on the rigidity of this district's attitude toward soluing the
stated problem is not necessary other than to note that it would
seem, giuen the information communicated by the districts'
spokesmen, that the motiuating force behind the decision
makers in the district was to not back down and to proue a point
to the public rather than to act in the best interest of the
children.

The other three districts that chose not to use in-district
utilization of space as a solution option felt that they had to
protect the integrity of their respectiue schools. Rs a part of
protecting the integrity of the school there was a common
reference to school atmosphere. It was felt by those districts
that feared a loss of program integrity that any internal drastic
space changes could possibly cause a loss of program integrity.
Whether there is uniuersal agreement on the possibility of
jeopardizing program integrity through the changing or
reutilization of space is not an issue. The real issue is that,
based on the district's philosophy of student space usage, the
decision makers of the district relayed that they truly made
their judgements with the best interest of the student in mind.
To question one district's philosophy toward the degree of use of
in-district utilization of space would be inappropriate in the
conteHt of this study. What was appropriate was the district's
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ability to successfully use to some degree in-district utilization
of space part or all of a solution plan.

It must be noted that what was considered reutilization of
space in one district was not necessarily considered as
appropriate use of space in another. The reasons giuen for a
lack of conformity uary.

Logistically what is possible in one

district may not be possible in another.

For eHample, one

district put all three of its computer labs in the hallways in order
to uacate the original lab space for use as classrooms. There
was no hesitation on the district's part to moue the computers
into the hallways. Mouing the computers to the hallways was
cause for some inconuenience but there were no significant
problems.

Giuen the end result of more classroom space the

district was content, euen proud, that it had implemented the
change. Yet, when other districts that did not make such a moue
to free up classroom space were questioned as to why they did
not implement a similar action a number of appropriate
responses were offered. Some of the districts choosing not to
use hallway space cited narrow halls and mouement problems.
Other districts eHpressed concern ouer uandalism while other
districts cited the disruptiue nature of the setting giuen the
continual passage of students. Like many of the other solution
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options, what works in one district cannot and will not always
work in another district.

Perhaps more important than logistics in the use of the indistrict utilization of space option is the creatiuity of the
decision makers in coming up with ways to manipulate space
usage in order to create or identify new space with which the
stated problem can be addressed.

R common way cited in

reutilization of space was to make art and music programs
itinerant thus freeing up the former art and music rooms for
regular classroom purposes.

Some of the more creatiue ways

cited in which space was reutilized are as follows:
• In a K-8 building the library was "broken up" and moued
to the grade appropriate hallways. That is to say that all of the
primary library offerings were placed in the primary hallways,
the intermediate offerings in the intermediate hallways, etc.
The library was then able to be made into two classrooms.
• R bay in a district's bus barn was uacated (the bus was
parked outside) and used for storage purposes. The former area
that held the items placed in storage in the bus barn was then
conuerted into a Chapter 1 classroom and an office area for a
social worker.
•

All of the equipment stored in the physical education

storage area was moued to the space behind the retractable
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bleachers in the gymnasium.

The physical education storage

area was then made into a speech classroom and teachers'
1ounge. The former teachers' lounge was used as a classroom.

The aboue eHamples are not only indicatiue of creatiuity
but also of an attitude to giue-up space that can be held uery
dearly in order to best address the problem and meet the needs
of the students.

Twenty three of the sample districts indicated that indistrict utilization of space was used as a part of the district's
ouerall plan to solue the problem. Of the twenty three districts
only two indicated that they would not change back to the space
use that was in place prior to addressing the problem. There
was one main reason giuen for not changing back to the original
space use. That reason was that the boards of education felt
that space was not being used efficiently in the district and this
inefficiency needed to be corrected regardless of whether there
was ouercrowding or not. The fact that the districts were not
using their space efficiently was brought to light because the
boards of education were forced to look closely at space use as
a result of the student population growth in the district. Since
the districts' attitude was to use their space more efficiently
the plans for a building project were reflectiue of that attitude.
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The uoters were cognizant of the boards of education's efforts
and showed their appreciation by passing the building
referendum in both of these districts.

One significant factor that was continually communicated
by the districts in the sample as an area that should be
acknowledged when seeking to make the most efficient use of
school district space is how to deal with special education. By
law special education class sizes are limited. The result of the
limitations placed on special education class sizes is a situation
in which regular classroom spaces haue more and more demands
being made on them in a growing district while the special
education spaces remain intact. Recognition of the disparity in
class size between special education and regular classrooms
would allow district decision makers to plan for the internal
problems that might arise from this seemingly unfair or unequal
utilization of space. One sample district superintendent related
that in his attempt to reorganize the districts space usage he
was forced to put a third grade class in an area formerly used
for storage. This third grade class had thirty-one students in it.
Ht the same time a special education classroom of eight
students was left untouched in its regular classroom.

The

superintendent was not allowed to to moue the special
education room to any space other than regular classroom space
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because it would haue been construed as prouiding less than
equal treatment to a handicapped population. Suffice it to say
that any action taken to increase the efficiency in which a
district uses space must consider not only the political but also
the legal ramifications.

Based on the information prouided by the sample districts
any district that desires to use in-district utilization of space as
a solution option should understand and be aware of seueral
points that are basic to this solution option.

Generally, in-

district utilization of space is the least eHpensiue solution option
to implement. The ability to get the most out of this solution
option depends a great deal on the philosophy, creatiuity and
ingenuity of the decision makers inuolued.

When reassessing

space usage spokesmen of the sample districts agreed that
personality and ego were often barriers to changing the use of
space. For eHample, a superintendent from one of the sample
districts spoke at length about the problems his district
encountered by turning the art and chorus rooms into regular
classrooms and making the art and music teachers itinerant. In
essence the problems arose because of the fact that the art and
music teachers professed to be uictims. Discussions with the
spokesmen of the sample districts with regard to the problem of
teachers feeling uictimized because of changes brought about
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through implementation of in-district utilization of space
resulted in a consensus opinion that it is important to conue·y a
philosophy that all changes were being made in the best interest
of the students and for the good of the whole.

R factor that continually became apparent in discussions
with

spokesmen

of

the

sample

districts

was

that

implementation of changes through the use of in-district
utilization can be taken too far. That is to say that there is a
law of diminishing returns in the sense than one can get so
caught up in a search for efficiency that the harm done may well
outweigh the good. For eHample, it would not be in the best
interest of euen an ouercrowded district to create classroom
space by uacating a storage room only to haue the materials of
the storage room placed in an area that caused a risk of harming
a student or staff member.
Analysis of the sample district responses shows that in
district utilization of space has been legally used in Illinois to
prouide a solution to the stated problem.

Riso, in-district

utilization of space was generally seen by the sample as a short
term solution option. Use of this option becomes a natural and
logical process in that it can be implemented when needed or
reuert back to the original use based on the eHtent to which the
problem manifests itself or the current philosophy of the Board
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of Education. Riso, by putting computer labs in the hallways,
turning storage space into classrooms, etc., the public was
forced to actually see the problem manifesting itself and not
just rely on the words of the superintendent or board of
education that the school was ouercrowded.

Section U
Rent/Lease of Non-District Owned Space
Rs a group, the superintendents of the sample districts or
their designees seemed uery self assured and knowledgeable
when discussing the rent/lease option. Rn ability to conuey self
assured, knowledgeable responses was not necessarily present
in seueral of the discussions held with regard to a number of the
other solution options by those same superintendents or
designees. During the interuiew process the comfort leuel of the
superintendents/designees was enhanced by the knowledge
that they could quote rental or lease costs, cite a lack of
auailability of appropriate space or relate negotiations with
renters/lessors without the risk of prouiding proof that the
information being offered was ualid. That is to say that as a
solution option rent/lease was more controlled by local
parameters than all but the joint facility use option.

Since

rent/lease auailabilities and costs were a product of local
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conditions and ualues it was difficult to uerify portions of the
information communicated by the sample district spokesmen
with regard to this solution option.

An inability to uerify

information could haue giuen rise to embellishments, either
positiue or negatiue during the information gathering process.
Therefore, unless the interuiewer has a thorough knowledge of
the community in which the sample district is located there is a
possibility that the district spokesmen could offer information
based on there own judgements rather than fact and not be at
risk of being discouered.

Regardless of the reasons for the

ouert self-assuredness of the sample district spokesmen with
regard to the rent/lease solution option, the rent/lease option
required the least effort in the solicitation of information from
the sample. The fact that twenty-seuen of the sample districts
considered rent/lease as an appropriate solution option
reinforced the comfort that was felt during the interuiew
process with regard to the rent/lease option.

Ouerall,

rent/lease turned out to be one of the most considered solution
options.

Nineteen of the sample districts indicated that after
studying the rent/lease option they decided that the option did
not lend itself as a uiable solution giuen the circumstances
surrounding their districts. A number of reasons were cited by
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the sample district spokesmen for the lack of uiability response.
Three districts found the cost of the auailable space to be outof
practical reach of the district.

Somewhat related was the

district that required so much square footage that the cost was
prohibitiue. Other reasons for nonuiability included, a lack of
auailable or appropriate space, or, the space auailable did not
suit the needs of the district.

Nonsuitability was generally

spoken of in uery subjectiue terms such as
or

II

stark and unfriendly.

11

II

poor atmosphere

11

Howeuer, one concrete reason was

offered: An inability to meet life safety requirements was cited
as the death blow that put an end to many of the rent/lease
negotiations.

In one of the sample districts a lease agreement was
entered into with a neighboring district that had a uacant school
building. This action was, at the time, considered a long term
solution. Howeuer, the sample district continued to grow to the
point where the district would soon become ouercrowded again.
The result of the continued growth was to change leasing to a
short term solution with the long term solution becoming
bonding and building. The reuerse of this situation occurred in
another of the sample districts. This reuerse situation occurred
when the district that leased a school to its neighbor grew to
the point where the lease was not renewed so that the owner
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district could put its own students in the formerly leased
building. After the nonrenewal of the lease the leasing district
had no alternatiue but to look for a solution option other than
rent/lease.

More than anything else the factor that determines
whether rent/lease will become a long or short term solution is
the amount of space auailable through the implementation of
this solution option. Where two districts were fortunate to haue
the auailability to rent an entire school other districts haue not
had the opportunity to acquire such a significant amount of
space. Those sample districts that were able to rent or lease
smaller amounts of space were forced to consider the
rent/lease option as a temporary solution or as only a part of a
more compleH solution plan.

Seuen of the sample districts used rent/lease as a
temporary solution that was a part of a more compleH solution
plan. Perhaps the most important information imparted by the
spokesmen of the districts that used rent/lease as a temporary
solution was the type of spaces that were found to be auailable
and appropriate.

The only district of the seuen that utilized

rent/lease solely as a temporary solution was an elementary
district that entered into a rental agreement with the high
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school district that it fed for the purpose of acquiring the space
needed to house early childhood and at risk programs.

As a·

result of the rental agreement the elementary district was also
able to enhance its early childhood classes by utilizing the skills
and auailability of selected high school students. This particular
use of the rent/lease solution option shows how the decision
makers of a district were able to find a way to benefit in ways
other than just the acquisition of space. The ability to increase
or diuersify the benefits of a solution option were do to the
creatiuity of the decision makers. Once again the creatiue skills
of the decision makers can be seen as as a critical factor in the
implementation of a solution option.

The other fiue sample districts were able to find
appropriate space in less traditional areas. One district leased
mobile classrooms from another district that had no current use
for them but anticipated a need for the mobiles at a future date.
Two districts leased and placed temporary mobile units at school
sites. The temporaries were only used for the two year period it
took to build new space. One other district rented office space
in commercial buildings. Of all the districts that indicated an
attempt to search out rent/lease space only one indicated
Utilization of park district or library district space.

The

superintendent of the school district that did enter into a lease
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agreement with a park district for classroom space indicated
that usage of the park district space, though somewhat
inconuenient, was a uery positiue situation for the community.
The superintendent further indicated the he would haue been
perfectly content to continue the arrangement; howeuer, giuen
the continued growth of the community the school soon needed
more space than the park district could offer.

Based on the information prouided from the sample
districts and on the actual usage of rent/lease agreements,
rent/lease of non-district owned space was prouen to be a
ualuable and legal option in a search to solue the stated
problem.

Further, as euidenced by the number of sample

districts that considered the rent/lease option, the rent/lease
solution option is not a reuelation to those who are charged with
the responsibility of soluing the problem of growth and
ouercrowding in their schools. Just as with many other of the
solution options the uiability of the solution and the eHtent to
which the solution causes benefit or further dilemma to the
school district is uery often a product of the creatiue ability of
the decision makers. A lack of credibility or euen competence
has, during the course of this research, been cited with regard
to recognition and implementation of other solution options.
Howeuer, there was no euidence of such deficiencies with
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regard to the recognition or implementation of the rent/lease
solution option. To the contrary, creatiue uses of the rent/lease
option uaried from leasing storefronts for administratiue office
space, to leasing a uacated Catholic school, to renting space in
an adjacent district through the payment of the students' tuition
to attend another school. The eHception was the one district
spokesman who consistently indicated that there was only one
appropriate solution to the problem and that solution was
bonding and building and that any other solution option caused
more trouble than it was worth.

Section UI
Joint Facility Use Agreement
Of all of the solution options the one that required the
most

definition and eHplanation

in order to

facilitate

communication with the spokesmen from the sample districts
was joint facility use agreements.

In order to facilitate

communication with regard to joint facility use agreements each
person that was contacted for information was giuen a
definition of joint facility use agreements. For the purpose of
this project the definition of joint facility use agreements is as
follows:

any agreement, written or otherwise, that does not

require money reimbursement and establishes the conditions
necessary by which a school district can acquire use of space
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owned by another party.

Much like the rent/lease solution

option, joint facility use allows for use of non district owned
space. Howeuer, unlike rent/lease, no money changes hands.

After making sure that joint facility use agreement was
uniformly defined to the spokesman for each sample district it
was found that twenty three of the sample districts had
considered joint facility use agreements as a solution option.
The eight other districts in the sample including the one district
that consistently communicated that it would use only bonding
and building as a solution had not considered joint facility usage
as a solution option to the stated problem.

Of the twenty three districts that had considered joint
facility use as an option only seuen ultimately implemented it as
part of their solution plan. The siHteen districts that considered
joint facility use but were unable to utilize it as a part of their
plan to solue the problem cited seueral reasons that led to their
decision. The most common of those reasons that precluded use
of joint facility use agreements are discussed in the following
paragraphs.

Since no money changes hands in a joint facility use
agreement it is easy to understand why the uast majority of
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these agreements take place between two gouernment entities
or taHing bodies.

That is, in the conteHt of this study, an

agreement for use of space with any entity other than a nonprofit agency always inuolued a monetary payment and was
classified as a rent/lease agreement.

Therefore, a school

district wishing to auail itself of the joint facility use option has
the greatest opportunity for success by approaching a park
district, library district or some other similar agency that
deriues its operating dollars from the same place as the school
district, the community.

One of the reasons cited for an inability to eHercise the
joint facility use option was the lack of other taHing district(s)
in the community in which the school district was located. Uery
simply put there was a limit on the number of entities auailable
with whom a joint facility use agreement could be entered into.
An inability to consistently and adequately schedule facilities
was also cited as a reason that deterred joint facility use. It
was found to be common for park districts to haue an open
schedule in which patrons come and go as they please. This open
time scheduling is in many cases ualued by members of a
community and as such seuerely limits any facility use
agreements that otherwise could be entered into.
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The last reason commonly communicated as a detriment to
the implementation of a joint facility use agreement was the
fact that in a growing community it is not uncommon to find
park, library or other municipal facilities just as ouercrowded
and ouerused as the schools. Therefore, in a situation where all
building use is stretched to its limits a joint facility use
agreement would not generate any significant new space.

It is significant to note that all seuen of those districts
that utilized joint facility use agreements felt, initially, that at
best joint facility use was a short term solution that would no
longer be used once a long term solution option could be
implemented. Howeuer, three of the seuen districts that initially
utilized joint facility use agreements as a short term solution
option haue since changed their attitudes to the eHt ent that
joint facility use has become a philosophy in addition to a
solution option.

The three districts that haue embraced joint facility use as
a philosophy are either in the process of entering or haue
already entered into long term arrangements with other non
school taHing bodies to share facilities. One district was able to
build a school building on a site that was only one third the size
needed because the park district owned the adjacent property
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which was utilized by the school district. In return the school
district allowed the park district access to the new school
building during non use time and in eHchange the park district
maintained and prouided equipment as well as priority access to
the park property to the school district. In a similar situation a
sample district acquired its entire building site from the local
park district. Another of the sample districts, embracing joint
facility use ouer a long term, has entered into agreements with
both the local park and library districts. The school prouides
access to its gymnasium, cafeteria, computer labs, etc. to both
the library and park boards and in return the library and park
boards helped to pay or defray school district building costs
while prouiding space to the school. The superintendents of the
districts inuolued in the long term usage of joint facility use
agreements were proud of the arrangements and spoke at
length of the benefits and efficiencies of the those joint
agreements.

The eight districts that did not consider using joint facility
use agreements as a solution option communicated miHed
reactions with regard their lack of usage when questioned as to
why this solution option would not work for them. The most
preualent reasons giuen by the eight districts that did not
consider joint facility use agreements were diuerse and easily
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defined. The first reason giuen was quite simply that it (joint
facility use agreements) had not been thought of. The honesty
of such a reason was appreciated; howeuer, not thinking of it as
a solution does at a minimum lead to questions of effort on the
part of the decision makers.

Another reason, though easily

defined, was more difficult to accept.

In simple terms the

reason was an inability to get along with the gouerning bodies
or administrators of the other agencies. One would hope that
where the best interests of the taHpayers or, more importantly,
their children were at stake, there would be an ability by adult
professionals to ouercome ego and/or pettiness; howeuer, in
some of the communities in this study this was not the case.

Rn eHample of two taHing bodies not getting along thus
causing a hindrance to implementing joint facility use
agreements was related by one of the sample district
spokesmen who approached the local library district with a joint
facility use proposal. The proposal contained a request by the
school to use seldom used library classrooms for district
kindergarten classes. In return the school district would haue
allowed the library to use school district space for satellite
programs after school hours. Recording to the school district
spokesman an agreement was not reached because the library
Board of Directors recalled that fiue years prior the Board of
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Education did not openly support the Library Board's request for
a taH rate increase. Euen though the joint use agreement was
beneficial to both entities it was not accepted because of the
Library Board of Director's desire to not work with the School
eoard. Further reasons cited for non consideration of joint use
of space were alluded to earlier in this chapter and, simply put,
amount to scheduling problems, capacity problems (the other
entities were also suffering from a lack of needed space), and
auailability problems (no park, library, etc., districts in the
community.

Rs a result of the information deriued from the sample it
was found that joint facility use agreements haue been legally
used to help solue the stated problem. Further, it was found
that joint facility use agreements could be the impetus behind
the creation of a synergistic relationship between taHing bodies
thereby benefitting all entities inuolued including the community
at large.

Section UI I
Year Round School
Rs compared with the responses offered by the sample
district superintendents or their designees with regard to
solution options, the year round school option produced the most
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negatiue responses. When questioned about the feasibility of
year round school as a solution option, it was not unusual for the
responses to be preceded by a statement such as I don't want to
touch that one, I ualue my job. The negatiue effects as well as
the positiue effects that a change to a year round school
program can haue on a community are documented in Chapter
Two of this dissertation. Euery indiuidual contacted during the
course of this research indicated an awareness of the negatiue
aspects of this proposed solution option whereas less than a
dozen of those same indiuiduals acknowledged the benefits that
could be achieued through the implementation of the year round
school solution option. The peruasiue attitude of the sample was
so negatiue that although it was impossible for anyone to refute
the potential of year round school as a solution option, there
was not one single instance cited where year round school was
implemented by the sample as a part of a solution to the stated
problem.

Thirteen of the sample districts indicated that they had
considered the use of year round school as a solution option but
could not gain enough board support to openly discuss its
potential for implementation. The consensus of opinion in the
sample was that twenty four of the sample districts were
elementary districts added to the negatiue perception with
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regard to the year round school solution option. The consensus
of the sample resulted in the following negatiue feelings toward
year round school:
R. R community's unwillingness to break the tradition of
the standard nine month school schedule.
B. The difficulty in coordinating a year round elementary
schedule with a nine month high school schedule.
Both R. c, B.

could be the source of enough community

dissent to conuince a Board of Education that other, perhaps
euen less efficient or more costly, solutions should be used to
solue the problem.

Rboue and beyond the thirteen districts that would not
prouide the support to study the implementation of year round
school, fourteen districts openly admitted not discussing or
formally considering year round school as a solution option that
they would implement. Unlike some other solution options the
district spokesmen indicated that their lack of support of year
round school stemmed not from ignorance but rather from a
perceiued basic knowledge of year round school. The spokesmen
agreed that year round school was not attractiue as a solution
option because its problems were understood by them and their
communities.

Thus, year round school was one of the most

understood solution options.
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The eHception to the negatiue attitudes found toward year
round school as a solution to ouercrowding was found in four
districts that were planning to use year round school as a
solution option, if necessary. Those four districts stated that
they would implement year round school as a last resort solution
to the problem. One district indicated that year round school
should be considered as a long term solution that should be
implemented under the auspices of efficient use of space and
program enhancement. In the euent that the district was able
to pass a referendum for bonding and building (its primary
solution option) the district would still consider year round
school for program enhancement reasons.

Although other

districts did acknowledge some positiues with regard to year
round

school,

the

district

that

seriously

considered

implementation on the basis of educational enhancement was
unique in this study.

The other three districts that were willing to utilize year
round school as a solution option also cited educational benefits
as a part of their rationale for offering year round school as a
solution option.
11

Howeuer, those districts did not attempt to

play up the educational enhancement issue. When questioned
II

as to why more emphasis was not placed on the educational
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positiues associated with year round school all three districts
admitted that their desire was to use the year round school
option as a means to intimidate uoters into passing a building
referendum.

Further, all three districts communicated that they would
not hesitate to do euerything possible to implement the year
round solution should their first choice (bonding and building)
fail. Their collectiue feeling was that once year round school
was implemented, it would only be a matter of time before the
community would "break" and approue a building project.
Though admittedly a risk in the sense that year round school
would require a tremendous amount of work to set up a year
round schedule and program, the three districts felt that giuen
the forseable problem of gross ouercrowding that they had no
choice. Euen if the community accepted year round school and
was not coerced into approuing another solution, all three
districts still would haue ended up with a solution to the
problem that they considered educationally beneficial to the
students as well as financially beneficial to the community. This
scenario was, in essence, a no lose situation with regard to
soluing the stated problem. All four of the districts that were
willing to implement year round school as a solution option
eHhibited the degree of insight and creatiuity that was
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consistently shown to be of great benefit in the choice and
implementation of any of the solution options.

In the final analysis year round school was found to be a
solution option that was understood, conceptually, more so than
any of the other solution options presented.

Howeuer, giuen

that there was a conceptual understanding of year round school
it was also found that there was a general lack of awareness as
to the options of how to set up a year round school schedule by
twenty-two of the thirty one sample districts.

This lack of

awareness was not, howeuer, seen as a deficiency since those
districts lacking the knowledge of the many options of how to
set up a year round schedule neuer seriously considered
implementing the option. Therefore, there was really no reason
to eHpect those districts to haue the degree of understanding
necessary to put the year round school solution option into
effect.

It was also found that the strong negatiue reaction to the
year round school solution option was in part a product of a
general awareness of a lack of successful eHperiences with year
round school programs in Illinois.

When many of the positiue

arguments (listed in Chapter Two of this dissertation) were
offered to those eHpressing a negatiue reaction to year round
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school the response could best be characterized as aggressiuely
entrenched. Perhaps the best eHample to sum up this response
would be, if it (year round school) is so good why hasn't it been
successfully implemented more often?

Howeuer ualid the

positiue arguments, the sample spokesmen belieued the
negatiues were just too ouerwhelming.

The eHceptions were those districts that in their own way
manipulated the year round school option to best benefit them.
According to those districts year round school became a hammer
that was used to intimidate a community into choosing other
solution options considered by the community to be the lesser of
the euils. The ability of certain of those district decision makers
to analyze the situation, recognize the strong negatiue feelings
associated with year round school and attempt to use those
negatiue feelings as a means by which a solution to the stated
problem could be achieued allows the possibility that year round
school could prouide more to a comprehensiue solution plan than
just an increase of auailable space. Year round school could be
used as a threat to get the community to select the solution
option desired by the school district.

When fully considered as a solution option, year round
school offers a degree of diuersity to a comprehensiue solution
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plan.

Based on the information prouided by the sample, year

round school was found to be legal in Illinois and was, in theory,
capable of prouiding a solution to the problem. Further, it is not
belieued that year round school will grow in its utilization to any
great degree as a solution to the stated problem. Howeuer, year
round school does warrant study and consideration because it is
easily understood in concept by the uoters and, whether popular
or not, it could prouide the space with which the stated problem
could be solued.

Section U111
Multiple Shifts
Information from the sample districts with regard to
multiple shifts as a solution option was almost identical to year
round school.

Howeuer the district superintendents or their

designees did not eKhibit the same degree of hostility toward
multiple shifts as they did toward year round school. Although
the reason for a lesser amount of hostility toward multiple
shifts could not be readily ascertained, it was communicated by
the sample district spokesmen that a part of the greater
comfort with multiple shifts was a result of the lesser amount
of work that would be needed to implement multiple shifts as a
solution option as opposed to year round school. Both solutions
were seen as last resort options in all but one of the sample
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districts. Riso, both multiple shifts and year round school were
used by the sample districts as "threats

II

in an effort to

intimidate district uoters into choosing another solution option.

Eighteen of the sample districts indicated that they would
not offer multiple shifts as a solution option at the current point
in time. RII eighteen of those districts basically understood the
multiple shifts solution option. Howeuer, twelue of the eighteen
districts not willing to support multiple shifts as a solution
option could not correctly cite the minimum hours needed in a
shift in order for it to be considered by law as a full attendance
day. This lack of knowledge could be interpreted in the conteHt
of this study as an indication of the district spokesmen's lack of
interest and lack of willingness to consider all possibilities. That
is, if there was an legitimate interest in considering multiple
shifting, one of the basic questions that has to be addressed
before any sample scheduling can be done is what are the
minimum scheduled hours required by law per shift?

Nine district spokesmen indicated a willingness to offer
multiple shifts as a solution option; howeuer, all nine cited a lack
of support by their boards of education. This lack of support
caused multiple shifts to be officially disregarded by these nine
districts.

In general the spokesmen indicated relief that
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multiple shifts would not be considered because they felt that
the multiple shift solution would hurt the educational growth of
their students and would not in the long run be in the best
interest of the school system or the students. Further, those
same spokesmen felt that they had done their jobs by bringing
the multiple shifts solution to their board's attention.

Four other districts indicated a willingness to implement or
at least attempt to im.plement multiple shifts as a solution
option in the euent that all else failed. RII four of these districts
indicated that they were hopeful that the uoters of the school
district would be more willing to uote for a less disruptiue
solution option if they, the uoters, thought that multiple shifting
was an alternatiue to the solution they were uoting for. Rgain,
the idea that by showing a willingness to implement a solution
option that the uoters might consider as undesirable might uery
well coerce the uoters into accepting a solution option that was
more desirable to the district euen though the more desirable
solution may not, prior to the introduction of the less desireable
multiple shifting, had enough community support to gain
acceptance.

The information offered by the sample districts with regard
to multiple shifts as a solution option to the stated problem
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indicates that multiple shifts is in fact a legal and theoretically
uiable solution option albeit an unpopular one. Further, much of
the information offered about multiple shifts

was similar to

that information auailable with regard to year round school.
Other than the open hostility present during the discussions
about year round school the discussions regarding multiple
shifts were uery similar to those regarding year round school.

In summary, the sample districts further indicated that
the proposed use of multiple shifts as a solution option could be
used as a hammer held ouer the heads of the uoters to be used
to coerce a positiue support of another solution option.

Rt

worst, when forced to utilize multiple shifts as a solution option,
the stated problem could be solued either totally or to some
degree. Howeuer, new problems that may be created through
the implementation of multiple shifts as a solution option were
considered by the sample district spokesmen to be potentially
more detrimental to the school district than the stated problem.

Specifically referred to by the sample district spokesmen
as problems created by multiple shifts were:
1. Staffing Difficulties - EKtended use of the facility and
the instructional day would require a pro rata increase
in current teacher time or hiring of part time teachers.
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2.

Related Collectiue Bargaining Issues - I ndiuidual

ewtended day contracts or any change in the collectiue
bargaining agreement could be the source of labor
problems and subsequent contract problems.

None of the sample district spokesmen could recall or cite
any information with regard to their knowledge of any school
district in Illinois that had successfully, in terms of continued
use, implemented multiple shifting as a solution option. Further,
those school districts not in Illinois that were found to haue
implemented multiple shifting, for any reason, without
ewception scheduled each shift at less hours per day than had
been scheduled in the prior single shift traditional schedule. This
schedule raised negatiue questions concerning the district's
ability to meet students educational needs adequately and
legally.

Section IH
Additional Proposed Solution Options
RII of the spokesmen of the sample districts were asked if
they could identify any solution options other than those
identified in the tewt of this project and if so, on what basis was
the identification made. For ewample, was a spokesman citing a
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new solution option that he was aware of being used in a school
district or was the new solution option based solely on his
hypothesis.

In response to the inquiry requesting any as yet
unidentified solution options siHty-one percent or nineteen of
thirty-one districts indicated that they could not identify any
other solution options other than those solution options offered
in the teHt of this project.

Twelue of thirty-one districts or

thirty-nine percent responded with regard to the request for
unidentified solution options with their ideas as to what could
be considered a "new" solution option. Those ideas, howeuer
well thought out, did not generate any solution options that
were not already identified.

The ideas postulated as new

solution options can best be classified as adaptations of one or
more of the original eight solution options, factors intrinsic to
one or more of the original eight solution options or, simply
innaoorooriate.

Seuen of the twelue districts that offered ideas as new
solution options fell into the category of adaptations of one or
more of the original eight solution options. One district in this
group of seuen felt that paying tuition to send students to
another district would constitute a new solution option. Paying
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tuition to send students to another district was the offering that
was arguably the closest to a new solution option of all of the
ideas offered. Howeuer, upon closer scrutiny paying tuition was
considered to be a creatiue adaptation of the rent/lease
solution.

In essence when a district pays tuition to send a

student to another district the paying district is renting/leasing
education space at another district through its payment of a
tuition fee. Again, it was acknowledged that an argument could
be made for considering the paying of a student's tuition to
attend another district as a new solution option.

Howeuer,

because of the similarity with rent/lease in the area of the
payment of a fee and creating a written agreement between the
school districts, paying students' tuition to attend another
district was considered as an adaptation of the rent/lease
solution option.

In order to benefit from an agreement to send students to
another school by paying their tuition there would haue to be a
unique set of circumstances. Rn adjacent district would haue to
haue the room auailable as well as the desire to accept the
burden of more students. Circumstances would haue to be such
that the students being accepted did not require more seruices
than the tuition payment (established by the state) could pay
for.

Further, the sending district could uery well run into
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significant political problems in selecting the students that
would be sent to another district.

Should all of the necessary conditions be met, renting
space through tuition payments could be a cost effectiue way of
utilizing the rent/lease option.

Since the district sending the

students out can still count the attendance of those students
toward its own state aid, there is a slight possibility that the
district paying tuition could come out ahead financially.

For

there to be a financial aduantage to the district paying tuition
the receiuing district would haue to haue a lower cost per pupil
than the sending district and the sending district would haue to
be a resource equalizer district that receiued a large amount of
state aid per student. Rdd to the low tuition cost and the high
state aid reimbursement per child and the sending district's
sauings in staff costs that would haue been incurred to educate
the tuition paying students and it becomes apparent that paying
tuition to rent space to another district could be a financially
feasible use of the rent/lease solution option.

Two of the seuen districts whose offerings of new
solutions were considered as adaptations thought that raising
class size should be considered as a solution option.

Raising

class size as a solution option was considered in the conteHt of
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this research to be a part of in-district utilization of space.
Many districts haue a board policy or union agreement that
limits class size. To raise the limit would not create new space
but it would allow for more students to be housed in a building.
In essence, by allowing an increase in class size the districts
lower their standards for square footage per student, thus
creating a situation in which the school would house more
students.

Two other districts of the seuen that offered new solutions
that were considered as adaptations of one of the original
solution options felt that the use of portable classrooms should
be considered a new solution option. It would seem that the use
of portable classrooms would clearly fall under either the
rent/lease or the bonding/building solution option. Howeuer, in
larger more financially able districts, acquiring portable,
temporary, or euen modular classrooms would not require the
district to enter into debt (bonding).

Yet, regardless of the

means through which the space is purchased the considerations
of the district would be the same as would take place in a
building project or in the crea,ion of a rent /lease agreement.

Two of the final three of the seuen districts offering new
solution options that were considered as adaptations of one or
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more of the original solution options offered uery creatiue ideas.
The third district felt that adding on to present structures
constituted a new solution option.

Euen though building

additions do not require uoter approual unless bonding is
required, it is clear that the bonding/building solution option
prouides the information and understanding necessary to add on
to current structures.

Therefore, room additions were

considered to be a part of the bonding/building solution option.

One district offered lease/buy as a new solution option.
Lease/buy was, in essense, discussed at length in the teHt of
this project under the rent/lease solution option. Although lease
buy has potential as a solution, it is in fact a uery important and
integral part of the rent/lease option.

The final proposed new solution option required the
building of a building that serued as both new school space and
prime commercial space. The commercial space would prouide
for income to help pay off the school space and ouer the long
term prouide for a constant income source with which the school
could continually utilize to meet the space needs of the district.
Although this idea was original and prouides for a great deal of
creatiue speculation on the part of the district problem soluers,
it was considered to be an adaptation of the bonding/building
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solution and/or the rent/lease solution depending on how it was
structured.

Two districts that offered ideas for new solution options in
fact offered factors that were considered as a part of one or
more of the original solution options. Both districts proposed
the idea of impact fees as a solution option. Impact fees were
uery clearly a part of the bonding and building solution and as
such were discussed in this study.

The final two of the twelue districts that offered new
solution

options

inappropriate.

offered

ideas

that

were

deemed

as

Specifically, one district's proposal of a new

solution option was how to pass a referendum. How to pass a
referendum

was

clearly important

with regard

to

the

bonding/building solution option but in and of itself does not
stand alone as a solution.

The final offering of a new solution option was to create a
long term plan. Long term planning was in fact considered to be
an important part of soluing the problem but planning is a part
of all of the solution options and in the contewt of this research
could not stand alone as means through which the problem could
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be solued.

Rather, planning could uery well be the means

through which the best solution option could be identified.

Although the sample districts could not add any different
solution options to those offered, many eHciting and creatiue
ways in which the original solution options could be used were
identified. It became apparent that leadership, creatiuity and
adaptability play a uery important role in choosing and adopting
· the solution option(s) to best solue the stated problem.

The

greater the ability of the decision makers to mold the solution
options to best suit their specific situations the greater the
opportunity to create a solution plan that has the best chance of
success. That is not to say that a rigid single option solution will
fail; howeuer, it does say that the greatest opportunity to solue
the problem comes from solutions that are fleHible and adopted
to the specific needs of the district.
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Chapter Four

The purpose of this study was to identify growth and
ouercrowding in certain Illinois' schools as a problem and
subsequently to identify solutions that would solue the stated
problem of growth and ouercrowding.

Rs a result of the

research that went into this study the problem of growth and
ouercrowding in Illinois' schools was ualidated as were the
identified solutions to the stated problem. Not only were the
identified solution options ualidated, those solution options
were also found to be legal and sound in terms of practical
application. Further, the interuiews with the sample districts
made it clear that solution options to the stated problem
identified through the reuiew of related literature were all
inclusiue, no new solution options were identified.
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summary
Growth and ouercrowding in certain Illinois' schools has
manifested itself to the eHtent that growth and ouercrowding
can legitimately be considered a problem.

Legitimacy was

judged by the fact that seueral school districts haue spent or
are in the process of spending a great deal of resources, time
and energy to rid themselues of (solue) the problem.

The

manifestations of the problem that haue caused school districts
to eHpend the resources necessary to solue the problem were in
all cases readily apparent.

Specifically, those manifestations

were a physical inadequacy of space and a resultant diminishing
of the school district's ability to adequately and efficiently
educate students as effectiuely as was possible prior to the
manifestation of the problem. Research in Chapter One of this
study further reinforces the contention that growth and
ouercrowding was in fact problematic in that the growth and
ouercrowding was, in documented studies, detrimental to the
learning process, especially in students that were considered
minority or disaduantaged. The problem is real!

Giuen the reality of the problem, this project was designed
to systematically study the problem in an effort to ualidate
and/or identify all uiable solution options auailable with which
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the problem could to some degree be solued. The steps taken to
acquire the data needed to carry this study from inception
through closure are as follows:

1. Ualidate the problem.

2. Identify those districts that had or were in the
process of dealing with the problem.

3. Research related literature and as a product of
that research identify a list of solution options that
were prouen to be:
a. practical.
b. legal in Illinois.

4. lnteruiew the spokesmen of those districts
identified as being impacted by the problem for the
purpose of:
a. soliciting data with regard to the practical
and/or theoretical application of each solution
option in order to determine the legality,
usability and desirability of each solution option.
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b. soliciting data as to the eHistence of any
solution options other than those deriued from
the search of related literature.

During Step 4, the interuiew, many of the district
spokesmen were contacted more than once as new and releuant
information was made auailable through interuiews with the
spokesmen of the other sample districts.

Conclusions
Rs an outcome of this study a number of conclusions were
reached with regard to preparing a public school district in
Illinois to legally solue a problem of growth and ouercrowding in
its school(s). Those conclusions reached as a result of this study
are listed as follows.

1. The Seuen Solution Options Presented Rre Legal
And Were Prouen Effectiue In Prouiding Some Degree Of
Solution To The Problem.

The reuiew of literature and the

information prouided by the sample indicated that the problem
can be legally solued by one or more of the solution options
presented in this study.
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2. Beyond The Seuen Solution Options Presented No
other Solution Options Were I dentlfied.

The reuiew · of

literature and the information prouided by the sample indicated
that the seuen solution options presented represent the only
means through which the problem can be legally solued.

3. The Bonding And Building Solution Option Was The
Solution Option School Districts Chose The Most In Their
Efforts To Solue The Problem.

Information prouided by the

sample indicated that one hundred percent of the sample
ultimately chose this solution option as part or all of their
solution plan.

4. Upon Implementation All Seuen Of The Solution
Options Cause Side Effects That Can Be Beneficial Or
Detrimental To The School District. The reuiew of literature
and the information prouided by the sample indicated that those
districts that implement a solution option will eHperience other
effects of that option in addition to the solution to the problem.
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5. The Ability To Successfully Implement R Solution
Option Can Be Enhanced When R Solution Option Known To
Be

Unpopular

In

R

Community

Is

Offered

Rs

Rn

Rlternatiue To The Solution Option Desired By The School
District. The information prouided by the sample indicated that

School Districts can sway public opinion toward a School District
desired solution option by carefully choosing the solution
options presented to the community or the Board of Education
for approual.

6. Each School District In Illinois Is Unique Rnd Rs
Such Requires R Tailor Made Application Of One Or More
Of The Solution Options To Solue The Stated Problem.

R

reuiew of literature and information prouided by the sample
indicated that a successful solution to the problem in one
district will not necessarily be a successful solution to the
problem in another district.
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Recommendations
Based on the conclusions reached as a result of this study a
list of recommendations was created for the purpose of adding
further insight into soluing the stated problem.

Those

recommendations follow.

1.

Preliminary

preparations

to

ready

a

school

district to solue a · growth and ouercrowding problem
should include a reuiew of the research presented in
this dissertation. Giuen the lack of information auailable with
regard to soluing a problem of growth and ouercrowding in an
Illinois school district this dissertation represents the latest and
most comprehensiue data auailable on the subject. Rs such the
information auailable in this dissertation enhances the
opportunity to successfully solue the stated problem.

2. Be

knowledgeable

of the

solution

options.

R

working knowledge of the solution options was found to be
beneficial in order for a school district to create the greatest
opportunity for success in soluing the problem. Riso, without a
knowledge base of the solution options the school district
decision makers were unable to grasp the full potential of
combining the solution options to create the best situation
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possible through which the solution of the problem could be
reached.

3. Be knowledgeable of the needs of the school

district and the community.

Rn intimate knowledge of

school district and community needs will allow the school
district decision makers to eualuate and utilize the solution
options that will offer the greatest opportunity to solue the
problem of growth and ouercrowding while prouiding for a
synergistic relationship between the community and the school
district.

4. Be creatiue in adapting solution options to solue

the problem. Each solution option is capable of prouiding some
degree of solution to the problem giuen specific circumstances.
The degree to which any solution option is utilized is limited only
by those specific circumstances and the school district decision
makers creatiuity.

5. Formulate a solution plan.

Giuen the knowledge of

the solution options, knowledge of the needs of the school and
community and creatiuity of the school district decision makers
a solution plan can be created that will offer guidance and
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direction in the quest to solue the stated problem in the best
possible way.

6.

Be aware of the side effects caused through

implementation of one or more of the solution options.
The ability of a school district to auoid negatiue side effects and
efficiently utilize positiue side effects can greatly enhance the
benefits deriued from soluing the stated problem.
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suggestions for Further Study

As a result of this study seueral topics haue been identified
that could, if researched, prouide ancillary scope to the
conclusions reached in this project. Those topics that giue rise
to suggestions for further study are listed below.

1. What impact haue School Site Donation Ordinances, Impact
Fees, or TaH Increment Financing Districts had on Illinois' School
Districts ability to solue growth and ouercrowding problems?

2. What is the preualent attitude of Illinois' Boards of Education
with regard to sharing resources with other local gouernmental
bodies?

3. What Illinois School District problems other than growth and
ouercrowding could be solued through implementation of the
solution options?

4. What is the incidence of intergouernmental cooperation by
school districts with regard to mutually beneficial problem
soluing?
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5. Embark on a fiue to ten year reeualuation of the sample
districts from this study for the purpose of judging the
effectiueness of the sample district's solution choices.
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RPPENDIH R

The Nine-Month School Finance Campaign Planner
9 months before election day:
• Discuss the flnanclal need for an
election.
• Informally contact the community
"mouers and shakers" for their Input
and possible commitment to uolunteer.
• Deuelop campaign logo and phllosophJcal perspectlue on the campaign.
• Begin research on past election
trends.
• Conduct uoter surueys focusing on
perceptions of the schools and leuel
of supportable taH requests.
• Compile data on uoter Identification.
• Informally recruit and solldlfy your
campaign "Inner circle.•
• Initiate discussion with the prluate
sector and other eHternal funding
sources to deuelop matching fund
pledges, funding partnerships, and
so forth.

8 months before:
• Stage your Campaign Kickoff Celebration.
• Contact schools districts that haue
Just completed campaigns and
request Ideas, campaign materlals,
Insight, percelued uoter trends, and
so forth.

6 months before:
• Form TaH Planning Team to look at
possible taH structuring and determine election dates.
• Deuelop a fact sheet for the campal gn.
• Complete community surueys and
analyze the data.
• Launch uoter registration drlue.
• Begin actlue coalition bulldlng
campaign.
• Recruit uolunteers and solicit campal gn funding.
·
• Complete Identification of and map
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out all the uoters In the district.
• Order all lnformatlonal and promotional materials.

5 months before:
• Form the all-Important steering
committee.
• Establish and train your speakers
bureau and slide presenters.

4 months before:
• Prepare and disseminate Informational packets to all teachers,
school staff, uolunteers, and
lnfluentlal c~mmunlty members.
• Prepare and disseminate media
lnformatlonal packets (can be the
same as your staff's Informational
packets, but often may Include publication-ready materials).
• Organize the lndluldual school
campaign committees and coordinate canuasslng, telephone outreach, and malllng efforts among
the different arms of the campaign.
• lmmedlately begin recruitment of
precinct uolunteers.
• Enlist and train the community
presentation teams, Including familiarization with uldeo aids.
3 months before:
• Conduct followup enumeration
actlultles to determine YES, NO,
and undecided uoters.
• Hold malllng party for campaign
brochures.
• Schedule presentations for local
serulce clubs, church groups, and
other target organizations In the
community.

2 months before:
• Complete uoter registration drlue
with a final push.
• Attempt to hold parent-teacher
conferences now and use the op-

portunlty to register parents and
solfdlfy parental support.
• Complete campaign fundralslng
actlultles with a flnal gala euent and
then determine your media aduertlslng schedule based on auallable
funds.
• Remember to make the campaignIng FUN-reinforce the team
concept and feelings of solidarity
through motluatlon-bulldlng actlultles.
6 weeks before:
• Hold media briefings. Stage creatlue euents aimed at communicating
a specific message to the commu-

nity.
• Begin door-to-door _canuasslng; at a
canuasslng kickoff celebratlon, hold
motluatlonal soclal and educational
euents for your uolunteers and staff.
• Distribute lawn signs to Interested
community members.

4 weeks before:
• Contact local businesses for
aduertlslng space.
• Plan and purchase newspaper,
radio, and teleulslon aduertlslng
space for the week preceding the
erection. All ads should be camera
ready by this time.
• Tape radio and TU spots with
targeting pitches.
• Briefly target absentee uoters Just
as the ballots go out. Attempt to
Identify absentee uoters and
conduct a direct-mall campaign.
3 weeks before:
• Reeualuate campaign strategies
and adapt tactics as necessary.
• Hold open houses In schools.

2 weeks before:
• Send all churches copy for their
Sunday bulletins for the week
preceding the election.
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• Post billboards.
• Distribute fliers.

10 days before:
• Begin newspaper, radio, and TU
ads now and build up to election
day.
• Begin countdown actlultles In the
schools and the community.
• Make ulctory party preparations.

5 days before:
• Time targeted mailings to arrlue Just
before the electron.
• Establish telephone banks.
• Conduct final door-to-door canuasslng the weekend before the electl on.
• Flnallze preparations for the daybefore and election-day strategies,
Including assignments of specific uolunteer duties.

The day before:
• Rim telephone campaign at contactIng euery YES and undecided uoter
In the district.
• Media eHposure peaks today.

ELECTION DRY:
• Poll watchers check off arrlual of
desired uoters.
• Place reminder calls In the late
afternoon to those desired uoters
who hauen't yet uoted.
• Hold the erection party and ulctory
celebration.

Followup after the election:
• Enter the electron data Into your
growing district uotlng database.
• Analyze uotlng behaulor by uarlous
Indicators to get Immediate feedback on the success of your
campaign strategies. Rnd be sure
to record your findings for the neKt
time.
• Send thank you notes to all workers
and school staff.

RPPENDIH B

ILLINOIS STRTE BORRD OF EDUCATION
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR ELEMENTARY AND HIGH SCHOOL SPACES
The following Information Is offered as a guide In bulldlng new school facllltles
or the rehabllltatlon of existing facilities. Constant research Is carried out and
there Is no complete agreement on specific detalls. School boards are adulsed
to employ an architect ewperlenced In the design or educational facllltles, and
registered In the State or llllnols. The Information Included In this pubUcatlon
In suggested onlu and Is not to be considered as reguJrements. some areas must
be Increased In order to accomodate the speclal needs of the handicapped.
(Refer to State of IIUnols Accesslblllty Standards.) For further Information,
please call School Organization and Facllltles Section at 217/782-2962.
I.

GENERAL
R.

liI.£
(1)

The necessity for larger sites Is due to a number of trends
such as: (a) space for outdoor teaching areas, (b) slnglestory structures, (c) single-load corridors, (d) campus and
cluster-type layout, (e) the school-within-a-school concept
of school organization, (f) consoUdatlon of attendance
areas resulting In larger schools, more buses, and regulations
and practices requiring on-site bus loading and unloading, (g)
parking space for the Increasfng number of teacher and pupil
cars.

(2)

Recommended areas
a.
For elementary schools - a minimum of s acres plus an
addltlonal acre for each 1ee ouons of predicted
ultimate enrollment. Thus an elementary school of .2.JUl
guolls would haue a site of 7 acres.
b.

For Junior high school - a minimum site of ze acres plus
an addltlonal acre for each Jee ouolls of predicted
ultimate mawlmum enroUment. Thus a Junior high
school of 500 ouons would haue a site of 25 acres.

c.

For senior high schools - a minimum site of :,e acres
plus an addltlonal acre for each 100 nuolls of predicted
ultimate mawlmum enrollment. Thus a senior high
school of 1008 ouolls would haue a site of 48 acres.
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B.

c.

MUSIC
(I)

Uocal - 16 square feet per pupll

(2)

Instrumental - 20 square feet per pupll

(3)

Practice rooms, - not less than 60 square feet

(4)

Office - 100 square feet

(S)

Instrument storage - 600 square feet

(6)

telllng heights - 14 feet

TOILETS
(1)

Should be no larger than necessary - a 5 ft, wide passage,
along a row of staffs Is sufficient and can Include lauatorles
or opposite wall.

(2)

Joliet stall 2-1 /2' ( See State of llllnols Rccesslbllity
Standards for specific Information regarding handicapped
area requirements.)

(3)

Mirrors - equal In number to lauatorles

(4)

Mirror mounting height from floor:
Grades
Grades
Grades
Grades

(S)

K-6 ..... 38•

7-9 .....48•
18-12 •• 44 •
8-12 ••••44•

Number of flHtures In general toilets Elementary
Girts - 1 W.C. for 25
Boys - 1 W.C. for 58

Jr, H.s,
1 - 25

.HiL
1 - 25

1 - SB

1 - SB

Urinals - 1 for each 38 boys
Lauatorles - 1 for each SB pupils
Drinking Fountains - 1 for each 75 pupils
(6)

Toilet Room Accessories
(a)
Soap dispenser
(b)
Toilet paper dispenser
(c)
Mirrors not ouer lauatorles
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(d)
(e)

D.

LIBRARY.
(1)

Reading Room

38 sq. ft. per student capable
of accomodatlng I B ~ of
student population.

(2)

Workroom Office

280 sq. ft. sufficient shelulng,
cabinets, table work space.

(3)

Audloulsual room

208 sq. ft.

(4)

Magazine reserue room

I 00 sq. ft.

(5)

Professional library

100 sq. ft.

(6)

Preulew room

200 sq. ft.

(7)

Conference room

120 sq. ft.

(8)

Classrooms for library
Instruction

1000 sq. ft.

(9)

Production room

100 sq. ft.

(18)

Supplementary teHtbook
room

208 sq. ft.

(11)

E.

Shelf for pupll books
Paper towel dispensers

Shelues - 18 books per
linear ft. : 10 books per
student

O~EBHIHJNAI. OND MR INIENB~tE Sf BCE
(1)

Janitors storage room with serulce sink on each floor
48 sq. ft.

(2)

Central quarters - shower, toilet, lauatory and locker space
75 sq. ft.

(3)

Workshop - 208 sq. ft.

(4)

Central Storage - 168 sq. ft.

(5)

Bulk Storeroom - 208 - 408 sq. ft.
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F.

CRFETERIR - ELEMENTRRY AND HIGH SCHOOLS
(1)

Kitchen -

(2)

Storaga -

(3)

Dining area - 15 sq. ft. per meal - shelulng quantities 1-1-1 /2

1-1-1/2 to 2 sq. ft. per meal

1/2 to 1 sq. ft. per meal - Shelulng height limit 7•5•
width between supports 49• - clearance between shelues 1s•
- depth 12 • -18 • -24 • floor to the first shelf 36 • - aisle space
39•-42•
sq. ft. per meal.

(4)

11.

Serulng area • .es

to .87 ft. per meal - Min. 16' Ma,c 25'. One
unit of counter for each 308 elementary puplls, one unit
counter for each 200 secondary pupils. .02 to .2 llnear feet
per meal for soUed dish counter, .015 to .82 If near feet per
meal for clean dish counter.

ELEMENTARY SCHOOL SPACES

A.

B.

RQMINISTRATIQN AREA
(1)

Prlnclpal's office, closet and toilet - 150 sq. ft.

(2)

Built-In record storage or cabinets - 28 sq. ft.

(3)

Storage supplies and books - 38 sq. ft. ( apprmdmately B.25
sq. ft. per pupil for schools ouer 200)

(4)

Duplicating Room - 60 sq. ft.

(5)

Health Room - 1ee sq. ft. ( total area for nurse e,camlnatlon
and waiting room - see sq. ft. )

(6)

Waiting Room

(7)

Conference room 128 sq. ft. ( conuenlent to prlnclpal's
office).

(8)

Guidance - one office for euery 308 pupils, one testing
cubicle for euery 3 counselors.

CLRSSROOMS

(1)

GRADE

DESIRABLE CLASS SIZE

GROSS FLOOR OREB

Kindergarten

25 students

1008-1208 sq. ft.
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38 students

(2)

1-8

(3)

Special classroom 12-15 students
for Handicapped/

908 sq. ft.
858-108 sq. ft.

Gifted

6-10 students

(4)

Remedial Room

200-300 sq. ft.

(5)

Storage closets for
teachers

(6)

Chalkboard 18-24 llnear ft. - tack board 18-24 linear ft.

(7)

Work Counter - 12 linear ft. - 2' side storage underneath with
doors.

20-30 sq. ft.

Sink built In. Height •(I) 25 • , (2) 21 • , (3) 29 •, (4) 30 •, (5) 31 ", ·
(6) 32 •, (7 C, 8) 34 • • Grade leuel
(8)

Pupil Wardrobes
(a)
Recessed area or room adjacent to the classroom
separated from the classroom Itself with folding doors or part
partition.
(b)
Steel lockers built Into the corridor wans outside the
classroom.
(c)
Mouable wardrobes are gaining In popularity.

(9)

Teachers room 1B sq. ft. for each teacher.

SPECIAL FACILITIES
(1)

Elementary all-purpose room 66'
no seating

(2)

Elementary all-purpose room 86' H 54' - two teaching stations no seating, celllngs - elementary 16' to 18'

(3)

Junior high school gymnasium 86' H 65' - two teaching stations 350 seats - regulation floor 42' H 74' - celllng 18' to 28'

(4)

P.E. area per student three times normal space

H

44 - one teaching station -

for

classroom,

Number of teaching stations - number of pupils enrolled In subject
number of periods per week teaching station Is auallable.
(5)

Dressing rooms and shower facilities for the upper grades for both
boys and girls - 15 sq. ft. per pupil In class.
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111.

(6)

Stage - 608-808 sq. ft.

(7)

Remedial room - 388 sq. ft.

(8)

Storage - 200 sq. ft. minimum

(9)

Drinking fountains - 1 for 75 pupils

( 18)

Water - elementary - 8 to 1B gallons per pupll

SECONDARY SCHOOL SPACES - AREAS
R.

OQMINISTRATIDN AREA
(1)

Prlnclpal's Office
(a)
(b)
(c)

(d)
(e)
(f)

(g)
(2)

Coat closet
Toilet
Built-In uault or cabinets

Counseling
(a)

(b)
(c)

B.

Secretary's office
Waiting room
Duplicating room
Storage supplies-book

Offices
Outer office
Storage room

(3)

Teachers room with toilet adjacent - 1B sq. ft. per teacher

(4)

Auditorium

CLASSROOM
(1)

Regular Classroom - 750 sq. ft. or 25 sq. ft. per student

(2)

Science 35-40 sq. ft. per student - 1000 sq. ft. Including storage.

(3)

Art - 30 sq. ft. per student - 1000 sq. ft. Including storage.

(4)

I ndustrlal Arts
(a)

One teacher department
1) General Metal - 70-90 sq. ft. per pupil per amdllary area.
2) General Woodwork - 88-188
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3) Transportation - 128-158 sq. ft. per pupil plus
auHlllary area.
4) General Electrlclty - 50-60 sq. ft. per pupll plus
auHlllary area.
5) Drafting - 35-50 sq. ft. per pupil plus auHlllary area
6) Graphic Arts - 78-89 sq. ft. per pupll plus auHlflary
area.
7) General Shop - 79-199 sq. ft. per pupll plus auwllfary
area.

C.

D.

AGRICULTURE - ONE TEACHER DEPARTMENT - 4000 sq. ft.
(1)

Classroom - 30 sq. ft. per pupll

(2)

Shop area - 40' K 66'

(3)

Rmdllary area
(a)
Shop storage
(b)
Storage
(c)
Conference Room
(d)
Restroom
(e)
Laboratory

100
180
188
88
192

sq.
sq.
sq.
sq.
sq.

HOMEMAKING - ONE TEACHER DEPARTMENT 28'

K

(1)

Food area

28 K 32

(2)

Llulng area

28

(3)

Clothing area

28 K 35

K

ft.
ft.
ft.
ft.
ft.
88' - 2240 sq. ft.

13

Two-teacher Department 3808 sq. ft. - three rooms separated by
accordion type partitions.

E.

BUSINESS EDUCATION
(1)

Typewriting

36 sq. ft. per pupil

(2)

Bookkeeping-Shorthand
Room

36 sq. ft. per pupil

(3)

Office and/or Secretarial
Practice

200

40 sq. ft. per pupil

F.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION
(1)

Gymnasium - Senior High School
96' H 78'6• •••••• Playlng floor 84' H 58' - seating capacity 648
180' H 93•s• ••.• Playlng floor 84' H 58' - seating capacity 1878
180' H 1e4•5•,.p1aylng floor 84' H 50' - seating capacity 1588
End safety zones 6' minimum - 8' preferred - side court
clearance 6' minimum - 8' preferred.
Celllng 28' to 22'

(2)

Showers
(a)
(b)
(c)

One shower head for each four puplls In class.
Flue (SJ sq. ft. per student In class.
Shower mounting heights - grade 7-9 girls 54•
boys 6&•
grade 9-12 glrls 56•
boys 60•

(3)

Dressing rooms - 15 sq. ft. per student In class. Storage
lockers will need more space.

(4)

Office for men and women P.E. Instructors - lndluldual 120 sq.
ft.

(5)

Equipment drying rooms - 288 sq. ft.

(6)

Storage rooms ( gymnasium equipment - 250 sq. ft. for each
teaching station ).

(7)

Correctlue room ( could be wrestllng room ) multl-purpose
1888 to 1588 sq. ft.

October 1989
O.C.N.
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Curriculum Contemplations
Programming and determining how educational spaces relate are the most
crltlcal phases In the lnltlal design of a school.
Content learning wlll become obsolete. The focus and emphasis will be on
process and application. Curriculum wlll change from presenting data to
eualuatlng and synthesizing Ideas, and solulng •real-world• problems.
Our emphasis wlll change from what to learn to how to learn.
Currlculum Is shifting from accent on parts and elements to an emphasis
on wholes and pattern. Relatlonshlps and patterns diminish Isolation and
Integration becomes meaningful.
Learning will be centered around Ideas and problems, not fragmented Into
separate subject areas controlled by lock-step scheduled days.
Rs curriculum shifts, functional Interrelationships between Isolated
subject areas and other actlultles wm moue beyond a mere
tnterdlsclpllnary to transdlsclprfnary webs of llnkage. For eHample:
Math-Science-Home Arts
English-Media-Theatre-Foreign Language
Social Studies-Foreign Language- English
Humanities-Social Studles-Gouernment
Hlstory-Engllsh-Sclence
Home Arts-Hearth-Social Studies-Science
Physical Education-Humanities-Music
Technology wlll be Infused In all program areas.
Independent study will be a new force In education, supplemented by
small and large group actlultles.
Learning eHperlences for students will be differentiated for personal
reteuance rather than whole groups pursuing essentially the same
answers through limited like actlultles.
Cooperatlue Learning actlultles are essential for students to learn
cotlectluely, fostering connection among learners and emphasizing
nonlinear Interaction In problem sotutng. Rn emphasis on group task
performance and problem solutng In the workplace calls for collaborattue
learnlng with shared responsibility for performance and euatuatlon.
Students, using a thematic problem sotutng approach, wm form cross-age
groups to use modes of Inquiry from a uarlety of dlsclpltnes to define,
refine, and attack problems of concern or Interest to them.
Methods of assessment wlll change from measuring mastery of
descrlptlue knowledge to eualuattng attainment of higher-thinking
skills.
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Students wlll demonstrate mastery of learning concepts through
ewhlbltlons, demonstrations, and portfolios, rather than rote test taking.
The Regular Education lnltlatlue (REI) wlll lead to collaboratlue teaching
with general education teachers and special education teachers forming
partnerships to more fully Integrate special education students with the
general population and to more adequately meet the needs of •at-risk•
students In general education classes.
•Learning-while-doing• wlll become a more significant component of
occupatlonal education.
•community• education calls for students to Interact with their
community. It ewtends education to the working world C-real world•).
Such programs will reuolue around •serulce • learning and career
ewploratlon actlultles with focus on real problems.
Physical Education and Athletics are different. Schools and communities
will probably continue to appreciate competltlue sports, but emphasis In
physical education will be placed more on llfetlme fitness actlultles and
ewerclse physiology. Athletics may become the domain of groups outside
of the schools.
Whole language rejects the separation of the uarlous aspects of the
language process. Literature, art, mus·1c, and drama are Important ways
to ewpress the Intertwine of process and content.
Citizens of the future will haue calculators, computers, and other
technology to do basic computation for them. They will Instead haue to
recognize how to formulate mathematlcal problems to go about solulng
mathematical situations and communicate with others about those
solutlons.
New curricular Issues may reuolue around ethics, law, humanities, ualues,
and self-awareness.
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The Impact of Technology
The role of teachers of the 9B's ... lnto the 21st Century Is to be the guide
on the side rather than the sage on the stage! Teachers will become
•coaches• of student learnlng.
Shifts In teaching will occur so that computer-supported collaboratlue
learning becomes a maJor type of student Interaction.
The focus of curriculum In the 21st Century will not be on Increasing
content knowledge. Instead, the emphasis will be on acquiring skills
which wlll help the student to access the huge amount of Information and
data that wlll come at them. This will become more feasible through the
use of technology.
Instructional uses of computers can be dlulded Into three parts:
Learning about computers (literacy, computer science,
programming, theory)
Computer-as-tool (word processing, Integrated Instruction, use as
aid to problem solulng throughout the
curriculum)
Learning using computers (CAI, lnteractlue learning, naulgatlng
through knowledge)
Technology calls for lots of electrical access plus surge protectors.
Telecommunlcatlons will become a dominate mode of learning.
Classrooms need to be wired to fiber optics. Dedicated phone lines for
modems should be wired to all learning areas. RF modulators allow for
computers to Interface with TU screen. LCD screens allow for projecting
computer Images on ouerhead screens.
Classrooms new compact technology control stations. Labs/shops will use
computers to display graphics. Computer disk storage will replace flle
cabinets. Health/PE will haue computer controlled fitness equipment. Art
will use computers, lasers, TU, robotics. Music will use synthesizers and
computer graphics. Drama will benefit from computer controlled lighting
and projection techniques.
Uolce actluated Input deulces are auallable today In aduanced sciences
settings and will one day be cost effectlue In replaclng keyboarding In our
school/work settings.
Each student needs his/her own study space equipped with a computer. R
series of such spaces could be grouped together In pods surrounding a
more hlghly equipped library/media center.
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Students wlll use •electronic notebooks•. lndluldual learning wlll become
reality with Independent study supplemented by small and large group
actlulty.
Technology tools wlll Increasingly be designed for use by teams rather
than lndlulduals In lsolatlon.
Special learners and •at-risk" students show significant learning gain
through the use of computers. Robotics wlll play a major role In allowing
the seuerely handicapped to participate In a school setting.
•cognition Enhancers" combine the complementary strengths of a person
and Information technology empowering enulronments and using
hypermedia.
Databases, spreadsheets, and Cadd empower work enulronments so
people can focus on higher leuel thinking and the creatlue aspects of·
problem solulng.
Hypermedia, also a cognition enhancer, Is a framework for creating an
Interconnected, web-llke representation of symbols In the computer. The
student can trauerse the network along alternatlue paths and finks
seeking the right sequential stream for his/her content or goals.
Hypermedia enables the Integrated curriculum.
Education will become more Integrated/Infused with daily fife In home
and community. Learning can occur at home or on the Job, and be
lnteractlue.
Job skills are changing dramatically due to technology. Rduance
technology eliminates Jobs as well as creates them. Contrast the effort
on the grocery store clerk uersus the typist/secretary.
Business will become more lnuolued In education and the use of
technology prouldlng ewpertlse, equipment, and funds.
Rs the routine parts of work are automated, a greater proportion of
decisions will require stressful ethical choices.
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The following table presents guldellnes for space relatlonshlps based on
educational considerations.

f DUCATI ONAL FACILITY SPA CE REL All ONSH IPS

soace

Near to

IsoJated from

1. Administration

Main Entrance
Health Suite

Teacher's Workroom
Music
Shops
Gymnasium
Athletics

2. Art

Industrial Arts
Photography

3. Athletic Fields

Gymnasium
Parking Lots
Street Recess

Academic Classroom

4. Auditorium

Street Recess
Parking Lots
2nd Major Entrance
Music

Gymnasium

5. Book Storage

Administration
Academic Classrooms

General Storage
Custodial Storage

6. Cafeteria

Major Entrance
Academic Classrooms
Storage and Recelulng

7. Classrooms

Central Area
Library

Music
Shops

8. Commerical Program

Administration

Academic Classroom

9. Commons (student)

Main Entrance
Administration
Library
Academic Classrooms
Rear and Side Entrances
Cafeteria
Auditorium

Shops

1e. Custodial Workroom

Utllltles
storage

Classrooms
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11. Custodian Storage
(decentrallzed)

Storage
Recelulng

Food Serulces
Main Entrance

12. Conference Room

Administration
Guidance
Teachers' Lounge
Academic Clusters

Laboratories
Shops
Music
Cafeteria

13. Drlueways

Administration
Main Entrance
Storage/Recelulng
Music
Auditorium
Cafeteria
Athletic Fields

Play Areas

14. Guidance

Administration
Main Entrance

Direct access to
Administration

15. Health Serulces

Administration
Main Entrance

Guidance

16. Homemaking

Art

Food Serulces
Gymnasium

Student Commons
17. I ndustrlal Arts

Art

Uocatlonal Shops
Auditorium
Music
Administration

18. Kindergarten

Separate Play Area
Drlueway
Restrooms

Other Classrooms

Storage
Cafeteria
19. Kitchen (Cafeteria)

Storage/Recelulng

Auditorium
Gymnasium

20. Library

Academic Classrooms
EHterlor Entrance

Shops
Music
Auditorium
Gymnasium

Auditorium

Academic Classroom
Administration

21. Music

Art
Homemaking
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22. Main Entrance

Recess Streets
Parking
Administration

Storage/Recelulng
Shops

23. Parking

Maintenance
Auditorium
Gymnasium
Athletic fields

Playgrounds

24. Restrooms

Classrooms
Playgrounds
Public Areas

25. Science

Labs

Growing Areas
Nature Walks
26. Serulce (utilities)

Recess Drlue
Storage/Rec el ul ng

Food Serulce
Commons
Library
Auditorium
All Instructional
Areas

Playgrounds
27. Shops ( uocatlonal)

storage/Recelulng
Athletic Areas
Agricultural Land

Academic Areas
Other Buildings

28. Storage

All Instructional
Non-I nstructlonal
Serulce

Main Entrance

29. Teachers' Lounge

Related Instruction
Work Areas

Administration
Guidance
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General Ideas on Planning c, Designing Schools
for the 21st Century
The future wlll arrlue ahead of schedule. Much of the future wlll be
determined by decisions we make.
Change Is lneuftable. Change wlll be rapid and continuous. People differ
In their readiness to accept change. ( lnnouators • 3%, Leaders - 13%,
Early majority • 34%, Late majority • 34%, Resistors • 16~)
The modern shopping mall prouldes fleHfblllty and uarlety to respond to
changing demands of the consumer. Schools need the same features to
meet the changing requirements of the operation.
Modern office buildings may be useful prototypes for schools. Such
facllltles are constructed without knowing tenants: with space to
accomodate large a_nd small firms; and with structural, mechanical,
electrlcal systems that allow future users to arrange and rearrange to
suit their needs.
Rather than placing classrooms In •egg carton• fashion along corridors,
open space, as found In office buildings, may be more appropriate.
Schools wlll become smaller In size and more personable.
Satellite learning facllltles may be the waue of future high schools.
Hospitals, shopping centers, museums, research labs, factories may
serue to proulde a new set of on-site learnlng options.
Our country's populatlon will continue to age with fewer numbers In
school age categories.
School populatlons wlll become both younger and older and more ethnic
and culturally dluerse.
The modern school serues as a community center for educatlonal, cultural,
and recreatlonal actlultles. Facllltles will need to be auallable for
programs serulng the uery young to the senior citizen.
School facllltles should Include community spaces for meetings,
education, actlulty, food serulce and all need to be accessible to the
handicapped.
Because of the mlHture of clulc, community and educatlonal actfultles,
enulronments should be uaned In size, shape, color, and lighting. Hightech, yet home-like comfort should be considered.
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Education wlll become truly lifelong; a part of llfe, not apart from It.
Early childhood centers and day care facllltles will be Incorporated with
elementary school sites. (PL99-457 requires pre-school programs be In
place by 1991-92 for three-four-flue-year- old children with handicaps.)
Students wlll need lndluldual space for study, storage, and discussions
with teachers and perhaps other students. From this space the student
will go to lecture rooms, labs, studios, the library, the gym, and the
cafeteria, returning to the home base when desired.
The world of work wlll continue to shift from an Industrial force to an
Information, serulce, and high-technology work force with Jobs at all
leuels becoming more technical and sophisticated. Workers wlll need to
manage Information and work with people which will call for hlgh-leuel
thinking skllls and adaptablllty.
Workers will need to shift from one Job to another as many as flue to .
seuen times ouer the course of their careers.
Teenagers may enter the work force at earlier ages, working longer hours.
Educators will need to rethink school schedules and the role of homework.
The world wlll continue to become more globally Interdependent with
Increasing cultural and ethnic dluerslty.
Families will continue to be dluerse with no single family type
representing the majority of Americans.
The focus of control In education will continue to shift from the federal
to the state leuel and from central offices to lndiuldual buildings.
Teachers wlll need to share In decision making concerning all aspects of
the local operation.
TaHpayers wlll continue to resist paying for schools. Alternate forms of
funding will be determined with business playing a major role In this
regard.
Our society will demand an euen more conuenlent life-style, eHpectlng all
goods and serulces to be delluered with ease and speed and, naluely, with
no Increase In costs.
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